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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Eutrophication describes a condition of water bodies having high nutrient 

contents especially of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds. An excessive 

content of nutrients stimulates biomass formation by algal blooms, which may 

excrete very toxic biocides and during decay can lead to oxygen starvation in 

water ecosystems. Oxygen deficiency leads to a reduced biodiversity of the 

macro- and microorganism populations. Fishes suffocate, the fish production is 

drastically diminished and the use of the water bodies is highly restricted. 

 Eutrophication becomes a serious problem in many fresh water habitats 

and coastal areas throughout the world (UNEP 2006). Within 10 years, from 

1987 to 1997, Germany successfully decreased 25 % of the total nitrogen 

emission into the water body of catchment areas. Nevertheless, the international 

goal of reducing nutrient emissions by 50 % from 1985 to 1995 could not be 

reached (Behrendt et al. 2002).  All states bordering Germany also missed this 

goal. Most parts of the German Bight of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea are 

classified as problem areas with a bad eutrophication status (OSPAR 

commissions 2008 and HELCOM 2009). 

 With regard to sources of pollution of natural water resources, point and 

non point, diffuse pollution of water bodies with nutrients could be 

distinguished. Failure to remove nitrogen from point sources such as wastewater 

treatment plants clearly contributes to eutrophication problems. Nitrogen 

removal from domestic and industrial wastewater after the removal of carbon 

compounds by nitrification and denitrification has been successfully engineered 

in the last decades. There are, however, sources of wastewater with specific 

characteristics, such as a high salt content, where classical nitrogen removal 

processes face several problems. Industries generating saline wastewater are for 
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example fish or seafood industry, usually located at the coast, the leather or 

gelatin industry and power generation plants. Using sea water as toilet flushing 

water in dual wastewater systems for coastal cities, such as for instance Hong 

Kong generates domestic wastewater with a high salinity and requires halophilic 

or halotolerant microorganisms for purification. 

 A high content of salt in wastewater leads to a reduced osmotic pressure 

in and a concentration increase of the cytoplasm. Under “normal” low-salt 

conditions the cytoplasm membrane of wastewater bacteria is permeable for 

water and this causes a moderate internal cell pressure, which must be 

counteracted by the cell wall. If bacteria live in a salt-free surrounding, water 

intrudes into the cytoplasm and leads to a high internal pressure and finally to 

cell rupture. On the other hand, microorganisms that live in a high salinity 

environment must maintain the intracellular water level high enough for cell 

activity, otherwise osmolysis will prevent metabolic activity. Such bacteria can 

be found in naturally saline environment such as seawater/mud and they might 

catalyze the nitrogen removal process in saline wastewater. 

 Since the nitrifying bacteria that carry out ammonia and nitrite oxidation 

are autotrophic and thus slow growing, nitrification often becomes the limiting 

process for biological nitrogen removal. The growth rate of nitrifying bacteria is 

almost a factor of 10 smaller than that of heterotrophic carbon removing 

bacteria. For growth of nitrifiers in a saline environment, the bacteria need extra 

energy for carbon dioxide fixation and to maintain an intracellular osmotic 

pressure. As a consequence of the necessity to maintain a minimal intercellular 

pressure, all bacteria that live in saline environment have less energy available 

for growth than those which live in a sweet water environment. 

 Biological removal of pollutants during wastewater treatment is 

principally possible by suspended bacteria or by biofilm bacteria that grow 

attached to surfaces. For biological processes that must be carried out by slow 

growing bacteria, such as nitrification, attached growth on support materials 
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enables the microorganisms to form biofilms and to reach high cell densities by 

carrier-supported immobilization.. 

 Advantages of attached growth and biofilm formation for treating 

wastewater can be summarized as follows: 

- A high population density can be maintained because bacteria attach 

actively onto support material and thus are not washed out with the 

effluent. 

- An increasing system performance can be achieved due to the 

existence of a high density of biomass. 

- High shock loading resistance and better recovery from shock loadings 

are a result of a protector function of presumably the extracellular 

polymeric substances (EPS) that keep together the biofilm. 

- Returning of activated sludge to increase activity as in suspended 

growth reactors is not needed so biofilm reactors have reduced costs of 

operation. 

 There are also some disadvantages of attached growth processes which 

are: 

1. Transport limitations, for instance mass transfer of oxygen or 

substrates through the hydrated EPS layer may limit microbial growth 

at the base. 

2. Risk of clogging when not properly designed and operated. 

3. Difficult evaluation of kinetic processes due to a complex interaction 

between biofilm and liquid. 

4. No uniform distribution of substrates as well as of the biomass 

population due to a difficult mixing system. 

The growth development of microorganisms that tend to attacht to a 

support material is influenced by several factors, inculuding pore and 

surface.  
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characteristics of the support material. The materials, which could be used as a 

support material are characterized as follows: 

a. Inert material : Physical and biological processes in a reactor do not 

corrupt the material and vice versa 

b. Surface roughness: The roughness represents amount and size of 

crevices, where microorganisms could initially growth without 

disturbances by shear forces 

c. A reactor filled with a high porosity support material results in high 

void ratios in the reactor and this could reduce the clogging risk 

d. Supporting media having high specific surface area provide more 

space for bacterial growth 

1.2 Objectives 

The main objective of this research was to investigate the feasibility of fixed-bed 

reactors that contain porous ceramic rings or Pelia polyethylene/clay mats as 

substratum for halophilic or halotolerant nitrifying bacteria. Specific aspects of 

this work were:  

1. To find appropriate inocula for nitrification of saline wastewater 

2. To observe the long term performance of nitrification in fixed bed 

reactors under a changing ammonia loading rate (ALR), at changing 

pH and with external recirculation 

3. To investigate and compare the influence of varying salt 

concentrations an ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates, and the 

performance of fixed bed reactors inoculated with a micro flora either 

from fresh or sea water  

4. To assess the effect of substrate concentration on ammonia and nitrite 

oxidation rates by nitrifiers that were immobilized in a biofilm and on 

the process stability of fixed bed reactors treating saline wastewater. 
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5. To determine the ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates of nitrifiers in 

biofilms under different temperature. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Microorganisms must be supplied with energy and carbon sources and nutrients 

such as nitrogen-, phosphorus- and sulfate-compounds, as well as growth factors 

such as zink, manganese and nickel, among many others. Nitrogen is known as 

an essential building block in the synthesis of protein. The forms of nitrogen in 

wastewater are ammonia (NH4
+), nitrite (NO2

-), and nitrate (NO3
-) ions and 

organic nitrogen, determined as total nitrogen The organic fraction of nitrogen 

consists of a complex mixture of compounds including amino acids, amino 

sugars, and proteins (polymers of amino acids), which readily converted to 

ammonia through degradation of the carbon skeleton by microorganisms in the 

aquatic environment (Metcalf and Eddy 2003). 

 Nitrogen removal during wastewater treatment is necessary to avoid:  

- Oxygen depletion of receiving water bodies 

- Eutrophication of receiving surface water 

- Effect of ammonia, nitrite and nitrate on receiving water with respect 

to fish toxicity 

- Inefficiency of chlorine disinfection for water reuse application  

(Metcalf and Eddy 2003, Ahn 2006) 

 The nitrogen concentration of wastewater varies broadly depending on 

activities generating the wastewater. Nitrogen compounds can be removed from 

wastewater by a variety of physicochemical processes such as air or steam 

stripping, ion exchange, and biological processes such as nitrification and 

denitrification. Biological nitrogen removal has been widely applied due to its 

effectivness and inexpensive process operation (Ahn 2006) 
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2.1 Nitrogen removal process 

2.1.1 Processes for biological nitrogen removal 

2.1.1.1 Conventional biological nitrogen removal  

Biological nitrogen removal is usually achieved by a sequence of nitrification 

and denitrification processes. During nitrification ammonia is biologically 

oxidized to nitrate via nitrite which is then reduced to nitrogen gas during the 

denitrification process, as shown in the Figure 2.1.  
 

  

    

   

Figure 2.1 Nitrification and denitrification processes 

 Nitrification is conducted in two sequential oxidative stages: ammonia 

oxidation to nitrite (nitritation) and nitrite oxidation to nitrate (nitratation) with 

oxygen. Each stage is performed by different bacterial genera that are for 

instance Nitrosomonas, Nitrosococccus for nitritation and Nitrobacter, 

Nitrospira for nitratation. The nitrifiers use ammonia or nitrite as an energy 

source, oxygen as an electron acceptor and carbon dioxide as a carbon source. 

 Equations for nitritation, nitratation and total oxidation generating energy 

are as follows (Metcalf and Eddy 2003). 

Eq. 2.1: 2NH4
+ + 3O2  � 2NO2

- + 4H+ + 2H2O 

Eq. 2.2: 2NO2
- + O2  � 2NO3

- 

Eq. 2.3: NH4
+ + 2O2  �  NO3

- + 2H+ + H2O 

 The biomass synthesis reaction in nitrification is represented as follows: 

Eq. 2.4: 4CO2 + HCO3
- + NH4

+ + H2O � C5H7O2N + 5O2 

 

 

NH4
+ NO2

- NO3
- NO2

- N2 

Nitritation Nitratation Denitratation Denitritation 

Nitrification Denitrification 
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 The overall synthesis and oxidation reaction in nitrification can be 

represented as follows: 

Eq. 2.5: NH4
+ + 1.863O2  + 0.098CO2  � 0.0196C5H7NO2 +   

               0.98NO3
- + 0.0941H2O + 1.98H+ 

 
 The chemical formula C5H7NO2 represent the synthesized bacterial cells. 

 According to the above equation for each g of ammonia (as N) oxidized, 

4.25 g of O2 are utilized, 0.16 g of new cells are formed, 7.07 g of alkalinity (as 

CaCO3) are consumed and 0.08 g of inorganic carbon are required for the 

formation of new cells.  

 Denitrification is accomplished in two sequential reductions under anoxic 

condition by a heterotrophic bioconversion process. Nitrate is reduced to nitrite 

(denitratation), and then the nitrite is reduced to nitrogen gas (denitritation). 

During denitrification, microorganisms utilize nitrite and or nitrate as electron 

acceptors and organic matter as carbon and energy source. A variety of carbon 

sources, such as methanol, acetate, glucose and ethanol can serve for 

denitrification. However, because of the lowest prize, methanol (CH3OH) is 

used widespread. Combined dissimilation- synthesis equations for denitrification 

using methanol as an electron donor are as follows (Metcalf and Eddy 2003). 

Eq. 2.6: 5CH3OH + 6NO3
- � 3N2 + 5CO2 + 7H2O + 6OH- 

 
2.1.1.2 Alternative biological nitrogen removal 

Nitrification and denitrification, known as conventional biological nitrogen 

removal processes, are proceeding slowly and are relatively expensive, referring 

to energy requirement for aeration, the requiring alkalinity and eventually an 

external carbon source. 

 In the past few years, several alternatively biological nitrogen removal 

processes have been developed, including partial nitrification, denitritation, 

anaerobic ammonia oxidation (the Anammox process), and its combined 
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systems. Utilization of oxygen, alkalinity and organic compounds for alternative 

nitrogen removal processes were summarized by (Ahn 2006) in Table 2.1.  

 Table 2.1 Comparison of various nitrogen removal processes 

Reaction 
First phase Second phase 

Source Oxygen i Alkalinity ii Alkalinity ii Organic iii ** 

Nitrification- 
Denitrification 

4.57 7.14 3.57* 3.7 a 

Nitritation – Denitritation 3.43 7.14 3.57* 2.3 b 

Partial nitritation – 
Anammox 

1.71– 
2.06 

3.57 0.24 - c 

CANON 1.94 3.68 - - d 

i   : (g O2/g N); ii = (g CaCO3/g N); iii = (g COD/g N) 
*   : Alkalinity production in heterotrophic denitrification 
** : Based on methanol 
Source : a, b : Rittmann & McCarty 2001 in Ahn 2006; c : Van Dongen et al., 2001 in Ahn 2006; d : Sliekers et 
al., 2003 

 
 According to table 2.1, conventional ammonia removal needs clearly 

more oxygen, alkalinity and organic substances, which lead to a more expensive 

process. 

- Nitritation and denitritation 

 In this method, called also partial nitrification, ammonia is removed to 

nitrogen gas via nitrite. No nitrite oxidation to nitrate and no nitrate reduction to 

nitrite should occur, so that oxygen and organic requirements can be essentially 

reduced (Hellinga et al., 1998). The methods proceed practically in a single 

reactor or in two reactors. In a single reactor, such as in the Sharon (Single 

reactor system for High activity Ammonia Removal Over Nitrite) process, an 

intermittent aeration system is applied and nitratation is avoided by adjusting 

pH, the solid retention time (SRT) and dissolved oxygen (DO) to depress the 

activity of nitrite nitrifiers.  

 In the Sharon process with two reactors, aerobic conditions for the first 

reactor are necessary and the second reactor must be run under anaerobic 
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conditions. Beside of that, environmental factors in the first reactor such as, pH, 

DO, temperature are adjusted to suppress the nitrite oxidizing bacteria. The 

stoichiometry of an ideal Sharon reaction is represented by Eq. 2.7 – 2.9. 

Eq. 2.7: 2NH4
+ + 3O2 �2NO2

- + 4H+ + 2H2O 

Eq. 2.8: 2NO2
- + 4.8 g COD + 2H+ � N2 + 1.8 g sludge 

Eq. 2.9: 2NH4
+ + 3O2 + 4.8 g COD � N2 + 2H+ + 1.8 g sludge 

- Two-in-series reactors for partial nitritation—Anammox process 

 Beside ammonia oxidation under aerobic conditions, it was recognized 

that ammonia could be also oxidized under anaerobic conditions. Using nitrite as 

electron acceptor, anammox bacteria can oxidize ammonia to nitrogen gas, as 

outlined in the following equation (Van de Graaf et al., 1995). 

Eq. 2.10: NH4
+ + NO2

- → N2 + 2 H2O 

 Based on equation 2.10, 1 mol ammonia needs 1 mol nitrite or a ratio of 

1:1of ammonia:nitrite should be maintained to support the anammox process. 

Under practical conditions nitrogen compounds can be eliminated by anaerobic 

ammonia oxidation. However, ammonia must partly be pre-oxidized to nitrite 

(about 50% of ammonia), but not to nitrate, before feeding into the anammox 

process. So in this two-in-series partial nitritation-anammox process two 

reactors are required, where in the first reactor partial nitrification (conversion of 

about 50% of ammonia to nitrite) proceeds and in the second reactor the 

anammox process takes place.  

- CANON (Completely Autotrophic Nitrogen removal Over Nitrite)  

 A further development of the two-in-series partial nitritation—anammox 

process is the Canon process. The concept of the Canon process is to combine 

partial nitritation and anammox in one fixed-bed reactor (Van Loosdrecht et al., 

2004). In a biofilm (attached growth conditions) the nitrifiers oxidize partly 

ammonia to nitrite at the surface, consume the oxygen and then create anoxic 

conditions farther inside the biofilm for ammonia and nitrite disproportionation  
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which is needed for the anammox process. The operational conditions of the 

Canon process are relatively sensitive, concerning especially the biofilm 

thickness, the dissolved oxygen concentration, the nitrogen-surface load and the 

temperature.  

2.1.2 Nitrification biokinetics 

 Biological processes in wastewater treatment depend on substrate 

utilization and microbial growth. The basic principal conditions for biological 

reactions and growth of microorganisms must be obeyed for designing and 

operating a denitrification treatment system (Metcalf and Eddy 2003). The rate 

of oxidation (i.e utilization) of substrates and production of biomass is regulated 

by the kinetics of microbial growth under the operation conditions. 

 The kinetics of the nitrification process has been the subject of several 

studies (e.g. Dahl et al. 1997, Dincer and Kargi 2000) and the Monod Equation 

(Equation 2.11) is usually used to describe the growth rate of the bacteria as a 

function of substrate concentration. (Grady et al. 1999) 

 

μ   = growth rate (g new cells. g cells-1.d-1) 
μmax= maximum growth rate (g new cells. g cells-1.d-1) 
S   = Concentration of limiting substrate (g L-1) 
Ks  = Monod Constant, that is the substrate concentration when the 
growth rate is       equal to the half maximum growth rate (g L-1) 

 The equation is the same form used to estimate Michaelis-Menten enzyme 

kinetics, but it was transferred by Monod to describe the specific growth rate of 

bacteria, when the limiting substrate was available for the microorganisms in a 

dissolved form and the time interval was very short.  

Eq. 2.11:   
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  Figure 2.2 Specific growth rate of as a function of substrate 
concentration as depicted by the Monod equation 

 Data to obtain the Monod Equation are shown in Figure 2.2; the 

maximum substrate utilization rate occurs at high substrate concentration and 

when the substrate is being used at its maximum rate, the bacteria are also 

growing at their maximum rate. Thus, the maximum specific growth rate of the 

bacteria also takes place at high substrate concentration. 

2.1.3 Factors affecting nitrification 

There are many chemical and biological factors that can affect the growth and 

then influence the performance of nitrifying bacteria. The most significant 

factors can be classified into three major categories, as summarized by Chen et 

al. (2006).  

1. The first category includes those that affect the biochemical process of 

the microbes such as pH, temperature and salinity.  

2. The second category includes those that affect the supply of nutrients 

to the biofilm such as substrate concentration, dissolved oxygen (DO) 

and mixing regime.  

Substrate concentration (S) Ks 0 
0 

Specific 

Growth  

μmax 

μmax/2 
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3. The third category includes those that have impact upon both growth 

and nutrient supply, such as the competition for either essential 

nutrients or space, represented by the level of organics.  

2.1.3.1 Substrate concentrations 

The concentration of ammonia as the substrate of nitrification is the important 

factor for growth. Two essential questions are related to nitrification processes: 

the minimum ammonia concentration for  nitrification to proceed properly and 

the maximum concentration at which ammonia and product concentrations are 

still lower than toxic concentration level.  

 The substrate should refer to the Monod Equation to achieve a high 

substrate utilizing without causing toxic effects for microorganisms. 

  

 The inhibition effect of ammonia and nitrite was attributed to the 

concentrations of free ammonia (FA) or free nitrous acid (FNA) by Anthonisen 

et al. (1976), which could be calculated with Equation (2.12) and (2.13). 

 Since only FA and FNA reveal a high permeability through cell 

membranes several hypotheses have been proposed to interpret the effects of FA 

and FNA on microbial cultures, such as a decreasing intracellular pH, and thus 

interference with the trans-membrane pH gradient required for ATP synthesis 

(Anthonisen et al., 1976). 

2.1.3.2 Dissolved oxygen 

Oxygen is a requirement in ammonia oxidation. According to equation 2.1 and 

2.2, the theoretical oxygen requirements are 3.43 mg for oxidation of 1 mg 

Eq. 2.12:   -  

Eq. 2.13 :  -

-

-
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NH4
+–N to nitrite and 1.14 mg for oxidation of 1 mg NO2-N to nitrate.Effects of 

the DO concentration on nitrification rates have been observed by several 

authors in both, attached and suspended growth systems. (Sharma and Ahlert 

1977, Stenstrom and Poduska 1980, Beccari et al. 1992). 

 Most of the investigations concluded that a DO concentration above 5 mg 

L-1 should be maintained for nitrification. It is found that nitritation takes place 

at an optimum DO concentration above 1 mg L-1, whereas nitratation works 

optimal at DO concentrations above 2 mg L-1 (Stenstrom and Poduska 1980). 

Most of the above results are, however, based on research in suspended growth 

process. 

 Because of the nature of diffusion limitation in fixed films, however, 

oxygen limitation in biofilms for nitrification can be significantly different 

compared to oxygen availablility in suspended growth processes (Zhu and Chen 

2002). It is proposed that a higher DO concentration in fixed film processes 

should be maintained than in suspended growth processes. A microelectrode and 

a micro slicing technique enabling the measurement DO concentration profiles 

within biofilms would be required means for experimentation. 

2.1.3.3 Turbulence 

A limiting factor for nitrification rates in biofilms or flocs would be mass 

transfer of substrates and nutrients. The fluxes of nutrient masses, which are 

affected by the thickness of water films, determine the efficiency of biological 

processes in biofilms. As turbulence in water affects the thickness of the water 

films, the water flow behavior has an effect on the flux of substrates from the 

bulk liquid into the biofilm as well as on the nitrification rate.   

 De Beer et al. (1996) reported that an increasing flow velocity, which led 

to higher turbulence, decreased the thickness of the “mass transfer boundary 

laye” on the biofilm. Zhu and Chen (2001) investigated the relationship between 

total ammonia nitrogen removal rates and the Reynolds number (Re) in a steady-
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state nitrification fixed-bed reactor and reported that substrate consumption of 

the nitrifying biofilm during steady state followed a two-step process. The first 

was an external mass transfer or transport of substrates in the medium and the 

second was an internal mass diffusion or transport of substrates within the 

biofilm. 

2.1.3.4 Organics 

The organic compounds in wastewater exists in dissolved and particulate form 

and could influence the nitrification process. The most important impact of 

organics on nitrification is due to the fact that these compounds serve also as 

substrates for fast-growing heterotrophic bacteria. Thus, heterotrophic bacteria 

consume oxygen for oxidizing the organic compounds and, consequently, an 

additional oxygen demand is necessary. 

 Besides that, the heterotrophic bacteria compete with nitrifying bacteria 

for optimal growth space on the carrier materials of fixed.bed reactors (Ohashi 

et al. 1995, van Benthum et al. 1997). 

2.1.3.5 Temperature 

Temperature effects on biological reaction rates can be quantified using the 

van’t Hoff-Arrhenius Equation. A higher temperature enhances biochemical 

bacterial processes as well as nitrification rates. Based on the equation 2.14, the 

reaction rate almost doubles by increasing the temperature by 10°C. Nitrification 

kinetics seems to be very sensitive to elevated temperatures.  

 
  k  = rate coefficient 
  A = a constant 

e = the base of natural log 
  Ea = the activation energy (kJ mol-1) 
  R = the universal gas constant (8.314 x 10-3 kJ mol-1K-1) 
  T = the temperature (in kelvin). 

Eq 2.14:   
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With increasing temperature nitrification rates increase to an apparent 

maximum at 30-37.5°C whereas beyond 37.5°C the overall rates decrease 

(Fontenot et al. 2007). 

 In biofilm systems, the effect of temperature on nitrification kinetics are 

more complicated to describe than in suspended cultures due to other factors 

such as limitations of oxygen and reduced mass diffusion (Fdz-Polanco et al. 

1994, Chen et al. 2006).  

 Ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) 

responded differently to temperature changes: an increase of the incubation 

temperature increased the ammonia oxidation rate (AOR) more than the nitrite 

oxidation rate (NOR). After an increase of the incubation temperature (Kim et 

al. 2008) nitrite build-up and residual ammonia were detected in the effluent of 

continuous reactors.  

2.1.3.6 pH 

Each enzyme in the metabolism of microorganisms works optimally at a certain 

pH, with decreasing activities at pH values above and below that point.  

 Many studies were conducted to investigate the effect of the pH on 

nitrification. The results vary widely, when different nitrification methods, 

reactors and inocula (bacteria) were compared (Biesterfeld et al. 2001). The 

optimum pH for nitrification ranges from 7.0 to 9.0 with the optimum pH for 

Nitrosomonas sp. ranging from 7.2 to 8.8 and for Nitrobacter sp. from 7.2 to 

9.0. 

 Mechanisms of the effect of pH on nitrification were summarized by 

Villaverde et al. (1997): 

- activation– deactivation effects of nitrifying bacteria, corresponding to 

the fact that enzymes work optimally only at a certain pH. 

-  nutritional effects connected with alkalinity, corresponding to the fact 

that autotrophic bacteria utilize inorganic carbon such as NaHCO3. 
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-  inhibition effect through free ammonia and free nitrous acid, 

corresponding to the fact that the concentration of free ammonia and 

free nitrous acid depend on pH. 

2.1.3.7 Alkalinity 

The alkalinity is necessary during conversion of ammonia to nitrate as shown in 

Equation 2.4. Beside its function as a nutrient element for nitrifying bacteria, 

alkalinity in the form of carbonate and bicarbonate provides the buffering 

capacity to prevent pH changes in the nitrification process. So, the impact of 

alkalinity on the nitrification rate is related very much to the pH.  

 As shown in Equation 2.4, 7.01 mg alkalinity as CaCO3 is needed to 

oxidize 1 mg NH4
+–N. 

2.1.3.8 Salinity 

As biological membranes are permeable for water, salt concentrations influence 

osmotic pressure in intracellular compartments and lead changing activities of 

bacteria. Detailed effects of salinity on nitrification are discussed in section 2.3. 

2.2 Suspended and attached growth of bacteria 

The principal biological processes used for wastewater treatment can be divided 

into two main categories: suspended growth and attached growth. In suspended 

growth processes, the microorganisms responsible for treatment of wastewater 

are maintained in liquid suspension by appropriate mixing methods exemplified 

by the activated sludge process for BOD removal and nitrification and process 

variations/modifications for nitrogen and phosphorus removal. 

 In attached growth processes, the microorganisms responsible for the 

conversion of organic material or nutrients are attached to an inert packing 

material. The organic material and nutrients are removed from wastewater 

flowing past the attached growth microorganism also known as a biofilm.  
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 Common names from processes that use aerobic or anaerobic suspended 

bacteria (e.g. “sludge flocs”) are activated sludge process, aerated lagoons, 

anaerobic contact processes, CSTR, etc., and for attached growth processes 

trickling filters, rotating biological contactors, up flow anaerobic sludge blanket, 

etc. 

2.2.1 Suspended growth  

In reactor applying suspended growth processes such as activated sludge 

treatment, microorganism are maintained in suspension form with aeration 

providing a proper mixing. The microbial suspension generally is referred to as 

mixed liquor (volatile) suspended solids (Metcalf and Eddy 2003).  

 An important feature of the activated sludge process is the formation of 

floc particles ranging in size from 50 – 200 μm, which can be removed by 

gravity settling in a sedimentation tank.  

 The activated sludge flocs are often described as having two major 

fractions, a loosely and a strongly bound fraction, both mainly consisting of 

bacterial cells and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) (Keiding and 

Nielsen 1997, Liao et al. 2002, Sheng et al. 2006).  

 In activated sludge processes where organic compounds (COD) and 

nitrogen are removed,  nitrifiers are known to grow in dense micro colonies 

inside (Wagner et al. 1995, Mobarry et al. 1996, Daims et al. 2001), which seem 

to form the strongest fraction of the flocs (Jorand et al. 1995, Biggs and Lant 

2000). 

2.2.1.1 Suspended bacteria  

Floc formation in the treatment of wastewater with activated sludge seems to 

play a very important role and deflocculated activated sludge lead to a poor 

activity for treatment of wastewater (Tenny and Stumm 1965 in Morgan et al. 

1990). Although floc-forming bacteria and their floc-forming mechanism in 

activated sludge have been investigated for many years, there have been some 
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discrepancies among the results obtained by many investigators. However, 

biopolymers are believed to play a central role in the floc formation. Scientists 

roposed that polymers excreted and disposed at the microbial surface may act as 

absorbents and bridges between cell surfaces and therefore initiate floc 

formation. The sorptive cohesion of tissue cells and colloidal reaction in biofloc 

systems have long been thought to be influenced by naturally occurring 

polymers. 

 The bioflocculation is essential to enable the efficient and economic 

operation of activated sludge wastewater treatment processes. 

2.2.1.2 Transport mechanisms in suspended flocs 

Activated sludge flocs can contain only aerobic or both aerobic and anoxic 

zones, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Thickness of the flocs and concentration of 

oxygen in bulk liquid influence either one zone or the two zones. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3 Model of activated sludge flocs with (a) only aerobic (b) aerobic 
and anoxic zones 

  

 

 In the one-zone-floc, dissolved oxygen, ammonia and dissolved substrate 

in the bulk liquid diffuse into the floc, and then autrotrophic and heterotrophic 

bacteria utilize the compounds for nitrification and respiration. During 
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nitrification, nitrite produced by ammonia nitrifiers is further oxidized into 

nitrate, which then is excreted and diffuses into the bulk liquid. 

 In the two-zone-floc, due the floc thickness and oxygen utilization by 

autotroph and heterotroph bacteria, oxygen cannot penetrate into inner layers of 

the floc, leading to anoxic zones. Nitrate produced by nitrificaton in the aerobic 

zone diffuses into the anoxic zone and the denitrification can start denitrification 

if a carbon source is available.  

2.2.1.3 Nitrification in suspended bacteria 

Nitrification can be accomplished in both suspended growth and attached 

growth biological processes. For suspended growth processes, nitrification is 

generally achieved along with BOD removal in the same single-sludge process, 

consisting of an aeration reactor, clarifier and sludge recycle system. In the 

reactor nitrification becomes a key design parameter. The reason for that is 

because the ammonia removal process is quite vulnerable due to the slow 

growth rate of the nitrifiers and their high sensitivity against toxic compounds 

(Wagner and Loy 2002). 

 Another system, the so-called two sludge process, consists of two aeration 

reactors and two clarifiers in series. Because the bacteria responsible for 

nitrification grow much slower than heterotrophic bacteria, systems designed for 

nitrification generally have much longer hydraulic and solid retention times than 

those designed only for BOD removal. In general, due to the vulnerability of 

nitrification, BOD and toxic substances are removed in the first reactor.  

2.2.2 Attached growth 

As explained in 2.2, microorganisms growing and attaching to an inert packing 

material are known as biofilm. The biological processes occur during organic 

material and nutrients flows past the biofilm. The biofilms exist in and on an 

inert packing material, which should be resistant to biological or physical 

corrosion processes, cheap, light and have a large surface area. 
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 In a continuously operated fixed-bed reactor  with an attached biofilm, 

microorganism are not washed out with the effluent, if attachment on the 

substratum is strong enough to withstand shear forces by the wastewater flow. 

So, the microorganism can be concentrated in the reactor and improve the 

performance of the reactor. Besides of that, a thick biofilm allows a much better 

resistance and recovery of microorganisms from shock load or toxic influences. 

The other advantages of attached growth processes at full scale are less required 

energy, simple operation modes and no problems with bulking sludge. 

2.2.2.1 Biofilm formation and growth 

In biofilm development at least four distinct stages can be distinguished, as 

summarized by Stoodley et al. (2002):  

- reversible attachment  

 The individual adherent cells that initiate biofilm formation on a surface 

are surrounded by only small amounts of exopolymeric material and many are 

capable of independent movement. These adherent cells are not yet committed 

to the differentiation process leading to biofilm formation, and many cells may 

actually leave the surface. During this stage of reversible adhesion the bacteria 

exhibit several species-specific behaviors, which include rolling, creeping, 

aggregate formation, and windrow formation, before they begin to exude 

exopolysaccharides and adhere irreversibly. 

- irreversible attachment  

 Once reversible attachment to a surface has been proceeded to irreversible 

attachment, the bacteria must maintain contact with the substratum. This change 

from reversible to irreversible attachment was characterized as the transition 

from a weak interaction of the cell with the substratum to a permanent bonding. 

The bacteria begin to exude exopolysaccharides to manifest the transition. 

 After that interactions of bacteria with one another at a surface form 

groups of cells, and help to strengthen the degree of attachment to the surface.  
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Single cells produce a polysaccharide that bonds the cells together and facilitates 

the formation of micro colonies and this leads to a maturation of the biofilm. 

- maturation 

 Maturation is the next phase of biofilm development resulting in the 

generation of channels, pores and a redistribution of bacteria away from the 

substratum. In this stage, many proteins are detectable in mature biofilm 

samples, which represent many diverse bacteria. Varied activity is also 

identified in that stage, such as changing metabolism, membrane transport, 

secretion, adaption and protective activity. 

- detachment 

 Detachment is a generalized term used to describe the release of cells, 

either individually or in groups from a biofilm or substratum. A detailed theory 

of detachment is explained in section 2.2.2.3. 

 Detached cells are believed to return to the planktonic mode of growth, 

thus closing the biofilm developmental life cycle. A very short schematic 

overview, taken from Stoodley et al. (2002), is shown in Figure 2.4. 

 
Figure 2.4 The development of a biofilm : 1. reversible attachment, 2. 
irreversible attachment, 3. maturation, 4. detachment, 5. return to 
planctonic life and start the cycle again 
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2.2.2.2 Mechanisms of transport in biofilms. 

Process kinetics for suspended bacteria in an activated sludge process are based 

on concentrations of substrate and nutrients in the bulk liquid. By comparison, in 

biofilm processes, utilization of substrates and nutrients occur within outer and 

inner layers of attached cells.  

 

 
Figure 2.5 Substrate profile from bulk water through water film, 
biofilm towards the medium (substratum) 

 

 Nutrient and substrate concentrations vary in different lyers of a biofilm 

as a function of substrate transfer rates.  The substrate transfer rates in a biofilm 

at steady state conditions can be described as a two – step process (Figure 2.5): 

external transfer and internal mass diffusion Zhu and Chen (2002). 

- External mass transfer 

 It is defined as substrate or nutrient transfer from bulk water to the water-

biofilm interface. A combination of molecular diffusion and convection enables 

the transfer (Hamdi 1995). Figure 2.5 show that the substrate and nutrient 

concentrations between bulk liquid and water-biofilm interface are almost equal. 
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- Internal mass diffusion 

 It is defined as substrate or nutrient transfer from the water-biofilm 

interface to the respective microorganisms in the biofilm. Molecular diffusion is 

the only mechanisms of mass transfer in this stage and is interfered by 

competition of different bacteria species for the same substrate. Based on figure 

2.5, substrate or nutrient concentrations in biofilm, in which the microorganisms 

live, and in the bulk liquid is obviously different. 

2.2.2.3 Factors affecting biofilm formation 

The structure of a biofilm is largely heterogenic as a result of an interaction of 

the microorganisms with the medium and effects the biological-physical-

chemical processes inside. All factors above should be considered during 

biofilm formation. Stoodley et al. (2002) stated that there are at least four major 

influences on biofilm structure: 

- Geometrical characteristics of the surface of the substratum  

- Characteristics of microorganisms constituting the biofilm 

- Hydrodynamic conditions around the biofilm 

- Nutrient availability in the liquid phase and within the biofilm 

- Substratum characteristics (hydrophilic, hydrophobic reaction) 

 In early stages of biofilm formation substratum characteristics play an 

important role. Roughness of substratum promotes bacterial colonisation. A 

similar result is obtained by observing biofilm development during the start-up 

period of an expanded-bed reactor. It is hypothesized that crevices in rough 

surfaces can protect biofilm growth during the start period from shear forces. 

This enables biofilm development into next stages. 

- Biological characteristics  

 Microorganisms grow under many different conditions, thus biofilm 

accumulation is also affected by the types of microorganisms. Microorganisms, 
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for example, have different growth rates and biomass yields (depending in the 

metabolic pathways) and these will lead to a difference in biofilm structure. 

 Tijhuis et al. (1994) reported that nitrifying bacteria form a much denser 

biofilm than heterotrophic bacteria under similar reactor condition. A similar 

result was obtained for methanogenic and acidifying bacteria in a biofilm. The 

different ability of bacteria to produce extracellular polymeric substances is 

another important aspect of biofilm structures. 

- Hydrodynamics 

 The characteristics of liquid flow pattern influence biofilm development 

in several ways. The mass transfer of nutrients into biofilms and of products out 

of biofilms is determined by the liquid flow pattern. A higher flow velocity leads 

to a higher mass transfer and, consequently, a faster formation of biofilms.  

 High shear forces at the biofilm surface could be caused by turbulent fluid 

flow, leading to high biofilm detachment rates.  

- Nutrient availability 

 The nutrient availability is determined by the flux of substrate by 

diffusion towards the  biofilm bacteria from the liquid environment. Nutrient 

availability should be analyzed together with hydrodynamics. Both factors are 

important for establishment of a biofilm.  

 At steady state and at a constant substrate loading rate, increasing fluid 

shear stress increases the biofilm density and decreases the biofilm thickness. 

An explanation of this observation is that coefficients of substrate transfer from 

bulk liquid to the biofilm surface increase during increasing fluid shear. 

 The biofilm density and its thickness increase with an increasing substrate 

loading rate for non-changing shear forces. 

2.2.2.4 Biofilm detachment 

Detachment is a late phase of biofilm development and is a generalized term 

used to describe the release of cells either individually or in groups (flocs) from 
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a biofilm or substratum (Telgmann et al. 2004). It is hypothesized that biofilm 

“breaks” at points where the mechanical stress exceeds the biofilm mechanical 

strength. The mechanical stress in or at the surface of biofilms builds up due to 

forces acting at first on the surface as a result of the liquid flow (Stoodley et al. 

1997). The mechanical strength of the biofilm is influenced by the composition 

and the structure of the polymeric matrix that form the biofilm. The kind of 

polymeric matrix is dependent on the developmental stages of a biofilm. The 

biofilm strength seems to correlate directly with biofilm density. High densities 

of biofilms can be explained by increasing fluid shear stress and substrate 

loading rates (Wasche et al. 2002).  

 Bryers (1988, cited by Telgmann et al. 2004) reported that there are 

different mechanisms of detachment: erosion, sloughing and abrasion. Erosions 

and abrasions are characterized by a continuous removal of cells or particles 

from the surface of the biofilm by different actions. Erosion is caused by shear 

forces of the moving fluid in contact with the biofilm surface, while abrasion is 

caused by the collision of biofilm support particles of fixed bed reactors, for 

instance during the regular backwashing process. Both mechanisms remove 

bacterial surface layers effectively  from the entire surface of the substratum, 

whereas bacteria at the base of the biofilm are resistant and are not removed.  

Sloughing is detachment of parts of a too thick by gravity forces. The more 

biofilm is detached the thicker the biofilm outside the substratum is. Sloughing, 

as erosion, is initiated by moving fluid past the biofilm and inside the cavices of 

the biofilm structure.  During sloughing a fraction of the biofilm is removed 

possibly down to the substratum but detachment is not effective for the entire 

surface of the substratum or biofilm.  

 As detachment is known as an essential phase during biofilm 

development. Under steady state conditions the overall amount of biofilm 

growth equals the total amount of biofilm detachment. In other words, the total 

growth rate seems to be zero during steady state conditions. 
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2.2.2.5 Nitrification in biofilms 

Reactors with fixed biomass have been used in wastewater treatment for the 

removal of ammonia. Among various types of biofilm reactors, the following 

are considered to be the most feasible and economical for practical applications 

at the present time. These are trickling filters, rotating biological contactors, 

biofilters and fluidized bed reactors. 

 In wastewater treatment, especially for domestic wastewater treatment, for 

the removal of organic matter and ammonia, nitrification is always preceded by 

organic material removal processes. The reason for that is that in the presence of 

high concentrations of organic compounds in a nitrification reactor growth of 

heterotrophic bacteria leads to a competition for oxygen and heterotrophic 

bacteria outcompete the nitrifying bacteria because of much shorter generation 

times. Autotrophic bacteria in general have low growth rates and thus 

heterotrophic bacteria must be grown under C-limitation to maintain a balanced 

parallel  development.   

 The processes for the removal of organic matter and ammonia can be 

performed in following reactor systems (Boller et al. 1994).  

- A single biofilm reactor: organic matter and ammonia removal take 

place in one reactor. 

- Two separate biofilm reactors with a solids separation: the biofilm 

reactor for organic matter removal is followed by a biofilm reactor for 

nitrification and then by a sedimentation reactor. 

- Two-stage treatment with two solids separation ponds: the reactor for 

organic matter removal is followed by sedimentation reactor. The 

liquid is pumped into a nitrification reactor and then into a solid 

separation pond to remove the nitrifying biomass.   

 Parameters affecting the performance of nitrifying biofilms could be 

divided into two categories. The first category parameters are responsible for 

transport and reaction processes on a microscopic level within the biofilm. The 
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second category of parameters are related to the macroscopic level, and describe 

hydraulic conditions, gas exchange processes, reactor configuration and 

temperature conditions. 

 The most important parameters were summarized by Boller et al. (1994) 

and are listed in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Parameters affecting the performance of nitrifying biofilms on a 
biofilm oriented (microscopic) and a reactor specific (macroscopic) 
level 
Biofilm specific parameters Reactor specific elements 

Concentration of dissolved nutrients at and in 
the biofilm: COD, NH4

+, NO2
-, NO3

-, O2 
Kinds of reactor : completely stirred, plug 
flow, mixed 

Concentrations of HCO3
- and pH Reactor hydraulics: laminar, turbulent flow 

Diffusion coefficients (f (°C) for: COD, NH4
+, 

NO2
-, NO3

-, HCO3
-, O2 

Oxygen transfer  = f (°C) 

Maximum growth rates of microbial species= 
f (0C): Nitrosomonas, Nitrobacter 

Detachment of biofilm  

Saturation coefficients = f (°C) for: COD, 
NH4

+, NO2
-, NO3

-, HCO3
-, O2 

 

Biomass densitiy and biofilm thickness  

 

 A change of reactor operation could affect, for example, substrate 

concentrations in the bulk phase (macroscopic level) and then in the biofilm 

phase (microscopic level). Finally, a change of the biofilm phase leads to a 

change of biofilm activity, which is usually expressed as reaction rates. By 

considering the relationship between reaction rates and changes in macroscopic 

levels, a biofilm process can be established.  

2.3 Nitrification in saline wastewater  

2.3.1 Saline wastewater 

Saline wastewater, which is generated by activities such as fish processing, 

petroleum, flue gas desulphurization (FGD) and leather industries as well as 

during application of seawater for toilet flushing, is characterized by the high 
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salinity and nutrient content at the same time. Salinity and nutrient 

concentrations of different wastewater sources are summarized in the table 2.3. 

It is apparent that the concentrations vary depending on the activities as well as 

processes conducted in the respective industries. 

 The volume and concentration of wastewater from fish processing depend 

mainly on the raw fish composition, additives used, processing water sources 

and the unit processes. The main components of fish processing wastewater are 

lipids and protein (Palenzuela-Rollon et al. 2002) leading to the high nitrogen 

concentration in saline wastewater. 

Table 2.3 Characterization of saline wastewater 
Activities Salt concentration (%) Ammonia Source 

Fishery 14.6–17.9 Cl- mg L-1 0.039–1940 Aspe et al. (1997) 

Tannery 2.7 (%) 1200 Lefebvre et al. (2005) 

FGD 5 (%) 80 Dahl et al. (1997) 

Domestic saline 
wastewater 

0.55+0.05 (%) 130 Tang et al. (2007) 

Domestic 
Wastewater 

0.01 (%) 40 Metcalf & Eddy (2003) 

 

 Salinity has a significant chemical and physical effect on the properties of 

water or wastewater such as solubility of oxygen, pH as well as alkalinity.  

 For example, solubility of oxygen at 25°C and a air pressure of 1 bar is 

8.3 mg L-1 in fresh water and 6.6 mg L-1 in saline water 3.5%. It is also known 

that salt tends to depress the dissociation of bicarbonate, so the carbonate system 

in the saline water changes. Alkalinity decreases during increases of salinity and 

vice versa. 

2.3.2 Bacteria in saline wastewater 

Microorganisms can be found over the whole range of salt concentrations from 

freshwater and marine to hypersaline environments with NaCl concentrations up 

to saturation. Thus, types of microorganisms regarded to as extreme, moderate 
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or slight halophiles and halotolerant microorganisms could be classified based 

on the tolerable saline spectrum for survival. Imhoff (1986) classified the 

bacteria according to the salt concentration required for optimum growth as non-

halophilic (grow below 0.2 M NaCl), slightly halophilic (grow at 0.2 to about 

1.0–1.2 M NaCl), moderately halophilic (grow at about 1.0–1.2 to 2.0–2.5 M 

NaCl) and extremely halophilic bacteria (grow at 2.0–2.5 M NaCl or more).  

 Furthermore, “halophilic” is characterized by the obligate requirement of 

a high salt concentration for optimum growth, while halotolerance is described 

by the ability to grow at a salt concentration higher than optimum (Imhoff and 

Thiemann 1991). Halophilic is also characterized by the salt requirement for 

activity, stability and solubility of respective enzymes.  

 To maintain activity of halophiles ion concentrations in the cytoplasm of 

halophilic bacteria should be equal to the ion concentrations in surrounding 

liquid. Biological membranes, such as the cytoplasmic membrane are permeable 

for water, so that the difference ion or solute concentration causes different 

osmosis pressures between inside and outside membranes. 

 Hypertonic conditions, during which the osmotic pressure outside the 

membrane is higher than that inside, result in a rapid loss of water from the 

cytoplasm to the environment.  Contrary, water flows from the environment 

through the cytoplasm into the cells under hypotonic conditions. 

Therefore halophilic and halotolerant bacteria need to maintain their 

intracellular pressure at a slightly higher or the same pressure as that of their 

environment.  

 The bacteria living in saline environment exhibit modified physiological 

and structural characteristic. The modifications are presumably necessary to 

maintain their cytoplasmic pressure. Halophilic bacteria are usually elongated 

and swollen or show shrinkages in hypo-/hypertonic media, respectively, which 

shows their ability to change the cell and cytoplasmic volume. 
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 The structural adaption concerns a change of the composition of the cell 

envelope and the cell membranes. To regulate the osmotic pressure in the 

presence of high salinity halophilic bacteria apply two kinds of strategies for 

osmoregulation (Galinski and Trüper 1994). The first strategy is called to “salt-

in strategy”. The bacteria maintain an ion concentration in the cytoplasm that is 

similar to that of the surrounding NaCl-containing medium, however the ions of 

the cytoplasm are KCl. The ion K+ probably enters the cells passively via a 

uniport system and is accumulated in accordance with the size of the membrane 

potential (Oren 1999). In bacteria using this strategy, all enzymes and other 

bacterial components must be adapted to the presence of high salt concentrations 

and all enzymes must properly function at these high salt concentrations. The 

adaptations proceed over a long time. Consequently the bacteria using this 

strategy generally cannot survive in low salinity media. 

 The second strategy, the “compatible-solute strategy” is characterized by 

the ability of the bacteria to actively excrete NaCl and produce organic 

compatible solutes. The compatible solutes are described as organic osmolytes 

which are responsible for osmotic balance and allow enzymes to function 

efficiently (Galinski and Trüper 1994). Such solutes are detected in halophilic 

and halotolerant bacteria and comprise glycerol, arabitol, sucrose, trehalose, 

glycine, betain, etc.  

 Due to their ability to exclude NaCl from uptake and production of solutes 

instead, the bacteria applying the strategy do not need specially adapted 

proteins. Such bacteria can often live over a broad salt concentration range. 

 To maintain the osmotic balance between intra- and extracellular 

concentrations either with the salt-in or the compatible-solute strategy, bacteria 

need more energy. Therefore life at high salt concentration is more costly from a 

bio energetic point of view.  
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2.3.3 Nitrification in saline wastewater 

Nitrogen removal of wastewater, including saline wastewater is essential to meet 

wastewater discharge criteria before treated wastewater is guided into a water 

body.  

 Conventional nitrogen removal processes for protein or ammonia 

containing saline wastewater are conducted by nitrification, followed by anoxic 

denitrification with addition of an external carbon source, e.g., in sequencing 

batch reactors (Fontenot et al. 2007). 

Chemolithoautotrophic nitrification proceeds in two steps, catalyzed by 

phylogenetically different bacteria. Ammonia is oxidized to nitrite (nitritation) 

by ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, and the nitrite is further oxidized to nitrate 

(nitration) by nitrite-oxidizing bacteria. 

 Alternatively, new approaches like the completely autotrophic nitrogen 

removal over nitrite with nitritation of ammonia and anaerobic oxidation of 

ammonia with nitrite to gaseous nitrogen could be applied for treatment of saline 

wastewater in rotating biological contactor reactors (Liu et al. 2008). 

 Halotolerant or halophilic bacteria must be present to cope with the salt 

content of a certain wastewater. The utilization of halophilic microbial consortia 

or even of enrichments from non-saline ecosystems like manure, that were 

adapted to saline conditions, reduces the effect of salt stress on bacterial 

metabolism (Dincer and Kargi 2001, Antileo et al. 2002, Mariangel et al. 2008). 

 Salt-adapted microorganisms were also used in an anaerobic/ 

anoxic/aerobic system for an improved organic matter and nitrogen removal 

(Panswad and Anan 1999). Nitrogen removal in real or artificial wastewater in 

the presence of 0–6% NaCl in lab- or full-scale sequencing batch reactor (SBR) 

systems has been investigated (Campos et al. 2002, Fontenot et al. 2007, 

Huilinir et al. 2008). 

 With increasing salt concentrations up to 6% removal efficiencies 

decreased drastically in lab scale SBRs inoculated with salt-adapted, but non-
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halophilic, microorganisms (Intrasungkha et al. 1999, Uygur and Kargi 2004), 

whereas the highest nitrifying activity of a halophilic bacterial population was 

obtained for an in situ NaCl concentration of 28 g L-1 (Fontenot et al. 2007). 

 A negative effect of the salt concentration during nitrification was found 

in CSTRs treating wastewater from flue gas desulphurization or artificial 

wastewater (Dahl et al. 1997) or in an activated sludge system inoculated with 

pure cultures of Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter species (Dincer and Kargi 2001). 

 In attached bacterial growth systems, nitrogen removal in the presence of 

high salinity has also been investigated (Vredenbregt et al. 1997, Rosa et 

al.1998, Gharsallah et al. 2002, Windey et al. 2005). Attached growth on 

surfaces of support materials has many advantages as compared to suspended 

growth in flocs or granules, for instance a long sludge retention time, prevention 

of washout of biomass and better process tability in terms of withstanding shock 

loadings or short-term inhibitory effects (Fitch et al. 1998, Nogueira et al. 1998). 

However, the application of biofilm systems for nitrogen removal could not 

avoid of nitrification by high salt concentration. 

 Fluctuations of salinity in wastewater depend on treated raw materials and 

different wastewater streams that may change during a day in industrial 

production. Thus, carbon  removal and nitrification in biological wastewater 

treatment processes should function over a wide range of salt concentrations. 

 Ammonia-oxidizing and nitrite-oxidizing bacteria might respond 

differently to changes of environmental conditions like varying salinity. Specific 

inhibitors such as allythiourea and sodium azide should be applied to facilitate 

the separate investigation of AOB and NOB activities (Sanchez et al. 2005). A 

higher sensitivity of AOB to high salt concentrations of pure cultures was 

reported (Moussa et al. 2006). Controverse results were found by Kawasaki et 

al. (1996) or Vredenbregt et al. (1997). 



 

Chapter 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Analytical procedures 

3.1.1 Ammonia 

Ammonia was determined according to DEV (1983) procedure E5 (DIN 38406). 

The two reagents used for analysis of ammonia were:  

 Reagent A; 13 g Natriumsalicylate, 13 g Tri-Natriumcitrate-Dihydrat and 

0.097 g 2-Nitroprussidnatrium-Dihydrat were dissolved in 500 ml deionized 

H2O. Reagent B; 1.6 g NaOH and 0.1 g Dichlorocyanuric acid-Na-Dihydrat 

were dissolved in 50 ml deionized H2O. 

 Ammonia ions reacts at a pH value of about 2.6 with hypochlorite and 

sodium salicylate in the presence of Sodium Pentacyanonitrosylferrate as a 

catalyst to a blue-colored product which could be measured in a 

spectrophotometer at 655 nm. 

 For analysis, 0.125 ml reagents A and 0.125 ml reagent B were added into 

1 ml sample, and then measured after 1–3 hours incubation at room temperature.  

3.1.2 Nitrite 

Nitrite was determined colorimetrically according to DEV (1983) procedure 

D28 (DIN 38405). The reagent used for the method is made by dissolving 20 g 

Sulfanilamide, 1 g N-(1-Napthyl)-ethylendiamine-dihydrochloride and 50 ml O-

Phosphoric acid (1.71 g mL-1) in 500 ml deionized H2O. 

 The reaction of nitrite with sulfanilamide and N-(1-Naphthyl)-ethylene-

diamine dihydrochloride in the presence of phosphoric acid results in a pink-

colored diazo dye, which can be measured in a spectrophotometer at 540 nm. 

 For analysis, 0.020 ml reagent is added into 1 ml sample and then 

measured after 20–30 minute incubation at room temperature. 
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3.1.3 Nitrate  

Nitrate was determined colorimetrically according to standard methods APHA 

(1995). No reagent is needed in this method. NO3
- ions in samples absorb light at 

220 nm. Nitrite ions interference with this method, if the nitrite concentration in 

samples was higher than 0.65 mg NO2
--N L-1, Amido-sulfonic acid must be 

added into samples. 

3.1.4 Alkalinity 

The alkalinity of the samples was measured according to APHA (1995). The 

sample alkalinity were calculated after titration to a pH value of 4.5 with 0.02 M 

HCl and expressed as CaCO3 mg L-1. 

3.1.5 Total solids, ash content (minerals) 

The solids content was determined by using standard methods (APHA 1995). 

Due to the high salt contents, samples were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 10 

minute and the pellet was re-suspended twice with the same volume of 

deionized water. The samples were evaporated in a weighed vessel and dried to 

constant weight. For determining of the total solids (TS), the sample was dried 

at 103 to 105°C. The ash content was determined after sample incubation at 

600oC for 6 h. The organic fraction of TS (OTS or volatile solids) was obtained 

by subtraction of the mineral content (residual ash after oxidation at 600°C) 

from the total solids.  

3.1.6 Dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, salinity  

The DO, pH, temperature, and electrical conductivity (salinity) were measured 

with respective standard probes attached to a multimeter (Inolab multi level 1, 

WTW Weilheim, Germany). The salinity unit used in the report is percent (%) 

referring to microSiemens cm-1. 
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3.1.7 Microscopical examination 

Microscopic observations of the reactor contents were carried out regularly, 

using phase contrast microscopy (Zeiss Standard 14) at 1000 x magnification. 

3.1.8 Chemicals 

All chemicals used were of analytical grade and were purchased from 

VWR/Merck (Darmstadt), Fluka (Taufkirchen), or Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

3.2 Basic calculations 

3.2.1 Hydraulic retention time 

The hydraulic retention time (HRT) is the average retention time of wastewater 

in the reactor.  

 It was calculated as the ratio of liquid volume (V liquid) in the reactor and 

the flow rate (Q) 

  
          HRT : hydraulic retention time (d) 

   Vr : liquid volume of the reactor (L) 
   Q : flow rate (L d-1) 
 
3.2.2 Ammonia loading rate 

The volumetric ammonia loading rate was the amount of ammonia applied to the 

reactor volume per day. It was calculated according to Equation 3.2 

  
           ALR : volumetric ammonia loading rate (mg L-1 d-1) 
 Cinf : concentration of the ammonia (mg L-1) 
 Q : flow rate (L d-1) 
 Vr : liquid volume of the reactor (L) 

 

 

Eq. 3.1:  
-

 

Eq. 3.2:  
- -

- -   
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3.2.3 External recirculation rate 

The amount of wastewater from the overflow of reactor that was  pumped back 

to the inlet pipe (L h-1).  

 
 Qr : recirculation rate (L h-1) 

   Vm : volume medium pumped back to the inlet pipe (L) 
   T : time needed for a given volume of medium to be 
pumped back  

 

3.2.4 Specific surface area and porosity of carrying materials 

Porosity was simply determined by first filling a glass with water. Then, the 

supporting materials, which their volumes (Vsm) are already known, were filled 

into the glass. The water was poured out and was collected to obtain the water 

volume (Vw). Porosity in percentage was obtained from Vw/Vsm. 

 The specific surface area was determined by calculating surface area per 

volume from the used supporting materials. 

3.2.5  Aeration rate 

The gassing rate (aeration rate) is the amount of gas/air (liter) applied to a 

reactor per hour.  

 Qg : gas rate (L h-1) 
 Vg : amount gas supplied into a reactor (L) 
 T : time needed for a given amount of gas supply into a   
                     reactor (h) 
 
 
 
 
 

Eq. 3.3:     -  

Eq.3.4:  
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3.3 Experimental design 

3.3.1 Continuously operated reactors 

3.3.1.1 Fixed-bed reactors 

Two cylindrical fixed-bed reactors (FBR A and B) with 9 cm internal diameter 

and 45 cm height were used (see Figure 3.1).  

   

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.1 Scheme (a) and photos of the fixed-bed reactors (b. FBR A, c. FBR 
B) used for   nitrification experiments 

 The feed was pumped into the reactor at the bottom with a Gilson 

Minipuls 3 pump (Abimed, Dreieich, Germany), and effluent was flowing out at 

the top of the reactor through an overflow pipe, maintaining a working volume 

of 2.1 L. Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas (Figure 3.2a) PELIA, Herding, 

Amberg, Germany with a specific surface area of 440 m2 m−3, a fixed-bed area 

of 0.46 m2, and a porosity of 59% were used as support material in FBR A and 

porous ceramic rings (Figure 3.2b; Poro Ring, Tropical) with a specific surface 

area of 934 m2 m−3, a fixed-bed area of 0.60 m2, and a porosity of 38% in FBR 

B.  
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 Both FBRs were filled with seawater from Hafen Büsum that contained 

100 mg N L−1 (380 mg L−1 NH4Cl). During the first 40 days, the FBRs were 

operated batch wise until all ammonia and nitrite was oxidized to nitrate. 

Afterwards, the FBRs were operated continuously at different operational 

conditions (Table 3.1). The ammonia loading rate (ALR) was increased by 

reducing the hydraulic retention time (HRT) or by increasing the ammonia 

concentration. The reactors were aerated from the bottom with an air diffuser at 

a flow rate of 2.5 L h−1, which was adjusted by a micro-valve and controlled by 

a TG 05 gas meter (Ritter, Bochum-Langendreer, Germany). This maintained an 

oxygen concentration of ≥5 mg L−1 and supported a homogeneous distribution 

of the feeding. To further improve liquid mixing, an external recirculation loop 

was installed from the overflow to the inlet pipe for both FBRs.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2 Support materials used for nitrification experiments (a) 
Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas, (b) porous  ceramic rings 
 

 The reactor effluent was re-circulated at a flow rate of 8 L h−1 into the 

inlet pipe of the reactor with a Watson-Marlow pump (model 604 U, Falmouth, 

Cornwall, England). The pH was kept at 7.6 by a pH titrator (Dulcometer D1C, 

Prominent, Heidelberg, Germany) and a dosing pump (Prominent Gamma 74) 

with 0.25 M KOH solution. The reactors were run at a room temperature. 
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 Table 3.1 Operational phases a–d of FBR A and FBR B 
Phase  a b c d 
Days 0−55 56−155 156−186 187−194 195−215 216−305 
HRT (days) 1.25 1 1 1 1 1 
pH 
adjustment 
with 

KOH KOH KOH NaHCO3 KOH KOH 

NH4
+-Nin 

(mg L−1)  
104 104 130 130 130 130 

ALR mg 
NH4

+-N L−1 
day−1 

83 104 130 130 130 130 

External 
recirculation 

− − − − − 8 L h−1 

 

 

3.3.1.2 Ceramic rings  fixed bed reactors under salinity fluctuation, started with 

3.5% salt 

Three Plexiglas cylindrical fixed–bed reactors (FBR C, D and E) with a working 

volume of 0.2 L were run in parallel (Figure 3.3). The fixed-bed consisted of 14 

pieces of porous ceramic rings taken from FBR B which was running 

continuously at an ammonia loading rate (ALR) of 130 mg NH4
+-N L-1 day-1 and 

a HRT of 1 day under steady state conditions. The nitrifying biomass-containing 

porous ceramic rings were filled into the upper compartment of FBR C, D and 

E. Synthetic seawater containing 60 mg NH4+-N L-1 and a salt concentration of 

3.5% (w/v) was pumped into the lower compartment of the reactor with a Gilson 

Minipuls 3 pump (Abimed, Dreieich, Germany) at a flow rate of 0.2 L day-1 to 

maintain a HRT of 1 day. 

 Sodium bicarbonate was applied in synthetic medium to keep the pH at 

8+0.2 with a fixed ratio of alkalinity:ammonia nitrogen (g CaCO3/g NH4
+-N of 

7.1: 1). To keep the dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) above 5 mg L-1, tube 

aeration with a flow rate of 2 L h-1 was applied at the lower compartment, 
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adjusted by a NUPRO micro valve and controlled with a TG 05 gas meter 

(Ritter, Bochum, Germany). 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3 Scheme (a) and photo (b) of the fixed-bed reactors – FBR C, D and E 

 During experimentation salinity in FBR C, D and E were stepwise 

decreased or increased every 14 days as shown in Table 3.2. Six phases were 

distinguished in each FBR with fixed salt concentrations. The FBRs contained 

3.5% of salinity in the first phase to compare nitrification activity of the inocula 

that were taken from the supply reactor. Then, the salt concentration of the 

medium was decreased to minimally 0.034 in two steps via 0.5 (FBR C), 1 (FBR 

D) or 2% (FBR E) or increased in two steps via 3.5% to 5, 7, or 9%, respectively 

and finally adjusted to 3.5% salinity in all reactors.   

Table 3.2 Salt concentration in percent during operational phases I–VII of FBR 
C, D and E 
Phase – 
days 

I 

(0−15) 

II 

(16−27) 

III 

(28−43) 

IV 

(44−57) 

V 

(58−74) 

VI 

(75−85) 

VII 

(86−96) 

FBR C 3.5 0.5 0.034 3.5 9 3.5 3.5 

FBR D 3.5 1 0.034 3.5 7 3.5 3.5 

FBR E 3.5 2 0.034 3.5 5 3.5 3.5 
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 An adaptation period of about two weeks was allowed for each change of 

the salt concentration. The changes in the salt concentration of the reactor 

influent were induced by changing the influent concentration to the desired new 

concentration. The time needed for salinity changes up or down to the new 

desired concentration was calculated by Equation 3.5. 

T= time (hours), Ct = targeted salinity (%), C0 = initial salinity (%)  
k = rate of concentration change (h-1), positive value when Ct > C0 
 

 

3.3.1.3 Behavior of polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas containing fixed bed 

reactors under salinity fluctuation, started with 3.5% NaCl 

Four Plexiglas cylindrical fixed–bed reactors (FBR F, G, H and I) with a 

working volume of 0.2 L were continuously run in parallel (Figure 3.4). 

Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas taken from FBR A at steady state conditions 

were cut into pieces (length = 5 cm; width = 1.5 cm; thick = 0.4 cm), of which 9 

were used as fixed bed material in the FBRs.  The pieces of Polyethylene/clay 

sinter lamellas were arranged in reactors in a way, so that there was a free room 

at the bottom for mixing with a magnetic stirrer. Dissolved Oxygen 

concentration measurements and pH adjustments in the reactors were conducted 

as in FBR C, D or E (see section 3.3.1.2).  

Phases of decreasing or increasing salinity during continuous operation of 

FBR F, G, H and I are shown in Table 3.3. In FBR L (a control reactor) salinity 

was kept at 3.5% in all phases except for phase IV.   

 

Eq.3.5:    
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4 Scheme (a) and photo (b) of the fixed-bed reactors – FBR F, G, H 
and I 

 Reactors were operated at an ammonia loading rate (ALR) of 130 mg 

NH4
+-NL-1 day-1 and at 1 d HRT. Synthetic seawater containing 100 mg NH4

+-N 

L-1 and a salt concentration of 3.5% (w/v) was pumped into the lower 

compartment of the reactor with a Gilson Minipuls 3 pump (Abimed, Dreieich, 

Germany) at a flow rate of 0.2 L day-1 to maintain a HRT of 1 day 

Table 3.3 Salt concentration in percent during operational phases I−VIII of FBR 
F, G, H and I 

Phase 
– days 

I 

(0−6) 

II 

(7−16) 

III 

(17−35) 

IV 

(36−49) 

V 

(50−63) 

VI 

(64−80) 

VII 

(81−90) 

VIII 

(91−99) 

FBR F 3.5 3.5 0.5 0.034 3.5 9 3.5 3.5 

FBR G 3.5 3.5 1 0.034 3.5 7 3.5 3.5 

FBR H 3.5 3.5 2 0.034 3.5 5 3.5 3.5 

FBR I 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.034 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
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3.3.1.4 Behavior of polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas containing fixed-bed 

reactors under salinity fluctuation with a starting concentration of 0.03% 

salt 

Five Plexiglas cylindrical fixed–bed reactors (FBR J, K, L, M and N) with a 

working volume of 0.2 L were run in parallel (Figure 3.5). The fixed-bed 

consisted of 9 pieces of fresh Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas (length = 5 cm; 

width = 1.5 cm; thick = 0.4 cm) which were arranged in the reactors to leave a 

free volume at the bottom for magnetical stirring.  

 As inocula, water samples (each 150 ml) taken from a “Brackwasser”-

location at the North Sea and already activated for nitrification were filled into 

the reactors. Before activation by ammonia addition, the water had a pH of 7.1, 

an alkalinity of 65 mg L-1 (as CaCO3) and a salinity of 0.05%. The concentration 

of ammonia, nitrite and nitrate was 0.5, 0.1 and 10.5 mg-N L-1, respectively.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.5 Scheme (a) and photo (b) of the fixed-bed reactors – FBR J, K, L, M 
and N 

 The FBRs were operated batch wise for two days, so microorganisms had 

time to attach onto the supporting materials. During the batch wise operation 

aeration at a flow rate of 2 L h-1) and mixing with a magnetic stirrer was already 

maintained.  
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 For continuous operation, synthetic seawater containing 120 mg NH4
+-N 

L-1 was pumped into the lower compartment of the reactor with a Gilson 

Minipuls 3 pump (Abimed, Dreieich, Germany) at a flow rate of 0.2 L day-1 to 

maintain a HRT of 1 day. Forced salt fluctuations during continuous operation 

are shown in Table 3.4. Reactors were started with 0.03% NaCl, which was the 

salinity of the inocula. Adjustment for pH and dissolved oxygen in the reactors 

was done as in FBR C, D an 

 

Table 3.4 Salt concentration in percent during operational phases I−VII of FBR   
                 J, K, L, M and N 
Phase – 
days 

I 

(0−8) 

II 

(9−24) 

III 

(25−36) 

IV 

(37−52) 

V 

(53−70) 

VI 

(71−89) 

VII 

(90−99) 

FBR J 0.034 0.034 0.5 0.034 10.5 0.034 0.034 

FBR K 0.034 0.034 1 0.034 9 0.034 0.034 

FBR L 0.034 0.034 2 0.034 7 0.034 0.034 

FBR M 0.034 0.034 3.5 0.034 5 0.034 0.034 

FBR N 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 

 

3.3.1.5 Operation of fixed-bed reactors with polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas 

under gradual and abrupt ammonia loading rates 

 
Three Plexiglas cylindrical fixed-bed reactors (Figure 3.6; FBR O, P and Q), 

similar to FBR C, D and E (section 3.3.1.2) were assembled using fresh 

polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas as carrier material 
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Figure 3.6 Photo of the fixed-bed reactors – FBR O, P and Q 

 As inoculum, a nitrifying biofilm from inside the silicon tube of the 

external water recirculation system of FBR A was removed and added as a 

suspension. The reactor was filled with synthetic seawater (3.5% of salinity) and 

was operated batch wise for 20 days to acclimatize and immobilize the biomass 

on the supporting material. During the acclimatization, the reactors were fed 

twice with ammonia solution to reach 100 mg L-1 NH4
+-N (t = 0 and t = 10 day). 

 After 20 days reactors were continuously operated as indicated in Table 

3.5.  Several phases were distinguished, concerning the ammonia concentration 

in the inlet. Reactor O is a control reactor, in which the ammonia concentration 

was kept constant during the whole experiment. Reactor P represents a steady 

increase of the ammonia concentration and reactor Q represents a sudden 

increase of ammonia. Ratio of Bicarbonate as CaCO2
– ammonia as NH4

+-N in 

synthetic seawater was 7.1: 1 to maintain a pH of 8+ 0.2.  

 A HRT of 1 day was achieved with controlling inlet pump (Gilson 

Minipuls 3 pump – Abimed Dreieich, Germany) at rate of 0.2 L d-1. Applied 

pipes for inlet, outlet and aeration in the reactors were the same with that in FBR 

C, D, and E (section 3.3.1.2).  
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Table 3.5 Ammonia concentration in percent during operational phases  
                 I−V of FBR O, P and Q 
Phase – days I 

(0–20) 
II 
(21–72) 

III 
(73–89) 

IV 
(90–105) 

V 
(106–140) 

HRT (days) Batch 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

NH4
+-Nin 

(mgL−1) 
     

− FBR O  40 40 40 40 

− FBR P  40 85 125 250 

− FBR Q  40 250 250 250 

 
 

3.3.1.6 Ammonia oxidation rates (AORs) and nitrite oxidation rates (NORs)  

For determining the AORs and NORs of FBR A and B at the respective days 

and for FBR C- Q at the end of every phase (Table 3.2; 3.3; 3.4; 3.5), the 

reactors were operated in batch mode for two days.  

 When all residual ammonia or nitrite from continuous operation was used 

up in the batch-mode, respective nitrogen sources for AOB (NH4Cl, 60 mg N L-1 

for FBR A and B, 30 mg N L-1 for FBR C−Q) or NOB (NaNO2, 30 mg N L-1 for 

FBR A and B, 15 mg N L-1 for FBR C−Q) for nitritation and nitratation were 

added. AORs and NORs in the three FBRs were determined from the slope of 

ammonia or nitrite concentrations. For AOR measurements, NaHCO3 solution 

was added to keep the pH at 8. 

 When all ammonia and nitrite was used up after AOR and NOR 

determinations, continuous operation was proceed by replenishing the ammonia 

concentration to those values before the batch mode.  

3.3.2 Batch Experiment  

3.3.2.1 Batch reactors for selection of biomass 

Water and sediment sampling: Water and sediment samples a–d were collected 

from different costal locations at the North Sea in January 2008. The 
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characterization of the samples is shown in Table 3.6. The water samples (10 L) 

and the sediment samples (5 L) were filled into sterilized canisters and stored at 

4°C in a cool box during transportation to the laboratory. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7 Scheme (a) and photo (b) of batch reactors for biomass selection 
 
 For determination of the nitrifying activity in batch assays, water or 

sediment samples (250 mL each) from the different collection places at the 

North Sea were filled into glass reactors of 500 mL total volume. A magnetic 

stirrer was used to mix the samples in the reactors. The reactors were aerated 

with 2 L h−1 air blown in via a syringe needle just above the stirrer to keep the 

DO above 5 mg L-1. After addition of 50 mg N L−1 (190 mg L−1 NH4Cl), 

incubation at room temperature (20–23°C) was started. At different time 

intervals, liquid samples were taken for analysis of dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, 

ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate. For pH correction, 1–3 mL 0.25-M KOH was 

added to the reactors until a pH >8.0 was reached. The DO in all samples was 

kept above 5 mg L−1.  
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Table 3.6 Salinity and alkalinity of the used seawater/mud samples 

 Sample Conductivity 
(mScm−1) 

Alkalinity (mgL−1) 
as CaCO3 

a. Seawater from Hafen 
Büsum 

31.9 120 

b. Seawater/mud mixture from 
town Norden 

37.5 400 

c. Brine water from town St. 
Peter-Ording 

1.3 53 

d. Seawater from town 
St.Peter-Ording 

32.1 130 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Biomass growth in porous ceramic rings 

For this experiment, fresh porous ceramic rings (36 pieces) were put into the 

reactor (FBR B), just above the old fixed bed. The porous ceramic ring fixed bed 

reactor (FBR B) that was operated continuously for more than 500 day was 

continued to be operated at a HRT of 1 day, a DO of above 5 mg L-1 and pH of 

8. Ammonia concentration in the feeding was 50 mg NH4
+-N L-1. Neither 

ammonia nor nitrite was detected in the outlet under the operation conditions.  

 At days 1, 5, 12, 20, 33 and 50, six porous ceramic rings were taken out 

and then ammonia and nitrite removal rate by biofilm in the ceramic rings was 

separately measured. The measurement of rates was done in small cylindrical 

glass reactors with initial concentration of ammonia and nitrite was 10 mg N L-1.  

 The small cylindrical glass reactors have an internal diameter of 3 cm, 15 

cm height and 50 ml working volume. The reactors were aerated from the 

bottom with 2 L-1 air. Because these reactors were also used in other assays 

under different conditions, they were called “small reactors” if referring to 

biomass balancing (Figure 3.8)  
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               (a) (b) 

Figure 3.8 Scheme (a) and photo (b) of small cylinder glass reactors for 
batch assays 

 

 Triplicate measurements for both rates (nitritation, nitratation) were 

conducted to obtain representative results.  

 
3.3.2.3 Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates of the biofilm on porous 

ceramic rings taken from the same level of fixed-bed reactors 

Porous ceramic rings covered with nitrifying biomass, were taken from FBR B, 

drained for 30 minutes and then filled into the small reactors. Synthetic seawater 

(3.5% salinity) with an ammonia concentration of 10 mg NH4
+-NL-1 for 

measurement of the ammonia oxidation rate and a nitrite concentration of 10 mg 

NO2
- -N L-1 for measurement of the nitrite oxidation rate was added. The pH 

was kept at 8 by adding NaHCO3 solution. 

 Ammonia and nitrite concentrations in the reactors were measured 

spectrophotometrically every 1.5 hour.  

3.3.2.4 The effect of sodium azide and allylthiourea (ATU) on ammonia  

and nitrite oxidation rates in biofilm nitrifiers    

Porous ceramic rings were taken from FBR B, drained for 30 minutes and filled 

into the small reactors. To determine the effect of sodium azide and ATU on 

Air 
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ammonia or nitrite oxidation rates, measurement of the rates was conducted 

twice. In the first measurement 50 ml synthetic wastewater (3.5% salt) with 10 

mg NH4
+- N L-1 (for AOR) and 10 mg NO2

--NL-1 was added to the small 

reactors. Decreasing ammonia or nitrite concentration was monitored to 

determine AORs and NORs, respectively. 

 

 Table 3.7 The conditions of assays during batch experiments 

Factor 
Ammonia oxidation rate Nitrite oxidation rate 

Measurement  Measurement 
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 

Sodium Azide 
(μg L-1 ) 

0  0.1;0.3:0.5; 20;40;80  0  0.1;0.3:0.5; 20;40;80  

Allythiourea 
(mg L-1 ) 

0 
0.02;0.043:0.1; 
0.2;0.4;1;4 

 0 
0.02;0.043:0.1; 
0.2;0.4;1;4 

 

Ammonia (mg 
N L-1) 

0.01  0.01;0.25;0.5;1;2.3.5;5 0.01 0 0;0.25;0.5;1;2;3.5;5 0 

Nitrite  
(mg N L-1) 

0 
 0;0.02;0.04;0.075; 
0.125;0.25;0.4 

0 0.01 
 0.01;0.5;1; 
1.5; 3.5;5;10 

0.01 

Nitrate 
(g N L-1) 

0 0;0.5;1;1.5; 3.5;10 0 0 0;0.5;1;1.5; 3.5;10 0 

Temperature 
(°C) 

22.5  6;12,5:27.5;32.5;40 22,5 22,5  6;12.5:27.5;32.5;40 22.5 

Salinity (%) 
3.5 

0.03; 0.5; 1; 2; 3.5; 5; 
7; 9 

3.5 3.5 
0.03; 0.5; 1; 2; 3.5; 5; 
7; 9 

3.5 

 

 For the second measurement, the medium in the reactors was drained 

slowly to avoid detachment of the biofilm and then the new medium containing 

3.5% salt and 10 mg NH4
+-N or 10 mg NO2

--N as well as appreciated 

concentration of ATU or sodium azide was added into the reactors (Table 3.7). 

The AORs and NORs were obtained by monitoring decreasing ammonia or 

nitrite concentration and were then compared with AOR and NOR of first 

measurement to determining effects of ATU and sodium azide.  
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3.3.2.5 The effect of NH4
+ and NO2

- on ammonia/nitrite oxidation rate by 

biofilm nitrifiers 

Porous ceramic rings were taken from FBR B, drained for 30 minutes and filled 

into the small reactors.  

- First measurement 

 For measurement of the basic AOR or NOR, 50 ml of synthetic medium 

(3.5% salt) with 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 10 mg NO2

--N L-1 was added to the 

reactors. The AORs and NORs were determined by monitoring decreasing 

ammonia or nitrite concentration respectively. 

- Second measurement 

 i. Effect of ammonia on AOR  

 Synthetic medium (50 ml) with desired concentration of ammonia was 

added into appropriated reactors (Table 3.7).  

  ii. Effect of ammonia on NOR 

 Synthetic medium (50 ml) with 10 mg NO2
--N L-1 and desired 

concentration of ammonia was added into appropriated reactors.  

  iii. Effect of nitrite on AOR 

 Synthetic medium (50 ml) with 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 and desired 

concentration of nitrite was added to the reactors. 

  iv. Effect of nitrite on AOR 

 Synthetic medium (50 ml) with desired concentration of nitrite was added 

into appropriated reactors. 

  v. Effect of nitrate on AOR and NOR 

 Synthetic medium (50 ml) with 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 10 mg NO2

- -N L-1 

and desired concentration of nitrate was added. 
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- Third measurement 

 If necessary, a third measurement for determining recovery ability was 

conducted by draining the medium and changing the medium like for the first 

measurement.  

 

3.3.2.6 The effect of temperature on ammonia/nitrite oxidation rate by 

biofilm nitrifiers 

Three series of this experiment were conducted. After draining for about 30 

minutes, porous ceramic rings from FBR B were put into small reactors and then 

50 ml of synthetic medium (3.5% salt) with initial ammonia and nitrite 

concentration of 10 mg N L-1 was filled in. The first series of experiments was 

conducted at room temperature (22.5°C).  The second series of experiments 

were conducted at different temperatures (Table 3.7) by placing the reactors into 

a thermostated incubator. After a slow drainage the new medium (3.5% salt, 10 

mg N L-1 of ammonia or nitrite) was added into the reactors. The third series 

were conducted at 22.5°C to determine the recovery ability of the biofilm. 

 Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates were quantified for each serie. 

Determination of AOR and NOR was based by decreasing of ammonia or nitrite 

concentration. 

3.3.2.7 The effect of salinity on ammonia/nitrite oxidation rates of 

immobilized nitrifiers 

Porous ceramic rings from FBR B were drained for 30 minutes and filled into 

small reactors. 

- First measurement 

 The basic AORs or NORs were measured by adding synthetic medium 

(3.5%, 10 mg NH4
+-N or 10 mg NO2

--N) into the reactors. Decreasing ammonia 

or nitrite concentration represented the AORs and NORs. 
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- Second measurement 

 After the medium was drained, 50 ml of synthetic medium (10 mg NH4
+-

N or 10 mg NO2
--N) with desired salinity, as shown in Table 3.7, was added into 

the reactors. The AORs and NORs were determined based on decreasing 

ammonia and nitrite concentration. 

- Third measurement 

 The medium was again drained and the same synthetic medium as it for 

the first measurement was added. 

3.3.2.8 The effect of salinity on ammonia/nitrite oxidation rate by 

suspended nitrifiers 

For testing oxidation rates of suspended nitrifiers, two reactors for enrichment of 

suspended nitrifying bacteria were assembled, the first as a continuous flow 

stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and the second as a sequencing batch reactor (SBR). 

The CSTR consisted of a 2-liter glass flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer and 

aerated from the bottom of the reactor with air (Figure 3.9). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.9 Scheme (a) and photo (b) of the CSTR for enrichment of nitrifying 
bacteria. 
 
  Synthetic wastewater containing 3.5% salinity and 104 mg NH4

+-N L-1 

was pumped into the reactor at a flow rate of 1 L d-1 to maintain a HRT of 2 
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days. The reactor was operated at temperature of 22.5°C and a pH of 8 +02 

which was adjusted with 0.25 M KOH solution by a pH titrator (Dulcometer 

D1C, Prominent, Heidelberg, Germany) and a dosing pump (Prominent Gamma 

74). The effluent of the reactors was collected in a glass flask, which allowed for 

biomass settling. Supernatant was then drained off and biomass was added back 

to the reactors. 

 The SBRs consisted of 1-liter glass flasks equipped with a magnetic stirrer 

and aerated with a diffuser. A fresh water-sediment mixture (1000 ml), taken 

from a place near by Büsum, was filled into the reactors. The SBRs were also 

operated  at pH 8+0.2 using sodium carbonate as a buffer and were incubated at 

a temperature of 22.5 0C. During feeding periods, ammonia solution to a final 

concentration of 104 mg NH4
+-N L-1 was added into the reactors. When 

ammonia and nitrite were completely oxidized to nitrate, a second feeding was 

conducted. After three-feeding periods, the reactor was allowed to stand for 3 

hours with no mixing and aeration for biomass settling. 

 About 800 ml volume of supernatant was carefully drained from the 

reactor. Mixing, aeration and feeding were started immediately after adding 800 

ml of synthetic wastewater containing 0.03% of salt as salinity of the inoculum. 

 Biomass from above mentioned CSTRs and SBRs was used for 

determining the effect of salinity on ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by 

suspended nitrifiers  

 Samples were taken from the CSTR and the SBR (each 50 ml). After 

centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes, about 90% of supernatant was 

drained. Then, the pellet was re-suspended in the rest of the supernatant and 

divided homogeneously into 100 ml-glasses. The glasses were filled by 50 ml of 

synthetic wastewater containing 60 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 25 mg NO2

- -N L-1 with 

different salinity (0.03; 0.5; 1; 2; 3.5; 5; 7; 9%). 

  After aeration and mixing was set-up, AORs or NORs were determined 

by monitoring decreasing of ammonia or nitrite concentration. 
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 To examine the effect of salinity changes, a second measurement of 

AORs and NORs was done. The medium in the glasses (50 ml) was centrifuged 

at 10.000 rpm for 5 minute; the pellet was kept back in the glasses. Synthetic 

medium (3.5% or 0.03% of salinity) with the same concentration of ammonia or 

nitrite as before was added. AORs or NORs were determined after aeration and 

mixing was set-up. 

3.3.2.9 The effect of aerobic and anaerobic storage of enrichment cultures on the 

ammonia oxidation rate 

The effect of aerobic-anaerobic storage of enrichment cultures on the ammonia 

oxidation rate was investigated using suspended bacteria as inocula. The 

suspended bacteria were taken from the CSTR nitrifying reactor.  

 To determine the effect of aerobic storage on AOR or NOR 25 ml of 

biomass taken from the CSTR reactor was filled into 100 ml-serum flasks. The 

initial pH was 8+0.2 by adding sodium bicarbonate. 

- Aerobic conditions 

 The nitrifying bacteria in the flasks were mixed with a magnetic stirrer. 

The mixing rate was adjusted at 300 rpm to obtain homogeneously suspended 

biomass and to supply enough oxygen. To reduce evaporation of medium the 

flask was closed by porous silicon stoppers. Decreasing ammonia or nitrite 

concentrations were monitored and the respective AORs and NORs were 

determined.  

- Anaerobic condition 

The flasks were closed with butyl rubber stoppers and aluminum caps. 

The initial pH of all flasks was 8.0. To obtain anaerobic conditions, the 

headspace of the flasks was flushed three times with nitrogen gas by applying a 

pressure of 1 bar and then releasing the pressure in the headspace with a syringe 

to maintain an atmosphere pressure. The nitrifiying culture in the flasks was 

mixed with a magnetic stirrer. 
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Characterization of marine water and coastal sediment samples as 

natural sources of halophilic nitrifier  

Sludge or water samples originating from marine environments usually contain 

microorganisms that have the ability to be metabolically active under saline 

conditions. Thus, seawater and sediment samples from different coastal regions 

at the North Sea were collected and incubated under selective conditions to 

enrich nitrifiers. The characterization of the samples for parameters such as 

salinity, alkalinity, ammonia, nitrite and nitrate concentrations is summarized in 

Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Characterization of the used seawater/mud samples 
Sample Conductivity 

(mScm−1) 
Alkalinity 
(mgL−1) as 

CaCO3 

NH4
+-N 

(mgL−1) 
NO2

−-N 
(mgL−1) 

NO3
−-N 

(mgL−1) 

A. Seawater from 
Hafen Büsum 

31.9 120 0 0.11 2.3 

B. Seawater/mud 
mixture from the 
town Norden 

37.5 400 0.2 0.32 10.3 

C. Brine water from 
the town St. Peter-
Ording 

1.3 53 0.9 0.37 5.1 

D. Seawater from the 
town St. Peter-
Ording 

32.1 130 0.6 0.68 1.7 

 

 It can be seen that the ammonia concentration in all four samples was less 

than 1 mg L−1. In seawater/mud sample B from a “brine water pond” that 

remained in the mud during low tide and that was fed with treated sewage 

effluent at the harbor of the city of Norden, the nitrate concentration was the 

highest with 10.3 mg N L−1 (Table 4.1), most probably due to the ongoing 
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nitrified domestic wastewater supply during low tide. Sample B revealed the 

highest salinity and the highest alkalinity, presumably caused by its undiluted 

seawater and its high mud content. The ammonia concentration of sample C was 

much higher than that of sample D, due to the pollution with domestic 

wastewater. Wastewater discharged at the coast into brine water (sample C) 

caused an elevated content of ammonia and nitrate. At the point where the brine 

water flows to the open sea (sample D), ammonia and nitrate concentrations 

were much lower due to dilution with seawater.  

 The nitrifying capability of seawater/mud samples was tested by 

supplementing 50 mg N L-1 ammonia. Portions of 250 mL were filled into batch 

reactors for nitrification by the autochthonic bacteria. Ammonia depletion, 

nitrite as well as nitrate formation and utilization were analyzed. Figure 4.1 

shows that ammonia oxidation began in all samples after a lag phase of 

approximately 10 days, and led to the formation of abundantly nitrite (samples 

A, B, and D) or nitrate (sample C).  

Insufficient alkalinity in samples A, C, and D resulted in incomplete 

ammonia conversion to nitrite or nitrate and a pH drop below or far below 7. 

Ammonia was, however, completely converted to nitrite and then to nitrate in 

seawater/mud sample B, which had a high alkalinity and a stable pH with a 

minimal value of 7.5 (Fig. 4.1b). When the second portion of ammonia was fed 

to this reactor at day 42, ammonia was oxidized rapidly to nitrite. The nitrite was 

further oxidized to nitrate within less than 10 days, indicating the successful 

enrichment of halophilic or at least halotolerant nitrifiers.  

In the reactor with brine water (sample C), very little ammonia was 

oxidized at the beginning due to the rapid drop of the pH (sample C had the 

lowest alkalinity of all samples), but nitritation and nitration proceeded shortly 

after titrating the pH to 8.7 (Fig. 4.1c, day 42). The strict dependence of 

ammonia oxidation on an alkaline pH can be seen in the three reactors where 

seawater samples with a low alkalinity were incubated for the establishment of 
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halophilic nitrification (Fig. 4.1a, c, d). In these reactors, the pH dropped rapidly 

when ammonia oxidation started and nitrite was produced. When the pH was 

raised to around 8.5 by addition of KOH at days 42 and 52, ammonia oxidation 

was completed and nitrite conversion to nitrate started (Fig. 4.a, c) or was 

finished (Fig. 4.1d). 

 The initial AOR of the enrichment culture obtained with seawater from 

Hafen Büsum (sample A), after the lag phase and after pH correction was 

around 11.5 mg N L−1 day−1 and the enrichment from brine and seawater of St. 

Peter Ording (samples C and D) were 7.3 and 6.6 mg N L−1 day−1, respectively. 

In the seawater/mud mixture (sample B) the AOR during the first feeding cycle 

was only 4.9 mg N L−1 day-1. It increased three-fold to 15.1 mg N L−1 day-1 

during the second feeding cycle after day 42 (Fig. 4.1b). 
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Figure 4.1 Initiation of nitrification of ammonia (50 mg N L−1) by autotrophic nitrifiers from 
different samples of seawater/mud. Sample sources were a) Hafen Büsum (seawater), b) 
Town Norden (seawater), c) Town St. Peter-Ording (brine water) and d) Town St. Peter-
Ording (seawater).Enrichment reactors with 2 L h-1 aeration rate. At days 42 and 52, the pH 
was raised with KOH. In assay b), ammonia was added for a second time at day 42. The 
symbols represent: closed squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; closed circles (�), 
nitrate and dotted line (---), pH. The incubation temperature was 20–23°C 
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4.2 Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas and porous ceramic rings as substrata 

for biofilm formation in fixed-bed reactors (FBRs) for an aerobic 

treatment of saline wastewater  

Seawater sample A from Hafen Büsum was used as an inoculum of FBR A 

(polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas) and FBR B (porous ceramic rings). Sample A 

was preferred over sample B because it did not contain any mud and its AOR of 

11.5 mg N day-1 was only slightly lower than that of sample B.  Both FBRs were 

filled with 2.1 L seawater sample A (Table 4.1). After addition of 104 mg N L-1 

ammonia, FBR A and FBR B were operated under batch conditions for 5 weeks 

to acclimatize the nitrifying microorganisms. Figure 4.2 shows the course of 

ammonia and nitrite concentrations in both reactors during acclimatization.   

 
Figure 4.2 Course of ammonia (closed squares,�), nitrite (open squares,�) and 
nitrate (closed circles,�) in FBR A (Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas) and B 
(porous ceramic rings) during acclimatization 
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 The initially measured ammonia concentration was about 90 mg N L-1, 

which was lower than the added ammonia concentration (104 mg N L-1). The 

initial disappearance of ammonia might have been caused by ammonia 

absorption in the supporting media. Five days lag phase for biomass in both 

reactors were needed before ammonia oxidation to nitrite started. The ammonia 

oxidation rates in both reactors, once oxidation began, were almost the same. 

There was a double as long time requirement  in FBR A (20 d lag phase) before 

nitrite was further oxidized to nitrate than in FBR B (10 days).  

 After acclimatization, a synthetic seawater medium was supplemented 

with NH4Cl as ammonia source and both FBRs were running for more than 300 

days. Four phases (see Table 3.1) were distinguished, concerning the HRT, 

ammonia loading rate (ALR) and installation of an external water recirculation 

to improve the mixing intensity for establishment of better conversion rates. 

The courses of ammonia, nitrite, nitrate and pH in FBR A and FBR B 

with time are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 

  During the initial phase a (days 0–55, Figure 4.3) in FBR A ammonia 

was completely oxidized and more nitrite was formed than nitrate. Due to 

malfunction of the pH titrator at day 10, causing an increment of the pH to 9.1, 

60 mg N L−1 ammonia remained in the reactor effluent and nitrite and nitrate 

concentrations decreased. Restoration of the full AOR was obtained after the 

exchange of the pH probe within the next 10 days. From day 45 onwards all 

ammonia was oxidized to the expected stoichiometric amount of nitrate without 

intermediary nitrite accumulation (Figure 4.3a).  

In phase b (days 56–155, Figure 4.3b), the HRT was reduced from 1.25 to 

1 day, thereby the ALR increased from 83 to 104 mg N L−1 day−1. Under steady-

state conditions, complete ammonia oxidation continued.  Due to a failure of the 

pH probe at days 66 and 88, the pH fell below 6.5. Ammonia accumulation 

started immediately, but after replacement of the pH probe degradation of 

ammonia resumed. The diaphragm of pH electrodes was often clogged by 
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carbonate or other salt precipitates, which lead to the failure of the pH 

measurement. Cleaning of the pH electrodes by immersion in 0.1 M HCl 

solution for one half hour was then conducted to overcome the failure.  

From days 112 and 140, the aeration rate in FBR A increased drastically 

due to a leak of the internal aeration system. Higher air flow rates caused higher 

shear forces, and this led to biofilm detachment from the carrier material. Small 

flocks on the conical bottom of reactor and in the bottle for effluent collection 

indicated visible detachment of the nitrifying biofilm. The disturbance of the 

fixed biomass resulted in an incomplete ammonia oxidation and some nitrite 

accumulation (Figure 4.3b, day 112). 
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Figure 4.3 Ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations during continuous operation of FBR 
A (support material: polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas) for conditions of Table 3.1. Days 0–
55, phase a; days 55–155, phase b; days 155–215, phase c; days 215–305, phase d. Symbols: 
closed squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; closed circles (�), nitrate; dotted line 
(---), pH. The incubation temperature was 20–23°C at an air flow rate of 2.5 L h−1 
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Figure 4.4 Ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations during continuous operation of FBR 
B (support material: porous ceramic rings) for conditions of Table 3.1. Days 0–55, phase a; 
days 55–155, phase b; days 155–215, phase c; days 215–305, phase d. Symbols: closed 
squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; closed circles (�), nitrate; dotted line (---), 
pH. The incubation temperature was 20–23°C at an air flow rate of 2.5 L h−1 
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In phase c (days 156 – 215, Fig 4.3c), the ALR was further increased to 

130 mg N L−1 day−1 by increasing the ammonia concentration in the medium. 

Ammonia was no longer oxidized completely and some nitrite accumulated. 

Due to problems with the stability of pH probes in the saline environment, the 

titration system was switched off and the medium was buffered by addition of 

NaHCO3 from day 187 to 194. Ammonia oxidation to nitrate improved 

significantly, but precipitates in the sodium bicarbonate buffered medium led to 

clogging of the inlet tubes and thus to a disturbance of high rate reactor 

operation. After re-installation of the pH titration system and the omission of 

sodium bicarbonate from day 195 onwards, ammonia oxidation improved, 

leading to around 20 mg N L−1 nitrite and up to 100 mg N L−1 nitrate, 

respectively (Figure 4.3c).  

In phase d of FBR A operation, an effluent recirculation of 8 L h−1 (1.25 

m h−1 upstream velocity) was installed to improve the mixing of the medium.  

Immediately after starting recirculation of the reactor content, ammonia was 

completely oxidized without intermediate formation of nitrite (days 219–250, 

Figure 4.3d). From day 250 to the end of reactor operation, 20 – 40 mg N L−1 

ammonia remained in the effluent, but no nitrite accumulated. The detached 

biomass visibly settled in the conical bottom of the reactor after applying the 

recirculation.  

 Figure 4.4 shows the results of FBR B during continuous operation. 

Contrary to FBR A, the biofilm on the porous ceramic rings of FBR B could 

oxidize all ammonia to nitrate in phase a (Figure 4.4a) after starting the 

continuous operation. Short-term instabilities in saline medium due to a failure 

of the pH probe occurred in FBR B and caused a pH decrease during days 8, 15 

and 46, which led to an incomplete oxidation of ammonia until repair. However 

during the disturbance, no significant amounts of nitrite accumulated.  

 An increase of the ALR to 104 mg N L−1 day−1 in phase b of FBR B led to 

an increase of the ammonia and a decrease of the nitrate concentration from 
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days 60 to 70 in the reactor effluent but no nitrite accumulated. All ammonia 

was oxidized to nitrate however from day 90 onwards (Figure 4.4b). A further 

increase of the ALR to 130 mg N L−1 day−1 in phase c did not affect the 

nitrifying performance of the reactor initially (Figure 4.4c). However, after day 

180, ammonia was no longer oxidized completely, nitrite accumulated and 

nitrate decreased. Replacing the titration unit by a bicarbonate buffered medium 

(days 187–194) could not stop the decrease of nitrate formation (Figure 4.4c; 

days 186–194).  

 Aside of that, clogging of the inlet tubes due to precipitated sodium 

carbonate occurred also in FBR B.  When the bicarbonate was omitted and the 

pH titrator re-installed, ammonia oxidation and nitrate formation for a short time 

improved but accumulating nitrite led to a reversal of the improvement (Figure 

4.4c). To overcome this decreasing efficiency, an external recirculation was 

installed in phase d after day 216 to improve mixing. This led to a short recovery 

of ammonia and nitrite oxidation (Figure 4.4d, days 219–240), but similar as in 

FBR A some biofilm detachment occurred and was visible by the sludge, that 

accumulated at the bottom of the reactor. From days 240 to 280, 40 mg N L-1 

ammonia remained in the reactor. Later on to the end of reactor operation the 

ammonia concentration was 80 mg N L-1, however no nitrite accumulated. 

AORs and NORs of FBR A and FBR B on the respective days in Table 

4.2 during almost one year are summarized in Table 4.2. For determining the 

AORs and NORs in FBR A and FBR B, the ammonia supply was stopped 1 day 

before rate analyses to obtain a complete depletion of ammonia and nitrite in the 

reactors. Either NH4Cl or KNO2 was then added to each reactor to reach a final 

concentration of 60 or 30 mg N L−1, respectively. AORs and NORs were 

determined from the slope of the consumption curves, and a surface area-related 

nitritation and nitration rate for FBR A and FBR B was calculated (Table 4.2).  
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Table 4.2 Surface area-specific ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates in FBR A 
and FBR B 

Days 
AOR (mg N m-2day-1) 

Days 
NOR (mg N m-2day-1) 

FBR A FBR B FBR A FBR B 
48 nd nd 48 274 230 

64 306 156 65 230 226 

84 176 51 85 386 236 

113 145 156 114 n.d. n.d. 

173 312 199 174 n.d. n.d. 

215 207 197 216 363 182 

217 502 197 218 547 181 

257 295 112 258 484 210 

284 272 149 285 n.d. n.d. 

295 218 82 296 525 214 

n.d. = not determined. 
 

 NORs were always higher than AORs, except for day 64 in FBR A, and 

for day 215 and day 217 in FBR B, where nitrite accumulated due to an 

unknown disturbance (Figure 4.4c and d). The surface area-related AORs and 

NORs in FBR B with porous ceramic rings were always lower than those in 

FBR A with polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas, except for day 113 for AORs. 

The NOR, especially in FBR B, was relatively stable, whereas the AOR showed 

a higher fluctuation with time. After starting the external recirculation (phase d; 

Table 3.1), the AOR in FBR A was increasing more than two-fold and the NOR 

more than 1.5-fold, whereas the AOR and NOR in FBR B were not improving 

(Table 4.2; day 217). There was no positive short-term effect in FBR B as in 

FBR A, where the AOR at first increased and then slowly decreased to the initial 

rates before recirculation, but the capacity for nitrite oxidation remained high. 

The NOR was not increased by a better homogenization through recirculation in 

FBR B (Table 4.2). 
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4.3 Effect of salinity fluctuations in the fixed-bed reactors 

4.3.1 Effect of higher and lower salinities in FBRs C, D and E with porous 

ceramic rings as fixed-bed material for a starting salinity of 3.5 % sodium 

chloride 

The previous experiments showed that stable nitrification in saline wastewater 

can proceed in FBRs with porous ceramic rings or polyethylene/clay sinter 

lamellas as support materials. Complete ammonia oxidation without nitrite 

accumulation occurred at almost all reactor operational conditions. Only 

technical failures, such as malfunction of the pH electrode or a highly increased 

turbulence during intensive aeration caused incomplete oxidation.  

Industrial wastewater with a high salinity often fluctuates in volume and 

also characteristically in its salinity. Salinity fluctuations however, might 

significantly influence the performance of nitrification in wastewater reactors.  

In this experiment, fixed bed reactors with porous ceramic rings were fed 

with synthetic saline wastewater with a changing salinity (see Table 3.2 and 

Figure 3.3). The saline wastewater, which was used for this experiment, 

contained 60 mg NH4
+-N per L as in  previous studies. The results of the 

experiment are presented in Figure 4.5. 

In phase I (days 0–15, Figure 4.5) in all reactors a complete ammonia 

oxidation to the expected stoichiometric amount of nitrate without nitrite 

accumulation was obtained. The alkalinity added to the influent medium with a 

ratio of alkalinity consumption to ammonia oxidation of 7.1 mg CaCO3/mgNH4
+ 

was sufficient to maintain a constant pH of 8+0.2.  The reactors were run at a 

steady state for about two weeks. 

In phase II (days 16–27), the salinities of FBRs C, D and E were changed 

successively from 3.5% to 0.5, 1 and 2% NaCl, respectively by supplying a 

medium with the mentioned salinity during continuous operation. The salt 

concentration in the reactors decreased gradually and – due to the short HRT - 
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after about 3 days (approximately 6 volume replacements) the salt concentration 

was close to that of the influent. 

  

Figure 4.5 Concentration of ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate during continuous 
operation of FBRs C, D and E at conditions of Table 3.2. Symbols: closed 
squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; closed circles (�), nitrate; 
solid line ( ), alkalinity. The incubation temperature was 20–23°C 

In this phase, ammonia in FBR C with 0.5 % NaCl was still almost 

completely oxidized while a complete ammonia oxidation proceeded in FBRs D 

Phases           I                II             III               IV              V                 VI 

Salinity (%)      3.5             0.5         0.034            3.5             9                  3.5 

Salinity (%)      3.5             1           0.034            3.5             7                  3.5 

Salinity (%)      3.5             2           0.034            3.5             5                  3.5 

0          10        20        30        40         50        60         70        80        90    
Time (days) 
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and E with the higher salt concentrations. Nitrite accumulation was detected in 

FBR C (10 mg N L-1) and in FBR D (5 mg N L-1). After 7 days, complete 

oxidation of ammonia and nitrite was achieved in all reactors. This results show 

that the biofilm in the FBRs had an ability to completely oxidize ammonia and 

nitrite even at salt concentrations of only 0.5 % NaCl after several days of 

adaption.  

Therefore in phase III (days 28-43), the salt concentration of the influent 

medium was further reduced to 0.034%, the salinity of tap water in the 

laboratory. This was done to check 

whether halophilic or halotolerant nitrifying biomass can survive at tap water 

minerals concentration and to analyze how the extent of salinity changes 

influences the nitrifying activity. Salinity was decreased from previously 2, 1 

and 0.5 % to 0.034 % in FBRs C, D and E, respectively.   

Salt concentration of only 0.034 % immediately led to incomplete 

ammonia oxidation. In all reactors, ammonia in the effluent increased gradually 

to 5 mg N L-1 in FBR C, 10 mg N L-1 in FBR D and to 15 mg N L-1 in FBR E 

and then remained relatively constant after about 5 days. The ammonia 

oxidation efficiency in FBR E, where the highest decrement of salinity was 

applied (from 2 % to 0.034 %), was lower than that in the other FBRs.  

Nitrite concentrations increased immediately when salinities were 

reduced, but within about 5 days decreased again to almost zero mg N L-1. The 

highest nitrite accumulation in the reactors was about 15 mg N L-1 in FBRs C 

and D and 5 mg N L-1 in FBR E. The low salinity of 0.034 % clearly reduced 

metabolic activities of ammonia oxidizing bacteria. The bacteria either could not 

cope with the osmotic shock and then decayed at the low salt concentration or 

the bacteria had survived, but with a limited activity. 

In phase IV (days 44-57) all reactors were fed with the initial salt 

concentration (3.5 %) to test the recovery ability of the biomass. It could be 

shown that the ammonia removal efficiency of 100 % was achieved almost 
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immediately in the FBRs; however 10-15 mg N L-1 of nitrite accumulated during 

the beginning of this phase. 

It is expected that ammonia oxidizing and nitrite oxidizing bacteria 

respond differently to a decrease or an increase of salinity. Therefore, in a first 

attempt in phase V (days 58-74), the salinity of the wastewater was increased 

from 3.5 % to 9 % (FBR C), 7 % (FBR D) and 5 % (FBR E). 

It could be shown that salinity increases led to a notable decrease of the 

ammonia oxidation in FBR C by a factor 6.5 (from 100 % to 16 %), in FBR D 

by a factor of 2 (from 100 % to 55 %) and in FBR E by a factor of 1.5 (from 100 

% to 70 %). Nitrite concentrations of 3-4 mg N L-1 were detected in the effluent 

of FBRs D and E. 

The ability for metabolic recovery of the biomass after a feeding period 

with the higher salinity for two weeks was analyzed in phase VI (days 75-85), in 

which the salinity in the medium was brought back into the initial concentration 

of 3.5 % NaCl. The efficiency of ammonia removal increased in all reactors, 

which could be seen by a lower ammonia concentration in the effluent. 

However a complete ammonia oxidation occurred only in FBR C, while 

the ammonia concentration in the effluent of FBR D was 15 mg N L-1 and the 

ammonia concentration in FBR E was 12 mg N L-1and remained constant until 

the end of experiment. 

The decrease of salinity from 9, 7 or 5 % to 3.5 % NaCl resulted in a 

nitrite accumulation for a short while immediately after changing the salinities 

in phase VI. Similar observations were also made during phases II and III, 

where the salinity was also decreased.  

 

- Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates in FBRs  

 Performances of nitrifying bacteria in fixed bed reactors were clearly 

affected by a decrease or an increase of the salinity of the applied wastewater. 

Immediately after salinity changes it could be elucidated, how nitrifying bacteria 
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respond to fluctuations of salinity. In the experiment there were however several 

situations in which it was difficult to come to a clear and scientifically correct 

conclusion. Nitrite accumulation in phase V, for instance, could have been 

caused by a changing salinity and/or by ammonia accumulation, whereas in 

phase II, when no ammonia was detected in the effluent of all reactors, the 

extent of salinity changes might have had no effect on ammonia oxidizing 

bacteria. The other possibility would be that the changes had an effect on 

conversion rates, but not strong enough, so that the ammonia oxidizing bacteria 

could still consume all ammonia at the decreased salinity. Therefore, the 

ammonia concentration in the effluent remained zero as in the previous phase. 

Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates were measured to round up the 

results of experiments during continuous operation of the reactors. 

AORs and NORs were experimentally determined at the end of each 

phase by shifting the reactors for a short while into batch wise operation. The 

results of the rate measurements are presented in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. 

 Figure 4.6 shows that ammonia and nitrite concentrations decreased 

relatively uniform from the initial concentration of 20 mg N L-1 ammonia (for 

AOR) and 15 mg N L-1 nitrite (for NOR) to about 2 mg N L-1. This indicated 

that AOR and NOR were constant in this concentration range. 

The measurements of the AORs in the three reactors resulted in almost the 

same rates for NaCl from 0 – 3.5%, while NORs were different (Figure 4.7). 

The NORs were always higher than the AORs in all reactors. Moreover, in the 

first measurement the NOR was more than twice as fast as the AOR. The 

decrease of salinity from 3.5% to 2, 1 and 0.5%, respectively, did not influence 

the AORs. A decrease of the AORs was found after the salt concentrations were 

brought down to 0.034%. A significant decrease of the NORs in the three FBRs 

occurred already at the salinity decrease from 3% to 1%, but the NORs were still 

higher than the AORs. 
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(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 4.6 Concentration of ammonia (a) and nitrite (b) in batch wise operated 
FBRs C, D and E for starting NaCl concentrations of 0.034 % and final NaCl 
concentrations of either 5, 7 or 9% 

   

The decrease of salinity from 3.5 % via 2 % and 1 % to 0.034 % resulted 

in a decrease of NORs to 71 % and 75 % of the initial rates, respectively, while 

the final NOR was only 55 % of the initial rate, when the salinity was decreased 

from 3.5 % via 0.5 % to 0.034 %. Similar rates were obtained, when NORs were 

measured at 0.5 % and 0.034 %. 
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Figure 4.7 Ammonia oxidation rates (AOR) and nitrite oxidation rates (NOR) in 
FBRs C, D and E. Symbols: closed squares (�), AOR in FBR C; open squares 
(�), NOR in FBR C; closed triangles (�), AOR in FBR D; open triangles (�), 
NOR in FBR D; closed circles (�), AOR in FBR E; open circles (�), NOR in 
FBR E 

The recovery ability of a halophilic or halotolerant nitrifying consortium 

that was cultured in a medium without salt for some time and then again 

exposed to a medium with 3.5 % NaCl for ammonia oxidation by AOB was 

better than that for nitrite oxidation by NOB. When the reactors were supplied 

again with saline medium (3.5 % NaCl), the AORs increased up to the initial 

rates, while the NORs increased only to 60 – 80 % of the initial rates. 

An increase of the salinity from 3.5 % to 5, 7 or 9 %, respectively resulted 

in decreasing AORs and NORs with increasing NaCl concentrations, with the 

exception of NOR in FBR E, which increased slightly. The highest decrease was 

found in FBR C, in which the salt concentration was increased from 3.5 % to 9 

%. The recovery ability of NOB at decreasing salinity was better than that of 

AOB. When the influent salt concentration in all reactors with very high salt 

concentrations was reduced to 3.5 % in all reactors, NORs increased up to the 

original rate which was measured for 3.5 % NaCl before increasing the salinity 

to 5, 7 or 9 % NaCl. 

 

3.5           2            1           0.5       0.034       3.5           5            7            9          3.5 
Salinity (%) 
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4.3.2 Nitrifying activity in polyethylene/clay fixed bed reactors FBRs F, G, H 

and I for salinity changes from 3.5 % to lower and higher % values of NaCl 

In the FBR with porous ceramic rings as carrier material salinity fluctuations 

affected the activity of the nitrifying biomass. During the salt fluctuations the 

biomass was able to maintain AORs and NORs above 50 % of the initial rates, 

except for the highest salinity of 9 %. In order to relate the results to the 

supporting material, effects of salinity fluctuations on nitrifying biomass was 

examined in detail (see Figure 3.4) with polyethylene/clay as support material. 

Salt concentrations during operational phases of the FBRs were adjusted as 

stated in Table 3.3 and the course of NH4
+, NO2

-, NO3
-, pH and salinity is 

presented in Figure 4.8. 

In phases I, II and III an almost complete ammonia oxidation without 

nitrite accumulation was obtained in FBRs F, G and H. The positive trend 

continued in phase IV (days 36-49) when the salinity of three reactors was 0.034 

%. Only in FBR H nitrite accumulation was detected. However, after 5 days a 

gradual increasing ammonia concentration in all reactors and in the effluent was 

found. Ammonia concentrations at the end of this phase were 20, 40 and 40 mg 

N L-1 for FBRs F, G and H, respectively. 

In phase VI (days 64-79) the salinity of the medium was changed from 3.5 

% to 9 % (FBR F), 7 % (FBR G) and 5 % NaCl (FBR H), respectively. 

Ammonia concentrations increased steadily to 30 mg N L-1 (FBR F) and to 15 

mg N L-1 (FBR G) and remained constant until the end of this phase.  

In phase V (days 50-63) and VII (days 80-90) the salinity in medium was 

changed back to the salinity of 3.5 % at the start of the experiment after the 

reactors were fed with lower or higher salinity for about  one month or half a 

month, respectively. In both phases, ammonia concentrations in the reactors 

decreased immediately to zero, representing an achievement of 100 % ammonia 

removal. In other words, ammonia oxidizing bacteria have the ability for a good 

recovery from salt shocks.  
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Figure 4.8 Ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations during continuous operation of FBRs 
F, G, H and I (all with polyethylene/sinter lamellas) for the conditions mentioned in Table 3.3. 
Symbols: closed squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; closed circles (�), nitrate; 
horizontal dotted line (---), pH; solid line ( ), salinity. The incubation temperature was 20–
23°C 

Phases        I        II             III               IV             V            VI          VII      VIII 

Salinity (%)   3.5     3.5          0.5            0.034          3.5             9           3.5       3.5 

Salinity (%)   3.5     3.5          1              0.034          3.5             7           3.5       3.5 

Salinity (%)   3.5     3.5          2              0.034          3.5             5           3.5       3.5 

Salinity (%)   3.5     3.5          3.5              3.5          3.5             3.5           3.5       3.5 

0         10       20      30       40        50       60      70        80       90      100  
Time (days) 
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A different result was obtained concerning nitrite oxidizers. The nitrite 

concentration in the end of phase III and V was zero mg N L-1. The nitrite 

concentration at the end of phase VI was lower than that in the beginning of 

phase VII (FBRs F and G).  

The nitrite concentration in FBRs F and G increased in the beginning of 

phase VII from 20 mg N L-1 to 40 in FBR F and from 15 mg N L-1 to 30 mg N 

L-1 in FBR G. The concentrations, then, decreased to zero in 5 days (FBR F) and 

10 days (FBR G). 

FBR I was a control reactor which was fed with synthetic seawater 

containing 3.5 % salinity during the whole experiments. When the ammonia 

concentration in the influent was doubled from 60 mg N L-1 (phase I) to 120 mg 

N L-1, about 15 mg N L-1 of ammonia was detected in the effluent for about 20 

days. The increased ammonia concentration also led to a temporary nitrite 

accumulation in the beginning of the phase II. 

A steady-state with 100 % of ammonia and nitrite removal efficiency 

could be maintained in the control reactor for 45 days (35 to 80 days). Although 

no operational parameters had been actively changed on day 80, in the next 

phase about 20 mg N L-1 of ammonia and 40 mg N L-1 of nitrite accumulated, 

along with a decrease of nitrate concentrations. The ammonia decreased 

gradually to zero in about 15 days, whereas the nitrite was not completely 

oxidized to nitrate until the end of the experiment. 

- Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates in FBRs F, G, H and I 

Figure 4.9 shows AORs and NORs in FBR F, G and H and Figure 4.10 

shows AORs and NORs in FBR I (control reactor). 
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Figure 4.9 Ammonia oxidizing rates (AORs) and nitrite oxidizing rate (NORs) 
in FBRs F, G and H. Symbols: closed squares (�), AORs in FBR F; open 
squares (�), NORs in FBR F; closed triangles (�), AORs in FBR G; open 
triangles (�), NORs in FBR G; closed circles (�), AORs in FBR H and open 
circles (�), NORs in FBR H 

 
Similar as the ammonia oxidation rates in FBRs C, D and E (Figure 4.7), 

the AORs in FBRs F, G and H were much more uniform for changing salinities 

as compared to the NORs, which decreased with higher or lower salinities than 

3.5 % NaCl. Furthermore, the NORs were always higher than the AORs. 

Doubling of the ammonia concentration in the medium from 60 mg N L-1 

(phase I) to 120 mg N L-1 (phase II) did not result in a significant change of the 

AORs  and NORs. Only the NORs in FBR F and H slightly increased. The 

AORs remained constant, although the salinity in the medium was decreased 

from 3.5 % to 2, 1 or 0.5 %. The AORs, finally, decreased after the salinity was 

further decreased to 0.034 %. The highest decrease of the AOR was found in 

FBR F when the salinity was decreased from 3.5 % to 2 % and then to 0.034 %. 

In this reactor the lowest increase of the AOR was obtained when the medium 

was brought back to 3.5 % salinity. 

On the other hand, a decrease of the NORs occurred already when the 

salinity was decreasing from 3.5 % to 2 %. The NOR at a salinity of 0.5 % was 

the same as that at a salinity of 0.034 %, a result that was obtained in FBRs C, D 

and E (Figure 4.7). 

3.5    3.5       2        1        0.5    0.03   3.5       5        7         9       3.5     3.5 
Salinity (%) 
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It can also be seen that the increase of the salinities from 3.5 to 5, 7 or 9 % 

resulted in a proportional reduction of the AORs and NORs, but NORs remained 

higher than AORs  for all salt concentrations that were applied. 

AORs and NORs in FBR I (control reactor) increased slightly with time 

(Figure 4.10). However, the measurement of rates at phase VI (days 78 and 79) 

revealed a significant decrease of the NOR. Afterwards, NORs were lower than 

AORs until the end of the experiment. This fact was also confirmed with a 

nitrite accumulation in the effluent of FBR I during continuous operation 

(Figure 4.8, phase VII). 
 

 
 

Figure 4.10 Ammonia oxidizing rates (AORs) and nitrite oxidizing rates 
(NORs) in FBR I (control reactor). Symbols: closed squares (�), AOR in FBR I; 
open squares (�), NOR in FBR I 

 

4.3.3 Nitrification of ammonia in polyethylene/clay fixed bed reactors (FBRs J, 

K, L, M and N) under non-halophilic conditions (0.035 % salinity start 

concentration) during increases of the salinity up to 10.5 % NaCl  

The previous experiments (section 4.31 and 4.32) showed that nitrification in the 

fixed bed reactors that were inoculated with biomass originating from sea water 

in Hafen Büsum functioned relatively good in a salinity range from 0.034 % to 7 

%. In this experiment, similar fixed bed reactors with polyethylene/clay sinter 

lamellas as supporting material were started with non saline surface water taken 

3.5           3.5           3.5           3.5          3.5            3.5           3.5           3.5 
Salinity (%) 
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from the region of Büsum. The water was “activated” by nitrate addition for 

initiation of nitrification before it was used as an inoculum. 

Ammonia, nitrite, nitrate and pH were monitored during operation of the 

reactors with media that contained successively the concentrations of NaCl of 

Table 3.4 and results of the experiments are presented in Figure 4.11. 

Reactors J, K, L, M and N were acclimatized during a batch mode (phase 

I, days 0–8) by addition of 60 mg NH4
+-N L-1. Ammonia oxidation began 

immediately and no ammonia was left after 5 days. During ammonia oxidation 

in phase I nitrite accumulated to more than half of the concentration, that was 

theoretically maximally possible at a 1:1 stoichiometry. After depletion of 

ammonia, the nitrite was further oxidized to nitrate. The oxidation rates of nitrite 

accelerated faster than those of ammonia in the beginning of this phase. 

From phase II (days 9-22) onwards, all reactors were continuously 

operated. Complete ammonia and nitrite oxidation was achieved in the 

beginning of this phase, when the ammonia concentration in the medium was 60 

mg N L-1. The positive performance in all reactors continued when the ammonia 

concentration was doubled to 120 mg N L-1. A higher ammonia concentration 

was not applied in this experiment, because it would need more alkalinity for 

keeping a ratio of 7.1 mg CaCO3: 1 mg NH4
+-N. Alkalinity in high 

concentration causes the formation of precipitated salts, which could cover the 

biofilm on the supporting material and decease its activity. 

In phase III of the experiment (days 23-36) the salinity in FBRs J, K, L 

and M was increased from 0.034 % to 0.5, 1, 2 and 3.5 %, respectively, while 

the salinity of 0.034 % in FBR N (control reactor) was kept constant until the 

end of the experiment. 

Complete ammonia oxidation could still be maintained in all reactors. 

However, nitrite accumulation was detected in all reactors except for FBR J. The 

highest nitrite accumulation was detected in FBR M, where the salinity was 

increased from 0.034 % to 3.5 %. 
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Figure 4.11 Ammonia, nitrite and nitrate concentrations during continuous operation of FBRs 
J, K, L, M and N (all with polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas, non-halophilic inoculums) for 
conditions mentioned in Table 3.4. Symbols: closed squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), 
nitrite; closed circles (�), nitrate; horizontal dotted line (---), pH; solid line ( ), salinity. The 
incubation temperature was 20–23°C 

Phases I        II            III IV        V            VI          VII   
Salinity (%) 0.034  0.034       0.5      0.034         10.5         0.034       0.034 

Salinity (%) 0.034  0.034        1         0.034           9         0.034         0.034 

Salinity (%) 0.034  0.034        2         0.034           7         0.034         0.034 

Salinity (%) 0.034  0.034        1         0.034           5         0.034         0.034 

Salinity (%) 0.034  0.034     0.034     0.034      0.034        0.034         0.034 

0       10      20      30     40      50      60     70      80      90    100  
Time (days) 
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A much lower nitrite accumulation was obtained in FBRs K and L, in 

which the salinity had been increased from initially 0.034 % to 1 or 2 % only. 

Thus, the nitrate-forming NOB were more affected by the increasing salinity 

than the nitrite-forming AOB.  

In contrary, ammonia and not nitrite, was detected in the effluent, when 

the salinity was brought back to 0.034 % (phase IV, days 37-51) to examine a 

recovery ability of the biomass. Ammonia was detected only for 2 – 4 days at 

the beginning of this phase, which indicated an immediate recovery of the 

biomass. 

To check for the tolerance of the nitrifying bacteria of real high salinities, 

in phase V (days 52-69) the salinity was increased from 0.034 % to 10.5 % 

(FBR J), 9 % (FBR K), 7 % (FBR L) and 5 % (FBR R). The concentrations 9, 7 

and 5 % NaCl in FBRs K, L and M were chosen to enable a direct comparison 

with previous experiments (section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2), while 10.5 % (FBR J) 

salinity was applied as an additional higher salinity.  

In FBR J with 10.5 % salinity in the medium ammonia in the reactor was 

not oxidized and it left the reactor in the same concentration as in the influent, 

indicating a complete inhibition of ammonia oxidizing bacteria. Whether nitrite 

oxidizing bacteria were active could not be seen, since no nitrite was formed by 

the AOB. At steady state conditions in FBR K ammonia, nitrite and nitrate 

concentrations were 90, 30 and 0 mg N L-1. It can be said that AOB could still 

oxidize 30 mg N L-1 ammonia of the 120 mg N L-1 that were supplied, whereas 

NOB were not active. In this reactor partial nitrification as required for the 

Anammox-process might be maintained.  

In FBRs L and M, the nitrifying biomass still had the ability to oxidize all 

supplied ammonia. Nitrite accumulation (70 mg N L-1 in FBR L and 40 mg N L-

1 in FBR M), however, was detected in the medium until the end of phase V. 

In phase VI (days 70-89) the initial salt concentration of 0.034 % was re-

established in all reactors. In FBR J, where the salinity had to be decreased from 
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10.5 % to 0.034 % only nitrite was found in the reactor, indicating that AOB 

recovered fast but NOB apparently could not be reactivated. Contrary results 

were obtained in the previous phase, in which AOB had no activity after an 

increase of the salinity from 0.034 % to 10.5 %. 

The relatively quick recovery of AOB and/or NOB was also obtained in 

FBRs K and M. Unexpectedly in FBR L, where the decrease of salinity was not 

as drastic (from 7 % to 0.034 %) compared to that in FBR K (from 9 % to 0.034 

%), nitrite accumulation was still detected. This means that the recovery of NOB 

in FBR L was slower than in FBRs K and M, which might be related to nitrite 

accumulation in the previous phase. 

In the prolongation phase VII (days 90-99) it turned out that nitrite 

accumulation in FBRs J and L lasted on for 20-25 days.  

In FBR N (control reactor) a nitrification efficiency of 100 % was always 

maintained during continuous operation of the reactor. 

- Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates in FBRs J, K, L, M and N 

AOR and NOR measurements of FBRs J, K, L, M and N were conducted 

at the end of each phase and results are shown in Figure 4.12 and 4.13. 

AORs and NORs were more variable with increasing salinity in this 

experiment where a non-halophilic or halo-tolerant nitrifying population was 

used as inoculums in contrary to the previous experiments with halophilic or 

halotolerant populations at the start of the experiment. For salt concentrations 

not exceeding 1 % the NORs were higher than the AORs in all reactors (Figure 

4.12). Compared to AORs during batch wise mode (phase I, 0.034%), the rates 

during continuous operation (phase II, 0.034%) were slightly faster, while NORs 

during both conditions were relatively the similar and not different. 
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Figure 4.12 Ammonia oxidation rates (AORs) and nitrite oxidation rates 
(NORs) in FBRs J, K, L and M (all with polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas) with 
a non-halophilic or non halotolerant inoculum. Symbols: closed squares (�), 
AORs in FBR J; open squares (�), NORs in FBR J; closed triangles (�), AOR 
in FBR K; open triangles (�), NORs in FBR K; closed circles (�), AORs in 
FBR L; open circles (�), NORs in FBR L; closed diamonds (�), AORs in FBR 
M; open diamonds (�), NORs in FBR M 

 
A salinity increase from 0.034 % to 0.5, 1, 2 and 3.5 % did not influence 

the AORs. A salinity effect on AOR was however found after the salt 

concentration was increased beyond 3.5%. A salinity effect on NOR was already 

found at a salinity of only 1%. NORs were more drastically inhibited at 2% and 

3.5% NaCl concentration in the medium and the rates were only about half of 

the initial rates. 

After the medium in the reactors was brought back to the initial salt 

concentration (0.034% - phase IV), the AORs and NORs were similar as the 

rates in the phase II, indicating that the effect of an increasing salinity was 

temporary. 

0.03   0.03  0.5     1       2      3.5   0.03    5       7      9     10.5  0.03  0.03 

Salinity (%) 
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The increase of salinities from 0.034% to 5, 7, 9 and 10.5 % NaCl resulted 

in significant inhibitions of the AORs and NORs. At salt concentrations of 10.5 

%, neither a nitrite nor an ammonia oxidation activity was seen (FBR M). At a 

salt concentration of 9% no nitrite oxidation activity was seen and the ammonia 

oxidation activity was still close to zero (FBR L). For an increase of the salinity 

from 0.034% to 5 (FBR J) or 7% (FBR K) AORs stayed at about 70% of their 

initial rates. 

It looked like, that NORs were more sensitive than AORs for higher 

salinities, but the inhibiting effect surprisingly seemed to be temporary. 

In the control reactor FBR N AORs and NORs continuously increased 

with operation time (100 days) by a factor of 1.35 for AOR and 1.25 for NOR 

(Figure 4.13). 

 
 

Figure 4.13 Ammonia oxidation rates (AORs) and nitrite oxidation rates (NOR) 
in FBR N (control reactor) during 100 days of operation. Symbols: closed 
squares (�), AOR in FBR N; open squares (�), NOR in FBR N 

 
4.4 Effect of a sudden or gradual increase of the ammonia concentration in 

polyethylene/clay fixed bed reactors (FBRs O, P and Q)  

In FBR A and FBR B, a better homogenization of synthetic seawater was 

achieved with an external recirculation. The synthetic seawater from the top of 

the reactor was pumped through silicon tubes (length 1.5 m, diameter 1 cm) into 

the reactor bottom (see section 3.3.1.1).It was found, after about 2 month of 

0.03           0.03            0.03           0.03            0.03            0.03          0.03  
Salinity (%) 
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external recirculation, that a thin biofilm had been formed on the inside-wall of 

the tubes.  

Nitrifying activity of this biofilm was observed in batch assays by 

scratching off the biofilm and suspending it into 250 ml-glasses. The glasses 

were filled with synthetic seawater (3.5% of salinity, 100 mg N L-1 ammonia or 

20 mg N L-1 nitrite) and were mixed and aerated. Results of ammonia and nitrite 

measurements from the batch assays can be seen in Figure 4.14. 

Ammonia was immediately oxidized to nitrite after the first and the 

second feeding. After almost 100 hours the nitrite concentration was 100 mg N 

L-1, exactly the stoichiometric amount that could be generated from ammonia 

oxidation, which indicated no activity of nitrite oxidizer. This was confirmed in 

the other batch assay, which was fed only with nitrite (Figure 4.14b) and where 

no nitrite oxidation was seen.  

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.14 Concentration of ammonia and nitrite during the test of ammonia- 
and nitrite oxidizing activity of the biomass that was taken from the inner 
surface of the tubing for external recirculation of FBRs A and B media. 
Symbols: closed squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite. Second 
feeding after 75 hours 

 
The biofilm from the tubes was also applied as an inoculum in 

continuously run fixed bed reactors with polyethylene/clay as supporting 

material (see section3.3.1.5). For 20 days the reactors were operated in batch 

mode to acclimatize the biomass and after that continuous operation with 
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increasing ammonia concentrations was started (see Table 3.5). The result of 

ammonia, nitrite and pH monitoring can be seen in Figure 4.15. 

After the first (100 mg NH4
+-N L-1) and the second (150 mg NH4

+-N L-1) 

feeding ammonia was immediately oxidized in all reactors. The total ammonia 

fed into FBR P was only about 170 mg NH4
+-N L-1 due to a leakage in the 

reactors during the second feeding. 

Nitrite produced by ammonia oxidizers has not been oxidized until day 

10. This confirms the result of the batch assays, where no activity of nitrite 

oxidizer was obtained by the biofilm biomass that was removed from the inner 

surface of silicon tubes. 

Until the end of the experiment, for FBR Q (control reactor) and until the 

end of phase II for FBRs Q and P, the biomass in the reactors could maintain a 

complete ammonia and nitrite removal. Incomplete ammonia oxidation was 

found at day 40, 60, and 68 and seemed to be due to a pH decrease. The 

instability of the pH occurred along with visible precipitation of salts in small 

diameter inlet pipes of the reactors that make up the alkalinity.  

To solve the pH problem, Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane buffer 

(TRIS buffer) was applied. However based on the result of a test measurement, 

TRIS interfered with spectrophotometrical measurement of ammonia (data not 

shown). Thus, instead of TRIS-buffer application, bigger inlet pipes were used 

and the pH in the reactors was manually adjusted with KOH or H3PO4. 

In FBR O, the complete ammonia and nitrite oxidation continued during 

phase III (days 73-89), when the ammonia concentration was increased by a 

factor of 2 (from 40 mg N L-1 to 85 mg N L-1). However a further increasing of 

the ammonia concentration from 85 mg-N L-1 to 125 mg N L-1 in phase IV (days 

90-105) failed to maintain the positive trend. Ammonia as well as nitrite was 

detected in the effluent.  
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Figure 4.15 Ammonia, nitrite, and pH during continuous operation of FBRs O, 
P and Q (porous ceramic rings) for conditions of Table 3.5. Symbols: closed 
squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; horizontal dotted line (---), pH 

 

The biomass in FBR O could oxidize on average about half (62.5 mg N L-

1) of the total ammonia supply in the influent (125 mg N L-1) to about 62.5 mg N 

L-1 nitrite. The total amount of nitrogen from ammonia and nitrite in the effluent 

was the same as the nitrogen content of ammonia in the influent, indicating that 

no nitrate was produced. These would be optimal condition for the Canon 

process, the combination of partial nitrification and Anammox in a single 

aerated reactor. 

Phases I II III IV V
NH4

+ (mg NL-1)                               40                           85         125           250 

NH4
+ (mg NL-1)                               40                           250         250           250 

NH4
+ (mg NL-1)                               40                            40          40            40 

0             20            40            60           80           100          120          140 
Time (days) 
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After ammonia concentration was increased from 125 mg N L-1 to 250 mg 

N L-1 in phase V (days 106-140), the biomass could oxidize 100 mg N L-1 of 

ammonia for 10 days, but then the oxidation ability decreased gradually until the 

end of the experiment. Also, no nitrite oxidation occurred during the phase, 

which was indicated by no nitrate in the effluent (data not shown). 

In FBR P, ammonia was increased by a factor of about 6 from 40 to 250 

mg N L-1 in phase III and was kept at this concentration until the end of the 

experiment. On average 150 mg N L-1 of ammonia was detected in the effluent 

or, in the other words, biomass in the reactor could oxidize 100 mg N L-1 

ammonia for 40 days. This ability was the same with FBR O, when salinity was 

increased from 125 to 250 mg N L-1 in phase V. Nitrite accumulation increased 

steadily, corresponding to a decreasing nitrate concentration. Finally, after 40 

days no nitrate was formed any more.  

- Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates in FBRs O, P and Q  

Nitrification rate measurements for FBRs J, K, L and M as well as for 

FBR N were conducted at the end of each phase and the results are shown in 

Figure 4.12 and 4.13. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.16 Ammonia oxidizing rates (a) and nitrite oxidizing rates (b) in the 
FBRs O, P and Q. Symbols: closed squares (�), AOR in FBR O; open squares 
(�), NOR in FBR O; closed triangles (�), AOR in FBR P; open triangles (�), 
NOR in FBR P; closed circles (�), AOR in FBR Q; open circles (�), NOR in 
FBR Q 
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In FBR Q (control reactor) only in phase I the AOR was higher than the 

NOR. Then for 53 days (days 3 to 56) AORs increased by a factor of 3, while 

NORs increased by a factor of 20. From day 54 to the last rate measurement (55 

days) NORs were always higher than AORs.  

In FBR O, AORs increased slightly faster than those of the control reactor 

until phase IV, when 125 mg N L-1 of ammonia was present in the influent. The 

AORs however decreased after the ammonia concentration was increased to 250 

mg N L-1. 

In the contrary, an increase of ammonia from 40 to 250 mg N L-1 in FBR 

P in phase III resulted in a higher AOR. A second measurement of the AOR at 

an ammonia concentration of 250 mg N L-1  again resulted in a higher rate. 

The NORs increased in FBRs O and P until phase III, in which the 

ammonia concentration in the influent of FBRs D and P was 85 and 250 mg N 

L-1, respectively. A further increase of the ammonia concentration in FBR O or 

prolonged incubation under such concentrations in FBR P resulted in a drastic 

decrease of NORs. 

4.5 Biomass growth in porous ceramic rings 

Four distinct stages are believed as developmental processes of biofilm 

formation: reversible attachment, irreversible attachment, maturation and 

detachment. Measurement of oxidation rates of biomass that is growing attached 

on carrier material, which has been incubated for increasing time intervals in 

FBRs until steady state nitrification is obtained, might represent the biofilm 

developing process. 

In such an experiment, fresh porous ceramic rings were put inside FBR B 

(section 3.3.1.1) that has been running continuously for 540 days. After 1, 4, 12, 

20, 33 and 50 days, some of the added “fresh” porous ceramic rings were taken 

out and the removal of ammonia and nitrite by the biomass that was growing 
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attached to the porous ceramic rings hitherto was measured separately in small-

scale batch assays (see Figure 3.8). 

Ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations as well as pH in FBR A 

during the experiment are shown in Figure 4.17a; while the oxidation rates of 

attached biomass on porous ceramic rings after different incubation time are 

presented in Figure 4.17b. 

By operating FBR B at a HRT of 2 days, a DO of above 5 mg L-1, a pH of 

5 – 8 and an ammonia concentration of 50 mg L-1 in the influent steady state 

conditions with no ammonia and nitrite in the effluent were achieved during the 

experiment. It was expected that the steady state conditions allow a direct 

comparison of biomass activity. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.17 (a) Ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations during continuous 
operation of FBR B, days 540 – 590. (b) Ammonia and nitrite oxidizing rates by 
developing biofilm in support materials after the indicated time of incubation. 
Symbols: (a) closed squares (�), ammonia; open squares (�), nitrite; closed 
circles (�), nitrate; dotted line, pH. (b) Closed squares (�), AOR; open squares 
(�), NOR 

 
It can be seen that after 50 days of incubation AORs were always higher 

than NORs. Additionally, ammonia oxidation proceeded faster and was finished 

after 1 day incubation, indicating that ammonia oxidizers attach or grow faster 

in the porous ceramic material than nitrite oxidizers. The AORs increased 
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unevenly until day 50, whereas NORs increased constantly until day 30 and then 

remained at steady values. 

In the beginning of the experiment, the oxidation rates of the biofilm that 

was attached on “old” porous ceramic rings were also determined. The “old” 

porous ceramic rings were already in the respective FBR for 540 days. Results 

with the mature biofilm on these carriers show that NOR was twice as high after 

540 than NOR after 50 days of incubation of fresh carriers, while the AOR 

measured on the carriers after 537 days was somewhat lower than the AOR after 

50 days. It should be noted, that during 540 days of incubation steady state 

conditions could not always be maintained. 

4.6 Distribution of ammonia and nitrite oxidation capabilities in the biofilm 

on ceramic rings or polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas taken from the 

same height of a FBR 

After several months, growth of a biofilm on polyethylene/clay (FBR A) and 

porous ceramic rings (FBR B) was visible (Figure 4.18). The biofilm seems to 

grow not in a uniform manner. An improper mixing in biological processes 

normally results in a non-homogeneous medium distribution in all parts of a 

reactor. Although substrates and nutrients may not be distributed 

homogeneously in all parts of the reactors the nitrifying biofilm looked more 

like a sediment on horizontal parts of the porous glass rings. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.18 Biofilm attached to supporting material (a) Polyethylene/clay from 
FBR A (b) porous ceramic rings from FBR B 
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In attached growth reactors many factors may be affecting the distribution 

of biomass on single supporting porous glass rings or on different supporting 

glass rings.  

Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by the biofilm on several porous 

ceramic rings that have been taken from FBR B at the same height were 

measured separately in small reactors. 

The results (Figure 4.19) show that the activity of the biofilm population 

was different by factor of 1.5 and 2 for ammonia and nitrite oxidation, 

respectively. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.19 Ammonia (a) and nitrite (b) oxidation rates by biofilm bacteria on 
porous ceramic rings 

 

4.7 The effect of azide and allylthiourea (ATU) on ammonia or nitrite 

oxidation rates by the biofilm in porous ceramic rings 

Ammonia and nitrite oxidizing bacteria are responsible for nitrification.  

However, it is difficult to determine separately the activities of both types of 

bacteria because they exist in colonies closely associated. They respond 

however differently to inhibitors of nitrification. The use of allythiourea, known 

as a specific inhibitor of nitritation and sodium azide, known as a specific 
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inhibitor of nitratation makes a separate measurement of the two reactions of 

nitrification possible. 

The oxidation rate measurement was conducted using biofilm nitrifiers on 

porous ceramic rings in small reactors. After AORs and NORs were determined 

without addition of allythiourea or natrium azide in first measurements, the 

specific inhibitors were added into the small reactors with concentrations 

ranging from 0.02 – 2 mg L-1 for allythiourea and 0.1 – 80 μg L-1 for natrium 

azide. AORs and NORs without and with inhibitors were measured (Figure 

4.20). 

It can be seen that allythiourea was a specific and potential inhibitor of 

nitritation. Addition of only 0.2 mgL-1 of allythiourea led to a complete 

inhibition of the activities of AOB (Figure 4.20a), whereas addition of 

allylthiourea up to 2 mgL-1 had no effect on the nitrite oxidation activity. 

In contrast, sodium azide seemed to be no specific inhibitor for nitritation. 

Addition of 40 μg L-1 of the substance, indeed, resulted in complete inhibition of 

the activity of NOB. However it also brought about a decrease of the nitratation 

activity. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.20 Ammonia oxidation rates in percent at different concentrations of 
allythiourea (a) and natrium azide (b). Symbols; open bar, AOR; closed bar, 
NOR 
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4.8 The effect of salinity on ammonia or nitrite oxidation rates by biofilm 

nitrifiers 

In continuously operating FBRs (section 4.3.1-3) effects of a salinity change on 

ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by biofilm nitrifiers were already observed. 

The measurement of the ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates however, were 

conducted after the biofilm nitrifiers were already incubated at a new salt 

concentration for about 2 weeks. The bacteria might have had enough time to 

adapt to the new environment.   

In this experiment, biofilm nitrifiers in porous ceramic rings were used as 

inocula and put into the small reactors. AORs and NORs were determined at 

three times. The first and third measurements were conducted at 3.5 % salinity 

in the medium and the second measurement was performed at a different salinity 

(see Table 3.7).  The result of the experiment can be seen in Figure 4.21. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.21 Ammonia (a) and nitrite (b) oxidation rates in percent at different 
salinities. Symbols; first measurement = 100%, open bar, second measurement; 
closed bar, third measurement 

It can be seen that the rates from the second and third measurements of 

AOR or NOR in the control reactor at 3.5% salinity gave the same rates (about 

100%) as the first measurement. It indicated that the measurement method was 

duplicable and no significant amount of biofilm was detached during medium 

drainage. 
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It was obtained that AORs were not affected by a salinity change from 3.5 

% to 5, 2, 1, or 0.03 % and NORs from 3.5 to 2, 1, and 0.03 %. The AORs and 

NORs by biofilm nitrifiers, adapted to 3.5 % salinity, seemed to be more 

sensitive towards salinity increases than towards a salinity decrease. 

Only about 60% and 30 % activity of AOB and NOB, respectively, was 

found when a salinity of 9 % was applied in assays. However AOB and NOB 

have a good recovery after reducing the salinity back to 3.5 %, where the 

recovery of AOB was slightly higher than that of NOB. 

 

4.9 The effect of salinity on the ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by 

suspended nitrifiers 

A biofilm in a fixed bed reactor could function as a protector for 

microorganisms to a shock change of their environment, such as a shock load or 

shock pH. Therefore, a reactor with attached biomass on support materials might 

be more stable than a reactor with suspended biomass, especially if it is operated 

at fluctuating environmental conditions. 

In the last experiment, biofilm nitrifiers were used for the measurement of 

the effect of shock salinity changes on AOR and NOR. It seemed that AORs and 

NORs were only influenced by increases of the salinity and not or much less by 

decreases of the salinity.  

Instead of the biofilm nitrifiers, in this experiment nitrifiers taken from a 

suspension reactor (CSTR and SBR, see section 3.3.2.8) that was run with 3.5 % 

salinity were used as inocula. 

 

- Suspended nitrifying bacteria from a CSTR 

After centrifugation, the pelleted biomass was put into 50 ml medium, 

containing 60 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 25 mg NO2

- -N L-1 with different salinities 

(0.03; 0.5; 1; 2; 3.5; 5; 7; 9 %). The recovery of the nitrification activity at 3.5 % 
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salinity after incubation with the above mentioned higher or lower salt 

concentrations was also examined.  

The decrease of ammonia concentrations accompanied by nitrite 

accumulation during the first rate measurements (CSTR) are presented in Figure 

4.22a and b. The data of Figure 4.22 were used to calculate the ammonia 

oxidation rates during the experiment, and the results are presented in Figure 

4.23. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.22 Ammonia concentrations (a) and nitrite build-up (b) during the 
measurement of AORs by suspended bacteria that were pre-incubated at 3.5% 
salinity and transferred to media with higher or lower NaCl concentration 

 
The highest rate surprisingly was obtained at a salinity of 1 % NaCl. 

Increasing salinity decreased the activity of AOB more than decreasing the 

salinity. In addition, the rate of ammonia decrease in the reactor with 3.5 % 

NaCl (control reactor) was comparable with that at 0.5 % NaCl. The most severe 

inhibition effect was obtained at salinities of 7% and 9%. 

 By comparing oxidation rates of the first and second measurements 

(Figure 4.23a) it can be seen that the effect of the salinity change to very low or 

high salinities (0.03, 5, 7 and 9% NaCl) on AORs were reversible. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.23 Ammonia (a) and nitrite (b) oxidation rates at different salinities by 
suspended nitrifiers. Symbols; open bar, first measurement at changed salinities; 
closed bar, second measurement after reestablishment of the original salinity 
(3.5% NaCl) 

 

For NORs (Figure 4.23b), the activity of NOB in the biofilm could cover 

a salinity range from 0.03 % to 5 %. In such a range of salinities, NORs were 

relatively constant at values obtained in the control reactor with 3.5 % salinity. 

An irreversible inhibition effect was found when the salinity was increased from 

3.5 % to 7 and 9 %. 

Separate measurements of nitritation and nitratation in control assays with 

3.5%  salinity shows that the NORs by suspended nitrifying bacteria were 

slightly higher than the AORs. However some nitrite was detected during 

ammonia oxidation measurement.  

Accumulation of nitrite during nitrification (Figure 4.22b) indicated that 

the bacterial activity that generated nitrite (nitritation) was higher than the 

activity of the nitrite-consuming NOB (nitratation). It can be seen that nitrite 

accumulation occurred in all assays during incubation, including the control 

assays with the originally 3.5 % salinity. No nitrite was detected in the assay 

with 9 % of salinity, since the AOB were apparently completely inhibited at this 

high salt concentration.  The ammonia oxidation rates, nitrite accumulation rates 
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and the ratio of both rates as well as the maximum detected nitrite concentration 

are summarized in Table 4.3.  

As nitritation and nitratation proceed simultaneously, the ratio of 

NAR/AOR (NAR = nitrite accumulation rate) presents how fast nitrite is 

produced by AOB and how fast it will be oxidized to nitrate by NOB. The 

NAR/AOR ratio of 1 represents a process in which only nitritation exists, the 

ratio of 0 indicates than the nitratation rate is at least as high as or higher than 

the nitritation rate. A high NAR/AOR ratio at decreasing salinity indicates a 

maximum nitrite accumulation, for example in the assay with 0.5 % of salinity, a 

condition that should be avoided. 

Table 4.3 Ammonia conversion rates and maximum nitrite accumulation during 
nitrification by suspended bacteria that were pre-grown at 3.5% NaCl 
concentration 

* = Nitrite Accumulation Rate 

 

In case of the assay with 1 % of salinity, the AOR was higher than in the 

control assay (3.5%).  However, this positive result leads to a higher NAR:AOR 

ratio than the ratio obtained from the control assay. 

Contrary to that a low NAR:AOR value and a lower maximum nitrite 

accumulation was obtained in the assay with 5 % NaCl. The AOR, however, 

was lower than in the control. 

Salinity % AOR mgNL-1h-1 AOR:AOR 
control 

NAR* mg 
NL-1h-1 NAR/AOR 

Max of Nitrite 
Accum. mgNL-1 

0.03 0.31 61 0.23 0.75 34 

0.5 0.47 93 0.42 0.89 50 

1 0.61 120 0.46 0.76 40 

2 0.44 86 0.3 0.69 36 

3.5 0.50 100 0.35 0.69 33 

5 0.38 78 0.20 0.52 21 

7 0.12 22 0.05 0.45 9 

9 0 0 - - 0 
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It can be also be said that the low salinity resulted in a higher NAR:AOR 

ratio and vice versa. 

 

- Suspended bacteria from a SBR 

Previous experiments proofed that nitrifiers in a biofilm and suspended 

nitrifiers that originated from a marine ecosystem could maintain a relatively 

high activity during a shock by decreasing the salinity. Vice versa, the ability of 

non-halophilic nitrifiers to “function” at increasing salinities is also an 

interesting subject. 

Results of determination of the effect of salinity on the AORs and nitrite 

accumulation by non-halophilic suspended nitrifiers are presented in Figure 

4.24.  

The same AORs were obtained from assays with 0.03 % or the control 

assay, and at 1 % of salinity, indicating no effect of salt concentration up to 1 % 

on AORs. A severe effect of the salinity on AORs was obtained in assays over a 

salt concentration of 3 % and over 7 % salinity a complete inhibition of the 

AORs was detected. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.24 Ammonia concentration (a) and nitrite accumulation (b) during the 
measurement of ammonia oxidation rates by suspended bacteria (0.03%) 
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In Figure 4.25, the result of rate measurements of ammonia and nitrite 

oxidation in percent is presented. It seem that NOBs were more sensitive to 

salinity than AOBs, where AORs  in assays with 0.5 and 1 % were about half of 

the rate of control assays. The recovery test for both measurements was not 

done. 

 

 
Figure 4.25 Ammonia (open bar) and nitrite (closed bar) oxidation rates at 
different salinity by suspended bacteria (0.03%) 

 
As in experiments with halotolerant nitrifiers, nitrite accumulation was 

detected during this experiment, as summarized in Table 4.4. It can be seen that 

the NAR:AOR ratio and the maximal nitrite accumulation increased when the 

salinity was increased until 3.5 %. As said before, increasing salinity from 0.03 

% to 0.5 and 1 % had no effect on AOR. However this increase resulted in a 

higher NOR:AOR and a much higher maximum of nitrite accumulation 

compared to the control assay (0.03 %). 
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Table 4.4 Rate of nitrite accumulation during nitrification by non-halophilic  
                 suspended bacteria 

Salinity % AOR 
mgNL-1h-1 

AOR:AOR
control 

NAR* 
mgNL-1h-1 

NAR:AOR Max of Nitrite 
Accum. mgNL-1 

0.03 1.37 100 0.82 0.60 28 

0.5 1.34 98 1.08 0.80 45 

1 1.39 101 1.21 0.87 52 

2 0.88 64 0.79 0.89 52 

3.5 0.52 38 0.40 0.76 62 

5 0.48 35 0.21 0.45 25 

7 0 0 - - 0 

9 0 0 - - 0 

* = Nitrite Accumulation Rate 

 

4.10 The effect of free ammonia (NH3) on ammonia and nitrite oxidation 

rates by biofilm-forming nitrifiers 

Besides its function as a substrate, high concentrations of uncharged ammonia 

might inhibit nitrification. Biofilm-carrying porous ceramic rings from FBR B 

were put into small cylindrical glass reactors as an inoculum (see Figure 3.8).  

Oxidation rate measurements were conducted three times by adding 50 ml 

of synthetic medium that contained 3.5 % NaCl with 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 for 

AOR or 10 mg NO2
- -N L-1 for NOR for the first and the third measurement. For 

the second measurement the ammonia concentrations were varied from 10 – 

5000 mg NH4
+-N L-1 (see Table 3.7). A comparison of the rates of the second 

and third measurement with those of the first measurement is presented in 

Figure 4.26. 

Ammonia inhibition of AOR started at a concentration of 0.25-0.5 g N L-1 

(Figure 4.26). The AOR reached only 50% of the initial rate when the ammonia 

concentration in the medium was 1 g N L-1. At an ammonia concentration of 5 g 

N L-1, the highest concentration of ammonia applied in the experiment, the AOR 
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reached only 8%, however recovery of the AOR to 100% was achieved 

immediately after the biofilm was put back in the low ammonia medium. 

 

 
Figure 4.26 Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates at different concentrations of 
ammonia by nitrifiers that formed a biofilm on porous ceramic rings. Symbols: 
open bars, 2nd AOR; closed bars, 2nd NOR; dotted bars, 3rd AOR; bars with 
horizontal lines, 3rd NOR 

On the other hand, inhibition of the NOR began at ammonia concentration 

above 2 %, resulting in about 75 % residual activity at 3.5 g N L-1. At ammonia 

concentration of 5 g N L-1, the residual NOR was about 40%. The recovery 

experiment shows that the inhibition of NORs due to high ammonia 

concentrations was also temporary as observed for AORs. 

4.11 The effect of nitrite on the ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by 

biofilm-forming nitrifiers 

Nitrite, an intermittent product of nitrification is known to be more toxic than 

ammonia for nitrification. Thus, the effect of nitrite on AORs and NORs was 

determined in a similar experiment as performed for determination of the effect 

ammonia on AORs and NORs. Instead of adding 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 for the 

control experiments (first and third measurement), 10 mg NO2
—N L-1 was added 

into the reactors to determine the basic AORs and NORs. The influence of 

increased nitrite concentrations (10- 400 mg NO2
—N L-1) was determined in the 

second measurement (see Table 3.7). Results are presented in Figure 4.27. 
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Figure 4.27 Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates at different concentrations of 
nitrite by biofilm-forming nitrifiers on porous ceramic rings. Symbols: open 
bars, 2nd NOR measurement; closed bars, 1st and 3rd NOR measurement 

The AORs decreased while the nitrite concentration increased (Figure 

4.27). At a concentration of about 0.027 g N L-1 nitrite, the NOR was 50% 

compared to the initial rate and above nitrite concentrations of 0.25 g N L-1, 

nitritation failed completely. However, the inhibition by nitrite, even at 

concentrations of up to 0.4 g N L-1 was temporary. The AOR turned back to 

previous rates (100%) after the biofilm was put back into a medium without 

nitrite. On the other hand, nitrite, even at concentrations of up to 10 g N L-1 did 

not inhibit NOR (results not shown). 

4.12 The effect of nitrate on ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by biofilm-

forming nitrifiers 

The procedure in this experiment was similar with the procedure used for the 

experiments in chapters 4.10 and 4.11. For the basic rate measurement, 50 ml of 

synthetic medium with 3.5 % NaCl was supplemented either with 10 mg NH4
+-

N L-1 or 10 mg NO2
- -N  L-1 and was supplied to the reactors. Varying nitrate 

concentrations from 0 mg N L-1 to 10 000 mg N L-1 were added after the basic 

measurement of the AOR and NOR for the second rate measurements. It was 

observed that even after applying the highest concentration of nitrate, no 

negative influence on AOR and NOR occurred (data now shown). 
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4.13 The effect of temperature on ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates by 

biofilm-forming nitrifiers 

Bacteria involved in biological processes all grow best at their species-related 

optimum temperature. They might respond with lower and higher growth rates 

or AORs and NORs at lower or higher temperatures, respectively. To test the 

influence of temperature on AORs and NORs the basic AOR or NOR 

measurement was conducted by adding 50 ml of synthetic medium (3.5 % NaCl) 

with either 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 10 mg NO2

—N L-1 to cylindrical glass reactors 

with nitrifying biofilm-carrying porous ceramic rings at a starting  incubation 

temperature of 22.5 0C. 

Figure 4.28 documents AORs and NORs for lower and higher incubation 

temperatures. As expected the incubation temperature obviously affects the rates 

of ammonia and nitrite oxidation.   

 
Figure 4.28 Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates at different incubation 
temperature by a nitrifying biofilm on porous ceramic rings. Symbols: open 
bars, AOR; closed bars, NOR; (↓) recovery test at 22.5 oC after incubation at 6 
oC, complete recovery at 22.5 °C; at 22.5 oC after incubation at 50 oC, no 
recovery (↓↓) 

 

AORs and NORs decreased with decreasing temperatures and only a very 

low AOR and NOR remained at 6 oC, while AORs and NORs increased up to 40 
oC with little residual activity at 50 oC. A temperature increment from 22.5 to 

32.5°C resulted in an AOR and NOR increase by a factor of 1.36 (3.59% per °C) 
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and 1.26 (2.64% per °C), respectively. An increase of the temperature from 

32.5oC to 40°C did not lead to increased AORs and NORs and for higher 

temperatures than 40 oC AORs and NORs drastically decreased. This indicated 

that the optimal temperature for nitrification was lower than 40 oC. The AORs 

and NORs decreased to 0.44 (5.59% per °C) and 0.53 (4.67% per °C), 

respectively, when the incubation temperature was decreased from 22.5 to 

12.5°C. At 6°C, no oxidation activity of AOB remained, while the residual 

activity of NOB was only about 10%.  

Nitrifiers recovered when the incubation temperature was raised from 6 oC 

back to 22.5 0C (↓) but no recovery was possible after an incubation at 50 0C 

(↓↓), showing that the effect of the low temperature was temporary. In contrary, 

the effect of the high temperature was more severe and no immediate recovery 

was observed.  

 

4.14 Effect of aerobic and anaerobic storage of nitrifiers on porous ceramic 

rings on AOR and NOR 

Nitrifying bacteria are characterized as slow-growing autotrophic bacteria. In 

practice, relatively long start-up phases are needed for a nitrification reactors to 

function properly. Storage of surplus biomass as reserve inocula would be a 

means to shorten the start-up phase of new reactors, after failure or after closure 

for maintenance. 

To test the survival of nitrifiers in the reactor effluent 25 ml of liquid from 

a CSTR was aerobically stored in 100 ml serum flasks. After 1, 4, 6 and 25 days 

storage time AORs and NORs were determined by adding 10 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 

10 mg NO2
--N L-1 into respective flasks.  

As obvious from Figure 4.29, the AOR seems to decrease earlier than the 

NOR with increasing storage time under anaerobic conditions. After 25 days of 

storage, AOR and NOR were 60 % and 80 % of initial rates, respectively, 

indicating a slightly higher loss of activity of the AOB than the NOB. 
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Figure 4.29 Ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates of suspended bacteria after a 
period of storage under the exclusion of oxygen. Symbols: open bars, AOR; 
closed bars, NOR after oxygen supply 

The effect of storage in fixed bed reactors (FBR A and FBR B) was also 

examined. At steady state conditions with no ammonia and nitrite in the effluent, 

the reactors were operated batch wise and then AOR and NOR was measured by 

adding substrate solution up to 60 mg NH4
+-N L-1 or 20 mg NO2

--N L-1. After 

the rate measurement was finished, for the three following days, the reactors 

were still operated in batch mode without adding any ammonia or nitrite. During 

the three days, the reactors were aerated to simulate aerobic storage and then 

were not aerated for the anaerobic storage. Then rate measurements were 

conducted and their result are presented in Figure 4.30. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.30 AOR (a) and NOR (b) of a nitrifying biofilm-forming biomass in 
FBR A and B after 3 days of aerobic storage (open bars)  and 3 days of 
anaerobic storage (closed bar) 
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Neither aerobic nor anaerobic storage influenced AOR in FBR A. In FBR 

B, three days of aerobic starvation seemed to increase AOR slightly, whereas the 

anaerobic starvation seemed decreased AOR slightly.  

Based on Figure 4.30, it can be said that NORs in FBR A were more 

influenced by aerobic storage (80%) than by anaerobic storage (100%). In FBR 

B anaerobic starvation decreased NORs to75%, whereas starvation under 

aerobic conditions decreased NORs only to 90%. 
 

4.15 Kinetics of ammonia and nitrite oxidation at different starting 

concentration 

In this experiment, FBR A and B were operated batch wise and then 10 mg 

NH4
+-N L- or 15 mg NO2

--N L-1 was added into the reactors. Samples were taken 

from the reactors every 10 minute to obtain in detail the trend of ammonia or 

nitrite oxidation. The results of the analyses are presented in Figure 4.31. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.31 Ammonia (a) and nitrite concentrations (b) during nitrification tests 
in FBR A (closed square, �) and FBR B (open square, �) 

 In both FBRs, nitritation rates (AOR) were higher than nitratation rates 

(NOR), which was expected for balanced nitrification. In FBR A, at a nitroten 

concentration of above 1.5 mg N L-1, the biofilm could oxidize relatively 

uniform ammonia and nitrite. Much lower AORs and NORs were obtained at 

lower concentration of ammonia and nitrite (under 1.5 mg N L-1) 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 Microbial analysis 

- Selection of halophilic enrichment cultures 

An often reported but not always successful approach for biological nitrification 

of saline wastewater is the stepwise adaption of non-saline water bacteria to 

halophilic conditions (e.g. Moussa et al. 2006). Adaption of a sweat water 

nitrifying population to saltwater conditions of up to 40 g L-1 NaCl seems not to 

be possible (Moussa et al. 2006), whereas an enrichment of halophilic nitrifiers 

from halophilic environmental sources would be a more promising approach, 

since most halophilic nitrifiers are apparently ubiquitous in seawater 

environment (Francis et al. 2005).  

Enrichment of halophilic nitrifying consortia from seawater/mud samples 

of the coastal region of the North Sea in Germany with a salinity of about 3% 

NaCl (conductivity > 30 mS cm−1; Table 4.1; Figure 3.7) seemed thus to be a 

suitable approach to establish halophilic nitrification in the laboratory (Sudarno 

et al. 2010). The applicability of marine sediments as inocula for nitrification 

under saline conditions was also reported by Antileo et al. (2002), who found 

ammonia oxidation after a lag-phase of 15 days. In our first enrichments from 

different marine sources, AORs ranged between 4.9 and 15.1 mg N L−1 day−1, 

which was in accordance with the work of Rejish Kumar et al. (2009), who 

measured AORs of 4.6 and 12.2 mg N L−1 day−1. 

 
- Biofilm growth 

The bacteria involved in nitrification are autotrophic microorganisms with 

carbon dioxide serving as their carbon source and have slow growth rates. An 

even slower growth rate of nitrifiers apparently is observed for nitrifiers in saline 

environment. A quantitative  and  qualitative  estimation  of  their  specific 
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concentrations, especially of  “biofilm nitrifiers” is  a  very  difficult  task 

(Lazavora and Manem 1995) and requires molecular biological methods.  

The development of bacterial growth can be examined by measuring 

bacterial biomass, metabolic activity and by counting cells. This examination 

will be easy in suspended cultures but is much more difficult for biofilm-

forming bacteria. Detachment of immobilized bacteria is very difficult and 

incomplete, especially during the first growth phases where the biofilm is still 

faint and not distributed uniformly on and in the pores of the substratum. Later 

on during biofilm development not only growth but also other processes, such as 

decay and detachment play a significant role.  

Due to the expected inaccuracy of population density measures, 

quantitative and qualitative estimation of biofilm specific parameters were 

conducted by measuring nitrification rates and by comparing ammonia and 

nitrite oxidation.   

AOB attached faster than NOB in FBR A and FBR B as shown from 

ammonia and nitrite oxidation rates until days 50 (Figure 4.17b, Table 4.2). 

Furthermore, ammonia oxidizer recovered faster than nitrite oxidizers after 

biofilm detachment in control reactor FBR I (Figure 4.10). The domination of 

AOB was also reported on the surface of the BioCube sponge media (Chae et al. 

2008). The initially faster attachment of AOB on surfaces for biofilm formation 

indicates that AOB have a better capability to attach to mineral or plastic 

surfaces or grew faster than NOB. Except for that, it is possible that NOB will 

be active after nitrite was produced by AOB, as perfectly explained by Peng and 

Zhu (2006). NOB will exist after AOB exist, and later on during the nitrification 

process, AOB and NOB co-exist and benefit from the close physical association. 

On one side, the close physical association is useful for energetic reasons. NOB 

are able to efficiently intercept the nitrite produced by the AOB, helping to cope 

with the poor energy yield of nitrite oxidation. On the other side, AOB are 

dependent on the presence of the NOB, as the latter relieve them from the toxic 
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nitrite. It therefore aids in the defense against the toxicity of nitrite by preventing 

its accumulation or formation of toxic by-products such as NO that can inhibit 

bacterial enzymes.  

During the period from day 0 to day 50, growth of AOB was not stagnant 

as judged from ammonia oxidation rates, while NOB seemed to develop not as 

fast. A population shift from AOB to NOB apparently occurred only upon 

further incubation after day 50 (Figure 4.17b). This was similarly the case in 

FBR A and FBR B (Table 4.2), in which the reversal of oxidation rates 

happened after days 84 for FBR A and day 64 FBR B. However, the AOR was 

more instable compared to NOR. 

Biofilm growth and maturation is characterized by formation of strong 

micro colonies which are very resistant against high shear forces and different 

physical/chemical manipulations. Biofilms grow during the developmental 

phase and biomass increases whereas after reaching an equilibrium in maturated 

biofilms, microbial decay processes in deeper layers, that are no longer 

optimally provided with oxygen start, ammonia or nitrite enrichment by 

incomplete oxidation may take place and may finally lead to sloughing off.   

The maturation state was examined from the beginning in the halophilic 

control reactor (FBR I, Figure 4.10; Table 3.3). The growth rates in the reactor 

only increased by a factor of 1.5 for AOB after 99 days and 1.1 for NOB after 

70 days. The value is much lower than that reported by Bock et al. (cited by 

Peng and Zhu, 2006). They reported that generation times for AOB and NOB 

were 7–8 hours and 10–13 hours, respectively. Total biofilm mass during the 

experiment, then, could be said was constant and a maturation state was already 

reached.  

The maturation state was also obtained in the non-halophilic control 

reactor FBR N (Figure 4.13, Table 3.4). After an acclimatization period for two 

weeks by batch wise operation, AOR and NOR steadily increased (with an 

increasing factor of 1.3 and 1.2) during the experiment indicating a slow 
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increase of the biofilm mass. Fresh polyethylene/clay was applied in FBR N as 

supporting material, so the relatively fast maturation in the reactor were likely 

made possible by two weeks batch wise pre-incubation. Characklis and Marshall 

(1990) found that the maturation process was achieved after a steady state period 

of a few days already.  

A permanently decreasing NOR (FBR I, Figure 4.10) might be due to a 

spontaneous detachment. Dalton et al. (1996) observed a spontaneous 

detachment after maturation of a  biofilm. They attributed the spontaneous 

detachment of cells from the biofilm to two processes, erosion and sloughing, 

based on the magnitude and frequency of the detachment events. Erosion is the 

continual detachment of single cells and small portions of the biofilm, whereas 

sloughing off is the rapid, massive loss of parts of the surface biofilm layers due 

to gravity. On the other hand Elenter et al. (2007) studied a biofilm of 

autotrophic bacteria and obtained a significant amount of lost biofilm during 

constant shear stress conditions. In our experiment, the spontaneous detachment 

could be categorized as sloughing off as judged from the detached material.  

Surprisingly the “sloughing off” seemed to effect more the NOB and not 

so much the AOB, as judged from activities (Figure 4.10). This is difficult to 

explain, since most studies have shown that NOB usually are located in the 

depth of the biofilm below an external AOB layer. AOB and NOB in a biofilm 

exist as micro colonies: if sloughing off of NOB biofilm layers occurs this 

automatically leads also to sloughing off of AOB.  

A permanent decrease of the NOR seemed to occur in the control reactor 

with 3.5% salinity (Figure 4.10), but not in the control reactor with 0.03% 

salinity (Figure 4.13). This fact is not a strong indication that salinity 

deteriorates nitratation activity in a biofilm. In other reactors (FBR F, G, H, 

Figure 4.7; FBR J, K, L, M, Figure 4.13), no permanent declining of NOR was 

obtained, even if fluctuating salinity was applied to the reactors. 
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- Microbial population 

Molecular biological analysis applying the Polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) in FBR B revealed that the biomass in the reactors was dominated by 

Nitrosomonas sp. and Nitrospira sp. (Sudarno et al. 2010). The 16S rRNA gene 

sequences for AOB in FBR B detected Nitrosomonas aestuarii and 

Nitrosomonas Nm143, whereas the 16S rRNA gene sequences for NOB 

detected Nitrospira marina as the dominant nitrifying bacteria. Those sequences 

correlate with the sequences, which are usually found from coastal and marine 

water or sediments (Watson et al. 1986, Koops et al. 1991, Purkhold et al. 2003). 

Due to an increasing ALR and a decreasing pH in FBR B, a shift within the 

ammonia oxidizing population in the genus Nitrosomonas at the subspecies level 

occurred, whereas the nitrite oxidizing Nitrospira population apparently did not 

change (Sudarno et al. 2010). 

5.2 Feasibility of fixed bed reactors for nitrification of saline wastewater 

- Supporting material 

FBR A with polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas and FBR B with porous ceramic 

rings as substrata could be operated for a long period of time under high 

salinities and ammonia concentrations. The biofilm may have been formed 

initially by fast-growing heterotrophic bacteria and during a much longer time of 

operation under autotrophic conditions by the slow-growing autotrophic 

nitrifying bacteria. For initial attachment surface characteristics of the support 

material are important, e.g., the roughness of surfaces or other surfaces 

properties such as surface charges, hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity and 

significantly influence bacterial colonization (Verran et al. 1991, Gjaltema et al. 

1997). Crevices and pores act as niches with moderate turbulences of the 

medium for better attachment of bacteria and protect the biofilm from shear 

forces (Fox et al. 1990). 

From the beginning of the continuous operation it could be observed that 

FBR B had a better nitrification performance (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). In FBR B, 
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porous ceramic rings with a specific surface area of 934 m2 m−3 were used as 

support material for biofilm formation, which was a twice as high specific 

surface area than was available on the polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas of FBR 

A. 

Ammonia oxidation in FBR B was almost complete except when titration 

failed. Nitrite accumulation was only seen during stage 3 (Table 3.1) after re-

installation of the pH titrator (Figure 4.4c). This was in accordance with Krüner 

and Rosenthal (1983) who reported that the AOR was proportional to the surface 

area of the support material that was used for biofiltration. It might be 

generalized that the surface area of the support material significantly influences 

the conversion rates when only a faint biofilm, as in the case of autotrophic 

nitrifiers, was formed, whereas the inner surfaces of pores play only a minor role 

if a thick biofilm was obtained as for carbon-rich industrial wastewater. Inner 

surfaces are then blocked and diffusion of substrates into pores is highly limited. 

The maximum AORs and NORs before installation of the liquid 

recirculation were 6 and 7 mg N L−1 h−1, respectively in FBR A and 5 and 5.9 

mg N L−1 h−1 in FBR B. To correlate the specific surface area of the support 

material with the maximum N-removal rate, area-related AORs and NORs were 

calculated. For FBR A, a maximum surface area-related AOR and NOR of 312 

and 386 mg N m−2 day−1 and for FBR B of 199 and 236 mg N L−1 day−1, 

respectively was determined (Table 4.2). Maximal and area-related AORs and 

NORs were better in FBR A than in FBR B, but the overall performance 

(residual ammonia in reactor effluent, intermediate nitrite accumulation) was 

better in FBR B. This may be due to a surface-oriented and more dense biofilm 

in FBR A with higher rates but less efficient conversion. Nijhof and Bovendeur 

(1990) determined an area-related AOR under saline conditions at 24°C of 280 

mg N m−2 day−1, whereas a much better AOR under freshwater conditions of 

690 mg N m−2 day−1 was obtained. 
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- Influence of pH  

During the continuous operation of FBRs A and B for nitrification under 

halophilic conditions, interferences related to pH, alkalinity and mixing could 

not be avoided, which may led to adverse effects. Failure of pH titration (Figure 

4.3, days 10, 38, 67, 87 and Figure 4.4, days 10, 45) caused incomplete 

ammonia oxidation in FBRs A and B. Precipitation of inorganic compounds at 

the diaphragm of the pH electrode might been the reason for the very short 

stable operation time leading to the addition of too much acid or caustic. Failure 

leading to a high pH was more adverse than failure leading to a low pH. High 

pH caused incomplete ammonia oxidation and in addition nitrite accumulation 

(Figure 4.4, day 10), while low pH (Figure 4.4, day 45) only lead to higher 

ammonia concentrations in the effluent. The pH effect on nitrification was only 

temporary; full ammonia oxidation was obtained after exchange of the pH probe 

within the next 10 days. Siegrist and Gujer (1987) for instance had reported that 

the ammonia oxidation rate recovered after exposure to a lower pH.  

Mechanisms of pH inhibition of nitrification might be an activation–

deactivation of nitrifying bacteria, nutritional effects connected with alkalinity 

or inhibition through free ammonia and free nitrous acid, as summarized by 

Villaverde et al. (1997). In this study deactivation of nitrifiers might likely be 

caused by the pH inhibition mechanism. The availability of a carbon source for 

bacterial growth was ascertained by application of NaHCO3 as pH buffer and the 

calculated FA and FNA, based on Equation 2.12 and 2.13, were lower than 

inhibition causing concentrations.  

- Influence of pH, alkalinity and ammonia loading 

Villaverde et al. (1997) described a linear correlation between alkalinity 

(e.g. expressed as milligrams per liter CaCO3) and pH with a stoichiometric 

coefficient of 7.1 mg CaCO3 consumed per milligrams NH4
+-N oxidized. If the 

alkalinity was not sufficient, the pH decreased during oxidation of 50 mg N L−1 

ammonia as it was observed in our original samples A and C and to a minor 
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extent in sample D to values below pH 5 (Figure 4.1). Sample B, a 

seawater/mud mixture, had the highest alkalinity, and the pH was stable above 

7.5 during the whole experiment, including a second feeding with 50 mg N L−1 

ammonia (Figure 4.1b) 

In FBR A and FBR B, maintaining the system of the reactors in an 

optimum pH range of 8 + 0.2 was conducted by a pH titrator with 0.25 M KOH 

solution (Table 3.1) or by addition of NaHCO3 as pH buffer (Table 3.1, phase 

d). A pH titrator provided addition of acid or base in accordance with the 

required exact amount. When the pH in the medium was lower or higher than 

the desired value, acid or base solution was immediately pumped into the 

medium. Correct titration was dependent on the function of the pH electrode. A 

malfunction of the pH electrode due to a blockage of the diaphragm may lead to 

a very low or high pH value in the FBRs and to failure of nitrification.  

The use of NaHCO3 was chosen as a pH buffer system and also as a 

source of carbon for bacteria growth.  When the concentration of ammonia in 

wastewater increased, more NaHCO3 must be added to stabilize the pH. 

Controlling of the pH with NaHCO3 at the lab scale is usually done by mixing 

an appropriate amount of NaHCO3 into the medium (7.1 gram alkalinity as 

CaCO3 or 12 g as NaHCO3 for 1 gram ammonia in the medium). In the field 

scale this solution is fed right before the nitrification plant. 

The alkalinity: ammonia ratio (7.1:1) is based on an assumption that all 

ammonia will be oxidized. NaHCO3, therefore, will be excessive, if nitrifiers 

oxidize ammonia incompletely. The surplus NaHCO3 could be avoided by 

addition of the solution with a pH titrator. Carrera et al. (2003) reported that as 

biomass ability for oxidizing ammonia changes, some problems related to 

alkalinity addition appeared. These problems were mainly due to the fact that it 

was difficult to dissolve sodium bicarbonate in the wastewater completely at the 

targeted concentrations. 
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Initially, the pH could be successfully maintained at about 8 with the 

addition of NaHCO3 buffer (Figures 4.3 and 4.4, days 187–194). However, 

white crystals over supporting material or at the walls of the inlet tube were 

observed during the use of this buffer. This led to a disturbance of the high rate 

reactor performance. A similar phenomenon was also reported by Vredenbregt 

(1997) and his group, where the level of scaling due to calcium carbonate 

formation in the reactor was so high that the reactor had to be shut down.  

Sakairi et al. (1997) reported that bicarbonate ions were deprotonated in the 

presence of ammonia. This raises the carbonate concentration in the solution to 

such an extent as to exceed the solubility product of calcium and magnesium 

carbonates (Ca+ and Mg2+ are present in seawater), which then precipitate out of 

the solution. 

- Ammonia loading 

The ammonia loading rate is the amount of ammonia as nitrogen 

equivalents that are added per liter of reactor volume per day. In FBRs A and B, 

ALRs were increased two times by increasing the ammonia concentration in the 

influent or shortening the HRT (Table 3.1). Increase of the ALR by reducing the 

HRT (Figures 4.3b and 4.4b, days 56–155) led to an increase of the ammonia in 

the effluent only in FBR B. A further increase of the ALR by increasing the 

ammonia concentration in the medium (Figures 4.3c and 4.4c, days 156–215) 

resulted also in an incomplete ammonia oxidation in effluent of FBR A. 

When the HRT was shortened, immobilized bacteria had insufficient 

contact time to convert the substrates. Apart of that, the vertical flow of medium 

increased, leading to a higher turbulence in the reactor. The higher turbulence 

then affected the thickness of the biofilm on the substrata and subsequently the 

diffusion of substrate from the bulk liquid into the biofilm (Seo et al. 2001).  

Nitrifiers might oxidize not all of the ammonia, when the ALR was 

increased by elevating ammonia concentrations.  Higher remaining ammonia 

concentrations and intermediate product concentrations (nitrite) in the medium 
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due to restricted ammonia oxidation could bring about inhibition for nitrifiers 

and finally disturbance of both nitrification reactions.  

An effect of the ALR by increasing ammonia concentration can be 

obviously observed in FBRs O and P (Figure 4.15). When the ALR in FBR O 

was doubled (Figure 4.15, phase III), at steady state during continuous operation 

no ammonia and nitrite was obtained in the effluent as in the previous phase 

(phase II). The oxidation rate measurements indicated higher AOR and NOR 

(Figure 4.16) and thus indicating that the maximum loading was not yet reached. 

After the ammonia concentration in FBR 0 was increased from 85 to 125 mg N 

L-1 (Figure 4.15, phase IV), the AOB in the continuously run reactor could only 

oxidize half (62.5 mg N L-1) of total ammonia supplied with the influent and the 

NOB consumed almost none of the nitrite, which was produced by AOB. In 

phase III, AOB and NOB could oxidize 85 mg N L-1 of ammonia and nitrite, 

respectively. This means that the capability of both sorts of nitrifying bacteria 

decreased due to the increased ALR.  

When the ammonia concentration in FBR P was increased from 40 to 250 

mg N L-1 (Figure 4.15, phase III), ammonia in the effluent immediately 

increased to 150 mg N L-1 and remained constant until day 115. The nitrite 

concentration increased steadily to about 50 mg N L-1 at day 115. This might 

indicate that an ammonia concentration of 150 mg N L-1 could inhibit NOB but 

not AOB under these incubation conditions. Furthermore, increasing nitrite 

accumulation might be also caused by inhibition of NOB through nitrite. At day 

115 nitrite accumulation was 100 mg N L-1. From this day onward, ammonia 

concentrations in effluent tended to increase, indicating that AOB were inhibited 

by nitrite concentration of 100 mg N L-1. Inhibition of the nitrifiers at stepwise 

increasing ALRs was found, but with suitable operational strategies, such as 

minimizing the hydraulic load or dilution of the wastewater at the beginning of 

the change, the inhibition could be limited or even avoided. 
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- Influence of shear forces  

Shear stress could cause biofilm detachment. When the shear forces 

exceed the biofilm mechanical strength, detachment occurs.  In FBRs A and B, 

biomass detachment was observed at increased shear forces immediately after 

installation of liquid recirculation. Concomitant with this phenomenon, AORs 

decreased notably, while the NORs were apparently not influenced (Figures 4.3d 

and 4.4d). The decrease was more pronounced in FBR B with porous ceramic 

rings as a carrier material than in FBR A with polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas. 

Turbulence in this reactor was visibly higher than in FBR A due to more rugged 

surfaces through which the water must find it way to the top. Also, some loose 

sediments on surfaces that were not directly in the up-flow path of the 

wastewater may have been swept away at higher upflow velocity. 

This might never the less indicate that the ammonia oxidizing nitrifiers 

were mainly located in the outer layers of the biofilm on the support material 

and therefore may have been sheared off to a higher extent by increased shear 

forces during liquid recirculation. This would be in accordance with the report 

of Okabe et al. (1999), who found a layering of AOB at the surface and of nitrite 

oxidizing bacteria in deeper zones in nitrifying biofilms fed with domestic 

wastewater.  

Shear stress could also induce mass transfer changes. A short-term effect 

immediately after installation of the liquid recirculation was an increase of the 

AOR and NOR in FBR A (Table 4.2, day 217) indicating that the better mixing, 

created by aeration and an increased up flow velocity (1.25 m h−1), apparently 

improved mass transfer of oxygen and ammonia from the bulk liquid into the 

biofilm. Zhu and Chen (2001) also observed an influence of turbulence on the 

AOR. The performance of their nitrifying biofilters could be significantly 

improved by increasing the Reynolds number in their biofilm reactor. Therefore, 

there may be a way to improve the nitrification efficiency of a fixed film 

biofilter through turbulent flow. In FBR B, the aeration system was apparently 
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sufficient for an optimal supply of the nitrifiers in the biofilm with oxygen and 

ammonia since the AOR and the NOR did not increase after starting the liquid 

recirculation (Table 4.2, after day 215).  

In FBR B, porous ceramic rings were not arranged uniformly in the 

reactor, leading to a non uniform distribution of liquid flow and subsequently 

higher shear stress. Biofilm detachment increased with increasing turbulence 

(Vieira and Melo 1999). Lazyrova et al. (1994) reported that a very thin biofilm 

could be maintained at a high turbulence. In Figure 4.18b, a thick but not 

compact biofilm was located inside and at the top of the rings, where shear 

stress was low and detachment was minimized. 

In other areas of the porous ceramic rings, biofilm was invisible with bare 

eyes, but could be seen by scanning microscopy. An invisible, faint biofilm was 

obtained on new porous ceramic rings after incubation for 50 days in FBR B 

(see section 3.3.2.2). Measurement of AOR and NOR with porous ceramic rings 

that carry an invisible biofilm verified the existence of the nitrifiers (Figure 

4.17b). 

- Storage of biofilm-carrying substrata   

Complete shut-down of operation of wastewater plants for a few days or 

even months might be necessary for maintenance or up-grading of the plant. 

During this time it is important to maintain the viability of biomass during more 

or less long starvation periods. If the biomass after storage would not function 

properly due to permanent  inactivity of bacteria, a complete new start-up with a 

new substratum must be carried out. Active biofilm-carrying substrata, that are 

stored at proper conditions in a storage facility, should be kept available to 

shorten the start-up period. Biofim nitrifiers in FBRs A and B still were fully 

active after an aerobic and anaerobic starvation period of 3 days (Figure 4.30).  

Furthermore, it was possible to store suspended nitrifiers up to even 25 days 

with only slight decrease of activities (Figure 4.29). 
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Dahl et al. (1997) investigated nitrification at high salinity of 20 g Cl-1 L-1 

and reported that anaerobic storage of activated sludge during up to four days at 

20–23°C only slightly affected the nitrification activity, as approx. 80% of the 

initial activity was still present after four days. Also, it is possible to store excess 

sludge anaerobically up to four days to serve as backup sludge for restarting the 

plant.  Whereas Salem et al. (2005) found that the decay rate of ammonia 

oxidizers after 14 days of starvation at 20°C was 0.02 day-1, Furukawa et al. 

(1993), who stored the nitrifiers in a refrigerator for 6 days, reported that the 

pellets of acclimated marine nitrifying sludge could regain their full activity. 

Furthermore, Salem et al. (2005) stated that the decay rate of nitrifiers 

might have been underestimated, because of the application of a very rapid test 

method: The behavior (nitrifying activity) of the bacteria was tested immediately 

after adding ammonia to a starved culture. This procedure does not consider lag-

time for enzyme reactivation and thus tends to overestimate decay rates. Some 

decay rates of nitrifiers at different condition and temperatures that were 

reported in the literature are summarized in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Decay rate of the nitrifiers at different condition and temperatures 

Nitrifiers 
Storage  decay rate (per day) 

Literature Condition Temperature 
(°C) 

Duration 
(day) 

Ammonia 
oxidizers 

Nitrite 
oxidizers 

Immobilized  4 6 0.00 - Furukawa et al. 
1986 

Biofilm anaerobic 20 4 0.05 - Dahl et al. 1997 
Suspension Aerobic 20 14 0.02 0.08 Salem et al. 2005 
Suspension Anaerobic 20 14 0.08 0.07 Salem et al. 2005 
Granuler aerobic 4 90 

60 
0.012 

- 
- 

0.024 Wang et al. 2008 
Biofilm Aerobic 22.5 3 0.03 0.045 This study 
Biofilm Anaerobic 22.5 3 - 0.048 This study 
Suspension Anaerobic 22.5 25 0.016 0.008 This study 
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5.3 Effect of salinity changes on nitrification 

- Porous ceramic rings containing FBRs (Figure 4.5, FBRs C, D, E) 

compared to Polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas containing FBRs (Figure 

4.8, FBRs F, G, H,  I) with a starting NaCl concentration of 3.5% 

Varying wastewater composition and salinity in industrial processes are the 

main factors complicating the application of nitrification of saline wastewater. 

The declining rate of ammonia and nitrite concentrations in range of 20–5 mg N 

L-1 and 15–2.5 mg N L-1, respectively, at different salt concentrations was the 

same (Figure 4.6). A more detailed measurement of oxidation rates by biofilm 

nitrifiers also revealed a similar trend (Figures 4.31a and b). The ammonia and 

nitrite oxidation rates, therefore, were determined based on the slope of the 

concentration decline.  

When the salinity was reduced from 3.5 % to 0.03%, no ammonia was 

detected in effluent from FBRs F, G and H (Figure 4.8, phase IV) until 5 days of 

incubation time, whereas ammonia was immediately obtained in FBRs C, D and 

E (Figure 4.5, phase III). Considering that the reactors were initially inoculated 

by sludge taken from the same location, the different effect might be attributed 

to density and thickness of the biofilm.  

Ammonia oxidation was inhibited the more, the higher the salinity was 

increased. Significant nitrite accumulation during the higher salinity was 

observed only in FBRs F, G, H (Figure 4.8, phase VI) but not in FBRs C, D and 

E (Figure 4.5, phase V). 

The salinity increase by a factor of 2.5 (from 3.5 to 9%) in FBR A led to a 

severe decrease of the ammonia removal efficiency to only residual 15%, 

whereas a salinity increase by a factor of 2 (3.5 to 7%, FBR B) or 1.5 (3.5 to 

5%, FBR C) reduced the ammonia removal efficiency less drastically to 51% or 

67%, respectively, without significant nitrite accumulation (Figure 4.5, Table 

5.2). These results are in accordance with those observed by Dahl et al. (1997) 

and Uygur (2006), who found a decrease of the ammonia oxidation activity in 
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the range of 30% after increasing the salinity from 3.5 to 5% or of 40% after 

increasing the salinity from 0 to 6%. 

Table 5.2 Effects of salinity change on several parameters 

Parameter FBR 
C D E F G H I J K L 

Sal. changes (%) 3.5 to 
9 

3.5 to 
7 

3.5 to 
5 

3.5 to 
9 

3.5 to 
7 

3.5 to 
5 

0.03 to 
10.5 

0.03 
to 9 

0.03 
to 7 

0.03 
to 5 

Efficiency  (%)a 15 51 67 75 85 93 0 75 100 100 
AOR (%)b  17 44 62 55 61 75 0 13 70 74 
NOR (%)b 55 66 110 38 46 65 0 0 7 16 
MNAc mg N L-1 0 4d 3d 21 15 13 0 31 73 47 
NOR:AOR 6 2.2 2.08 1.5 1.4 2.7 0 0 0.15 0.25 

a = In all reactors efficiency before changing salinity was 100% 
b = Percentage AOR or NOR after changing salinity compared to original rate. 
c = Maximum nitrite accumulation 
d = Found only in the initial phase. 
 

The salinity increase in FBRs F, G and H by a factor of 2.5, 2 and 1.5, 

respectively, only resulted in a slightly decrease of the ammonia removal 

efficiency (Table 5.2). The real inhibiting effect could not be seen clearly, 

because the ammonia oxidizers in the FBRs might have had the ability to 

oxidize more ammonia than the concentration that was added (120 mg N L-1).  

The fast and complete recovery of FBR C might have been caused by 

precipitation of a white amorphous material, presumably CaCO3, which 

stabilized the pH or maintained a better supply of carbon dioxide for nitrifiers. 

No such precipitates were observed in FBRs D and E. 

- Nitrification rates in FBRs C, D, E (Figure 4.7) compared to those in 

FBRs F, G, H (Figure 4.9) 

Under batch incubation, in the first phase of FBRs C, D and E, ammonia 

oxidized per day was 48 mg N L-1 (AOR = 2.2 mg N L−1 h−1, Figure 4.7). No 

ammonia, however, was detected in effluents during continuous operation 

(Figure 4.5). It seemed that a better ammonia oxidation was observed during 

continuous than batch incubation.  
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A higher decrease of the AOR due to the salinity increase by a factor of 

2.5, 2 and 1.5 was found in FBRs C, D and E compared to FBRs F, G and H 

(Table 5.2). The explanation for the difference might not be addressed to nitrite 

accumulation during continuous operation, since nitrite accumulation was higher 

in FBRs F, G and H (Table 5.2). This is supported from the previous discussion 

(see section 5.2, part ALR), in which it was explained that inhibition initiating 

nitrite concentrations for ammonia nitrifiers were 150 mg N L-1.  

In contrary, the increasing salinity influenced more severely the NOR in 

FBRs F, G and H than in FBRs C, D and E. The combination of high salinity 

and nitrite accumulation during continous incubation of the reactors may be the 

reason for that severe effect. 

The low ammonia oxidation rates in FBRs D and E at a HRT of 1 day and 

a substrate concentration of 60 mg L-1 NH4
+-N in phase VI apparently led to 

residual ammonia in the effluents (Figure 4.5, phase VI). Using the AORs (FBR 

D = 1.50 , FBR E = 1.66 mg N L-1 h-1, Figure 4.7) that were determined during 

batch incubation 36 to 40 mg L-1 NH4
+-N could be oxidized by the nitrifiers and 

thus 24 or 20 mg L-1 NH4
+-N should maximally remain. The actually remaining 

ammonia concentrations were somewhat lower than those, which were 

calculated from the AORs from batch incubations, indicating that under 

continuous incubation conditions the ability to oxidize ammonia might have 

been a little better.  

In FBRs C, D and E, the NOR was similar before and after the phase of 

high salinity. In spite of a higher steady state NOR than AOR at every salinity 

(Figure 4.7), some accumulation of nitrite was detected in the first days after 

almost every change of salinities (Figure 4.5). A higher sensitivity of NOB to 

osmotic stress, as caused by changing salinities and subsequently reduced NORs 

was also reported by Jin et al. (2007). This indicated a high sensitivity of NOB 

to immediate changes of the salinity but also a high capability to adapt or 
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recover fast. Similar results were obtained for salt-adapted nitrifiers (Dahl et al. 

1997). 

A fast recovery of oxidizing capability was also obtained in FBR F, G and 

H after the high salinity phase (Figure 4.9). Nitrite was detected at the end of the 

higher salinity phase in FBRs F (22 mg N L-1) and G (15 mg N L-1), before AOR 

and NOR was determined (Figure 4.8, phase VI). NOR:AOR ratios were higher 

than 1 (Table 5.2).  

AORs of FBRs C, D, E, F, G and H were less sensitive and similar for 

salinities of 0.5 to 3.5% (Figures 4.5 and 4.7). At steady state conditions of 

FBRs C, D and E a minimum NOR:AOR ratio of 1.22 and a maximum 

NOR:AOR ratio of 6.0 was determined, which should not lead to nitrite 

accumulation. Only if the NOR:AOR ratio was always higher than 1, nitrite 

could not accumulate (Kim et al. 2008). Thus, accumulation of nitrite in the 

continuous FBRs during changes of the salinity indicated a higher sensitivity of 

NOB than of AOB for varying reaction conditions.  

During phase V ammonia oxidation was most affected in FBR C at 9% 

salinity (Figure 4.5). The AOR corresponded to only 9 mg L-1 d-1 and the NOR 

to > 9 mg L-1 d-1, since no nitrite was detected. During the 14 days of highly 

increased salinities in FBR A (9%) and also in FBRs B and C (7 and 5%, 

respectively) in phase V at low AOR and NOR and thus at low energy supply 

AOB and NOB apparently survived. Decay rates of 0.08 day-1 for NOB and 0.02 

day-1 for AOB were reported by Salem et al. (2005) at 20°C, aerobic conditions 

and a starvation phase of 14 days.  

- Polyethylene/clay FBRs with starting concentration of 0.03% salt ( FBRs 

J, K, L, M and N)  

A higher short-term sensitivity of NOB than of AOB and a fast recovery 

of NOB was also found in polyehylene/clay FBRs with starting concentration of 

0.03% (FBRs I, J, K and L). After the salinity increased from 0.03% to 3.5% 

nitrite was only detected in the beginning of the phase, especially in FBRs L and 
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M (Figure 4.11, phase III). NORs in both reactors were lower than AORs during 

batch incubation (Figure 4.12a, b). 

The higher vulnerability of NOB than AOB provides a condition in which 

ammonia oxidation (nitritation) proceeds, but not nitrite oxidation (nitration) 

occurs and consequently no nitrate was found in the medium. Such a condition 

is a requirement of partial nitrification, as it occurred in FBR K in phase V, after 

salinity was increased from 0.03% to 9% (Figures 4.11 and 4.12a, b). In FBR C 

(Figure 4.5) and FBR F (Figure 4.8) during the phase where the reactors were 

also fed with 9% of salinity, no nitrite was accumulated. A different bacterial 

population might be a reason. FBRs C and F were inoculated with nitrifiers from 

marine water, whereas FBR K was inoculated with nitrifiers from fresh water.  

Nitrite accumulation at the end of periods with increased salinities was 

only observed during phase V after the increase of salinity in FBRs K, L, M and 

also during phase VI for FBRs J and L.  The NOR:AOR ratios during those 

phases were always lower than 1 (Table 5.2). Kim et al. (2008), who observed 

nitrification in batch assays inoculated with nitrifiers from a wastewater plant 

with low salinity, reported that nitrite accumulation occurred when the 

NOR:AOR ratio was lower than 1. In this study, the statement of Kim et al 

(2008) was only valid for FBRs with starting concentrations of NaCl of 0.03%. 

- Batch assays using immobilized nitrifiers in porous ceramic rings (3.5% 

salt)  

In fact, the respond of AOR and NOR to salinity changes was different as 

shown in (Figures 4.7 and 4.9). An incubation time of several hours in 0.03% 

salinity had no effect on the AOR and NOR (Figure 4.21 a, b), whereas, the 

incubation at higher NaCl concentration (5%) for a few hours resulted in 

decreasing of the NORs but not the AORs.   On the other hand, an incubation 

time of about two weeks in 0.03% and also 5% salinity, as applied in FBRs C–I, 

revealed different results (Figures 4.7 and 4.9).  These indicated that AOB and 
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NOB responded also differently to rates of salinity changes in the medium and a 

different ability to develop adaptation during incubation time seemed to prevail.  

- Batch assays with suspended nitrifiers (starting with 3.5% salt)  

AOR and NOR measurements during batch assays with suspended 

biomass were based on a quasi-linear slope at the beginning of the incubation 

(Figure 4.22a) in the same way as oxidation rates by biofilm nitrifiers were 

determined (Figure 4.6). A similar effect of salinity on NOR by suspended 

(Figure 4.23b) and biofilm nitrifiers (Figure 4.21b) was obtained, in which a few 

hours of incubation at low salinity did not influence NORs.  

A severe effect was seen for AORs by suspended biomass (Figure 4.23a) 

compared to AORs by biofilm nitrifiers (Figure 4.21). In addition, a permanent 

effect on AOR was only found in assays with suspended biomass. The 

advantage of biofilm growth for treating saline wastewater, especially with 

fluctuating concentrations, was found in a previous study. However, in our case, 

other tests should be conducted to support the statement. The reason of that is 

the following 

1. Magnetic bar mixing in assays with suspended biomass enables salt ions 

to penetrate deeper into flocs. 

2. Based on our test (results not shown) mixing by different rates of aeration 

had almost no effect on AOB and NOB. This might be caused by an only 

thin biofilm in porous ceramic rings. 

3. Although the original cultures for suspended and immobilized nitrifiers 

were the same, but both kinds of bacteria had a different culture history. 

The culture history can play a significant role in the observed effect of 

nitrification (Sharma and Ahler 1977).  

To achieve the optimum salinity for conventional nitrification, the values 

of AOR:AOR control should be relative high with a minimal NAR (nitrite 

accumulation rate):AOR ratio and nitrite accumulation.  Salinities of 3.5% and 

1% were relatively good in accordance with the above criteria (Table 4.3). By 
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maintaining a relatively high ratio of AOR:AORcontrol with a maximal NAR, the 

ideal condition for partial nitrification (nitritation) can be achived. These criteria 

could not be fullfilled in experiments with varying salinity.  

- Batch assays with suspended  nitrifiers (starting with 0.03% salt)  

The activity of non halophilic nitrifiers, especially of nitrite oxidizers in a 

suspended growth system could not cope with salinity fluctuations (Figure 4.25). 

The inability of non halophilic nitrifiers was also found in the biofilm 

experiments (Figures 4.11 and 4.12).  

At salinities of 0.5 and 1% (Table 4.4) AOR:AORcontrol ratios, NAR:AOR 

ratios and maxima of nitrite accumulation were higher than the values at a 

salinity of 0.03%. This indicated that partial nitrification by nonhalophilic 

nitrifiers could be achieved by increasing the salinity. The same indication was 

also found for application of nonhalophilic nitrifiers that formed a biofilm 

Figure 4.11, FBR K, phase V).  

Table 5.3 The range of salinity fluctuation in our study resulting in 60–100% of 
initial AORs and NORs 

Reactor Initial salinity (%) Time adaptation Salinity range (%) Recover 
ability (%) AOR NOR 

FBR ceramic rings 3.5 About 14 days 0.03–5 1–5 >80 
FBR Pelia  3.5 About 14 days 0.03–5 1–3.5 >80 
FBR Pelia 0.03 About 14 days 0.03–5  0.03–1 >90 
FBR ceramic rings 3.5 2–4 hours 0.03–5  0.03–5 >80 
Suspension 3.5 2–4 hours 0.5–5 0.03–5 >70 (AOR) 

>95 (AOR) 
Suspension 0.03 2–4 hours 0.03–2 0.03–1 Not tested 

 
The rate measurement of nitrifying activity enables a direct comparison 

with other results. The range of salinity fluctuations in our study resulted in 60–

100% of initial AORs and NORs and is summarized in Table 5.3, whereas the 

salt impacts on nitrification activity in selected reports are presented in Table 

5.4. 
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Table 5.4  Reported results on the impact of salt on nitrification activity 

Salt 
range 

Nitrifiers 
seed 

System 
useda 

Salinity 
shift (%) 

Reported impact 
in percentage 
compared to 
previous rate 

Recovery Literature.b 

1.3–5 Activated 
sludge 
adapted to 
2.6 and 3.3 

FR 2.6 to 
1.3 
3.3 to 
1.65 
2.6 to 4 
3.3 to 5 

140 
140 
80 
70  
(Nitrification 
efficiency) 

nm  1 

0–3  Activated 
sludge non 
adapted  

AS 0 to 0.5 
to 1 to 3  
0 to 7 

70 to 51 to then 45 
(AOR) 
10 (AOR) 

>90% in 
5–10 
days 

2 

0–3 Activated 
sludge 
adapted to 
5% 

AS 0.5 to 
1to 3 
0 to 7  

79 to 70 (AOR) 
 
20 (AOR) 

>90% in 
4–7 days 

2 

0–5 Nitrosomonas 
& Nitrobacter 

AS 0 to 3 to 
5 
 
0 to 3 to 
5 

96 to then 80 
(ammonia 
removal eff.) 
90 to then 75  
(AOR) 

nm  3 

0–6.6 Nitrifying 
activated 
sludge 

SBR At 6.6  
0 to 1.65 
 
 

Completely 
inhibited 
45  (shock load, 
AOR) 
 61 (steady state, 
AOR) 
 58 (shock load, 
NOR) 
95 (steady state, 
NOR) 

40% in 
1week -
AOR 
30% in 2 
days 
NOR  

4 

0–1.02 Sewage  SBR 0 to 1.02 
 
0 to 2 
 

50  
(ammonia 
removal eff.) 
1 (AOR) 

94% after 
18th cycle 

5 

0–10.5 River mixture 
sludge-water  

FBR 0 to 3.5 
 

0 to 7 
 

90 (AOR) 
35 (NOR) 
74 (AOR) 
16 (NOR) 

100% in 
2 weeks -
AOR & 
NOR 

6 

0–9 Marine 
mixture 
sludge-water 

FBR 3.5 to 1 
 
3.5 to 5 

103 (AOR) 
78 (NOR) 
75 (AOR) 
65 (NOR) 

100% in 
2 weeks -
AOR 
>80% in 
2 weeks- 
NOR 

6 

a FR = Fluidized reactor; FBR = Fixed bed reactor;  AS = Activated sludge; SBR = Sequencing batch reactor. 
b 1 = Dahl et al. 1997; 2 = Panswad and Anan 1999; 3 = Dincer and Kargi 2001; 4 = Moussa et al. 2006; 5 = Ye 
et al. 2009; 6 = this study 
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FBRs with porous ceramic rings or polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas show 

a similar trends of nitrification at 3.5 % salinity, indicating the selection of the 

same population of nitrifiers in both FBRs. Nitrification by halophilic or 

halotolerant bacteria (originating from marine water), but not by non-halophilic 

nitrifiers could cover a wider variation of salinity. However, the growth rate of 

non-halophilic nitrifiers in normal water is faster than that of halophilic nitrifiers 

in saline water. Nitrification plants handling wastewater with salinity 

fluctuations from 0–1%, therefore, could be inoculated with nitrifiers from fresh 

water or with non-halophilic nitrifiers.  

5.4 Effect of temperature, ammonia, nitrite and nitrate on nitrification 

- Temperature  

The observed effects of temperature on AORs and NORs was the direct result of 

the influence of temperature on the reaction rates (Arrhenius relation) rather 

than a toxic effect of free ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA). According 

to Equation 2.12 and 2.13, the concentration of FA and FNA was calculated to 

be 0.5 mg N L-1 and 8 x 10-4 mg N L-1 at 22.5°C, pH 8.0 for 10 mg L-1 NH4
+-N 

or N02
--N. According to Anthonisen et al. (1976) both concentrations should not 

have a significant inhibitory effect on AORs and NORs.  

AOB and NOB have different growth rates at different temperatures, 

requiring correction factors for the overall nitrification rate. In this study, a 

decrease of AORs and NORs to about half of the initial rates at decreasing 

temperatures from 22.5 to 12.5°C (44% and 55%, respectively. Figure 4.28) is in 

good agreement with the Arrhenius equation. 

It also can be said that the correction factor for abrupt decreasing 

temperature in this study was 1.059 for AOR and 1.047 for NOR. Whereas, 

Hwang and Oleszkiewics (2007) reported that for a slowly decreasing 

temperature the necessity of correction factors for nitrification ranged from 
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1.027 to 1.127 or for an abrupt temperature change ranged from 1.088 to 1.116. 

Correction factors of other reports are summarized in Table 5.5.   

Table 5.5 Correction factors for decreasing nitrification temperatures 

Nitrifiers used Temperature 
range (°C) 

Temperature correction factor Literature AOR NOR 
Biofilm 10–29 1.02 - Fdz-Polanco et al. 1994 
Biofilm 8–27* 1.043 - Zhu and Chen 2002 
Suspension 10–23 1.098 - Salvetti et al. 2006 
Suspension 10–20* 

10–20** 
1.027 to 1.127 
1.088 to 1.116 

- Hwang and 
Oleszkiewicz 2007 

Suspension 5–20 
20–35 

1.172 
1.062 

- Guo et al. 2010 

Biofilm 12.5–22.5°C** 1.059 1.047 This study 
Biofilm 22.5–32.5°C 1.036 1.026 This study 
* Gradual decreasing temperature, ** Abrupt decreasing temperature,  

 

Temperature has a different influence on maximum growth rates of AOB 

and NOB. At temperatures of >15°C AOB have a higher growth rate than NOB 

(Bougard et al. 2006). At temperatures higher than 40°C AOB or AORs were 

less affected by the temperature than were NOB or NORs. 

- Ammonia, nitrite and nitrate  

The non-ionized ammonia (FA) and nitrous acid (FNA), rather than 

ammonia or nitrite ions were inhibitors of nitrification (Anthonisen et al. 1976). 

According to literature FA would cause inhibition of AOB in the range of 10 to 

150 mg N L−1 and of NOB in the range of 0.1 to 270 mg N L−1 whereas the 

concentration range of FNA causing inhibition of AOB (0.002 to 0.5 mg N L−1) 

and of NOB (0.22 to 2.8 mg N L−1) is much lower (Table 5.6).  

The different inhibitory concentrations listed in Table 5.6 seem to be the 

result of different experimental conditions such as pH value, temperature, 

salinity, the cultivation method (batch assays or continuous reactors) and of the 

used suspended or immobilized pure or mixed cultures as listed in the legend of 

the table. Another possible explanation for different and respectively higher 

inhibitory concentrations is the adaption phenomenon which was reported by 

Villaverde et al. (2000) and Qiao et al. (2010). Acclimatization to higher loads 
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of ammonia or nitrite containing wastewater could be the reason for higher 

initial inhibitory concentrations of FA and FNA. 

 

Table 5.6 Inhibition initiating concentrations of FA and FNA for AOB and  
                NOB 
 FA mg N L−1 FNA mg N L−1 Literature  
AOB 10–150a  

> 10b 
78c* 

54d* 
 

 
 
 
 
0.1e 
0.5f 
0.0021 d**–0.02d***  

Anthonisen et al. 1976 
Mosquera-Corral et al. 2005 
Kim et al. 2006 
this study 
Vadivelu et al. 2006 
Qiao et al. 2010 
this study 

NOB 0.1–10a 
> 1b 
0.7c** 

270d**** 
 

 
 
 
 
0.22–2.8a  
>> 0.79d***** 

Anthonisen et al. 1976 
Mosquera-Corral et al. 2005 
Kim et al. 2006 
this study 
Anthonisen et al. 1976 
this study 

a : Initiating concentration, 10–23°C, pH: adjusted purposefully, low salinity, batch and continuous reactor, 
mixed culture 
b : Initiating concentration, 35°C, pH 6.8–7.5, low salinity, continuous stirred tank reactor, mixed culture 
c* : Completed inhibition, 25°C, pH 8.2, low salinity, batch reactor, mixed culture 
c** : IC50, 25°C, pH 8.2, low salinity, continuous biofilm airlift reactor, mixed culture 
d* : IC50; d** : IC50; d*** : 100%  inhibition; initiating concentration; d**** : IC50 ; d*****  : no inhibition, 22.5°C, 
pH 8, 3.5% salinity, batch reactor, mixed culture 
e : Initiating concentration, 30°C, pH 7.1, low salinity, batch reactor, mixed culture 
f : Initiating concentration, 21°C, pH 6.5, low salinity, continuous swim bed reactor, mixed culture 
 

The mechanisms responsible for the FA and FNA inhibition on the 

respiration of Nitrobacter sp. are not clear. It may be due to a direct inhibitory 

effect of FA and FNA on enzymes involved in the electron transport or proton 

translocation (Vadivele et al. 2006). The measurement of activity of mixed 

cultures such as ammonia and nitrite oxidizers is a difficult task. The addition of 

allylthiourea and sodium azide as specific inhibitors allows the separate 

measurement of effects of ammonia on nitritation and nitratation (Ginested et al. 

1998). The substances were also used by Rongsayamanont et al. (2010) and 

Sanches et al. (2001). In our study, only allythiourea functioned as specific 

inhibitor (Figure 4.20a). 

Furthermore, it was suggested that the inhibitory effect on energy 

generation (catabolic processes) and growth processes (anabolic processes) 
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should be investigated separately (Vadivelu et al. 2006). Simply comparing the 

overall substrate utilization rates, as conducted in our study, might have 

seriously under-estimated the inhibitory effects, certainly in relation to growth 

inhibition. 

5.5 Partial nitrification 

Recently, many methods and approaches have been reported to achieve partial 

nitrification. Regulations of the reactor such as temperature, pH, dissolved 

oxygen concentration, sludge retention time, aeration pattern, and substrate 

concentration have been suggested.  

The biofilm formed in the inner tube wall of the external recirculation 

tube in FBR A and FBR B, in fact, was dominated by ammonia oxidizing 

bacteria (Figure 4.14). The flow velocity (0.028 m s-1) of the medium through 

the tube resulted in high turbulence, allowing AOB but not NOB to attach at the 

wall of the rubber tube. Another explanation of AOB but not NOB growth at the 

inner wall of rubber tubes is that air could diffuse through the tube and supply 

oxygen for the bacteria, as experimentally shown by Hsieh et al. (2002). This 

might provide a condition where only AOB could growth in the silicon tube. 

During biomass selection (Figure 4.1a) and acclimatization in FBRs A 

and B (Figure 4.2), the activity and growth of AOB seemed to be faster than that 

of NOB. The different growth rates of both bacteria types in activated sludge 

enables a washout of NOB from reactors by regulating sludge retention times 

(Hellinga et al. 1998). To date, no method has been reported to washout only 

NOB from attached growth nitrifying reactors.  

Increasing of salinity could suppress more NOR than AOR (Figures 4.9 

and 4.12). Indeed, ammonia, nitrite but no nitrate was found in the effluent from 

FBRs inoculated with non-halophilic nitrifiers, when salinity was increased from 

0.03 to 9%, indicating that NOR was completely suppressed by such high 

salinity (Figure 4.11, FBR K, phase V). Similar results were also obtained from 
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phase VI of FBR J (Figure 4.11). Salt inhibition at 5 g L-1 has been used by Ye 

et al. (2009) to achieve the partial nitrification. 

Conditions of partial nitrification are required for the anammox process, 

and the NO2
--N/NH4

+-N ratio produced by partial nitritation should be around 

1.0. When the ALR in FBR O was increased from 85 to 125 mg N L-1 d-1 the 

total nitrogen from ammonia (about 62.5 mg L-1 NH4
+-N) and nitrite (about 62.5 

L-1 NO2
--N) in effluent was the same as the total nitrogen in the influent (125 mg 

L-1 NH4
+-N) indicating that NOB were suppressed and this led to a required 

condition for the anammox process to be established. Liang et al. (2011) 

reported that 50% partial nitrification could be achieved by stepwise increases of 

influent ammonia. 

During the measurement of AORs in batch assays, an increase of nitrite 

accumulation was found at increasing temperature, indicating that NOB were 

more suppressed than AOB (data not shown). Hellinga et al. (1998) also 

reported that above 30°C the growth rate of AOB was faster than that of  NOB.



 

     Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

- Microbial analysis 

Seawater sample from Hafen Büsum contained nitrifiers having activity in saline 

environment. The sample was characterized by a conductivity of 31.9 mS cm-1, 

an alkalinity of 120 mg L-1 as CaCO3, an ammonia concentration of 0 mg NH4
+-

N L-1, a nitrite concentration of 0.11 mg NO2
--N L-1 and a nitrate concentration 

of 2.3 mg NO3
--N L-1.  

 During “activation” of nitrification nitrifiers in the samples needed a lag 

phase of about 10 days for ammonia oxidation and a longer lag phase for nitrite 

oxidation to proceed. The sample that contained relative little mud had an 

ammonia oxidation rate (AOR) of 11.5 mg N day-1. This sample, then, was 

selected as an inoculation for the polyethylene/clay fixed bed reactor (FBR A) 

and for the porous ceramic ring fixed bed reactor (FBR B).  

 Molecular biological analyses after applying the Polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) to sludge samples from FBR B revealed that the biomass in the 

reactor was dominated by Nitrosomonas aestuarii and Nitrosomonas Nm143 as 

AOB and Nitrospira marina as NOB. Such DNA sequences were usually found 

in coastal and marine water samples or sediments. 

 

- Feasibility of fixed bed reactors for nitrification of saline wastewater 

 More than 300 days FBR A and FBR B, which were fed with synthetic 

saline wastewater that contained 3.5% NaCl, run continuously at different 

conditions concerning the hydraulic rate time (HRT), ammonia loading rate 

(ALR) and external water recirculation.  

 The support materials in the FBRs (polyethylene/clay and porous ceramic 

rings) have an important role during the early stage of biofilm formation. The 
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roughness of surface due to crevices and pores of the supporting material 

facilitate fast bacteria colonization.  

 Porous ceramic rings applied in FBR B have a specific surface area of 934 

m2 m-3, twice as high a specific surface area than polyethylene/clay in FBR A. 

Better nitrification performance was observed in FBR B. Incomplete ammonia 

oxidation only occurred when pH titration or aeration  failed.  

 In almost all measurements, the NOR was always higher than the AOR in 

both reactors. The maximum AORs and NORs before installation of the liquid 

recirculation were 6 and 7 mg N L−1 h−1, respectively, in FBR A and 5 and 5.9 

mg N L−1 h−1 in FBR B. Then, maximum area-related AOR or NOR, which was 

calculated by dividing the maximum N removal by the specific surface area of 

the support material, was 312 and 386 mg N m−2 day−1 for FBR A and 199 and 

236 mg N L−1 day−1 for FBR B, respectively. 

  The NOR, especially in FBR B, was relatively stable, whereas the AOR 

showed a higher fluctuation with time.  

 A better homogenization of medium and improved mass transfer of 

oxygen and ammonia achieved by applying external recirculation resulted in a 

short term increase of the AOR ( >2 fold) and the NOR (1.5 fold) in FBR A, but 

had no influence on FBR B. On the other side, the application of external 

recirculation initiated a biofim detachment in both reactors. 

 Biofilm on supporting material in FBR A and B was distributed uneven. 

Dense but not compact biofilm was visible inside the rings and on top of the 

rings in FBR B. In other surface areas, where shear stress was high, the biofilm 

was invisible, but nitrification activity was present. 

 The average decay rate of the nitrifiers under aerobic conditions of both 

reactors at 22.5°C was relatively low, being 0.03 d-1 for AOB and 0.045 d-1 for 

NOB. At the same temperature the average decay rate of NOB under anaerobic 

conditions was 0.048 d-1. If a complete interruption of reactor operation in a 

reactors for revision was necessary for one week, for example, the activity of 
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biofilm nitrifiers on porous ceramic rings or polyethylene/clay sinter lamellas 

was still approx 80% for AOB and 65% for NOB of initial activity.  

 

- Effect of salinity changes on nitrification 

At a fixed HRT of 1 day, during the salinity changes in fixed bed reactors 

C-N, the salinity in the reactors reached the new concentration after 1-3 days.  

The gradual change of salinities could be tolerated. If the salinity was 

changed from 3.5 % to not lower than 0.5 % or not higher than 5 % the reactor 

with starting with 3.5% salt maintained at least 60 % of its original performance. 

Whereas the FBRs inoculated with fresh water sludge could be operated  in a 

salinity range of 0.03–1% with a 40% decrease of initial AORs and NORs. 

 The salinity fluctuation influenced more NOBs than AOBs during 

continuous reactor operation. It was observed that accumulation of nitrite but not 

of ammonia at the start of these phase changes occured. Besides, during batch 

incubation NORs were more sensitive to the salinity fluctuation than AORs.  

 FBRs inoculated with seawater sludge can operate a wider range of 

salinity. The AOR remained constant after the salinity was decreased from 3.5% 

to 2, 1 and 0.5%. After the salt concentration was brought to 0.034%, the AOR 

was approx. 70% of initial rate. Whereas, AOR of FBRs inoculated with 

freshwater sludge and starting with 0.03% salt was not influenced, when salinity 

was increased from 0.03% to 0.5, 1 and 2%. The AOR in the FBRs was still 

approx. 90% of initial rate after the salt concentration was increased to 3.5%.  

 On the other side, a decrease of the NORs in FBRs with 3.5% salt starting 

concentration occurred already when the salinity was decreasing from 3.5 % to 2 

%. The NORs were 62, 76 and 60% of the initial rates after salinity was 

decreased from 3.5% to 2, 1 and 0.5%, respectively. The salinity effect on NORs 

in FBRs with starting concentrations of 0.03% salt was already found after 

salinity increased to 1%. The NORs were 85, 52 and 36% of the initial rates 

after salinity was increased to 1, 2 and 3.5%, respectively.  
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The transition from 3.5 % NaCl towards a hypotonic environment (lower 

salt concentration than before) was less destructive for nitrification than a 

transition towards a hypertonic environment (higher salt concentration than 

before). 

 The average AORs and NORs after the salinity was increased from 3.5% 

to 5, 7 and 9% were approx. 68.5, 52.5 and 36% (for AOR) and 87.5, 56 and 

46.5% for (NOR) of initial rates, respectively. AORs and NORs in FBRs 

inoculated with freshwater sludge were almost zero, when the salinity was 

increased above 9%.  

Returning to the 3.5 % and 0.03% original salt concentration revealed a 

long term restoration of the full activity of AOB and NOB. 

- Effect of ammonia, nitrite and nitrate on nitrification 

Free ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA), rather than ammonia or 

nitrite ions were inhibitors of nitrification. The ammonia and nitrite 

concentration should be converted to non-ionized ammonia FA and FNA.  

FNA was more toxic for both, AOB and NOB than FA. 

 AORs were more affected by FA than NORs, so that concentration of 

0.25-0.5 g N L-1 (calculated FA of 13.5 - 27.2 mg N L-1) was sufficient to initiate 

inhibition, whereas NOR inhibition was initiated at 3.5 g N L-1 (calculated FA of 

190 mg N L-1). Ammonia IC50 for AOR and NOR was about 1 g N L-1 

(calculated FA of 54 mg N L-1) and 5 g N L-1 (calculated FA of 270 mg N L-1).  

 AORs were also more sensitive to FNA than NORs. Nitrite inhibition 

concentrations of 50% (IC50) and 100% inhibition for AORs were about 0.027 g 

N L-1 (calculated FNA of 0.0021 mg N L-1 and 0.25 g N L-1, respectively. No 

inhibition on NOR was observed when nitrite, even up to 10 g N L-1 (calculated 

FNA of 0.79 mg N L-1) was applied to the medium. No inhibition on AOR and 

NOR by nitrate up 10 g N L-1 was found. 

 The activity recovery of AOB and NOB was possible indicating the 

temporary effect of ammonia and nitrite inhibition.  
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- Effect of temperature on nitrification 

A direct rather than an indirect effect of temperature was observed on 

AOR and NOR. The AOR was slightly more sensitive than the NOR for 

temperature fluctuation.  

A temperature decrease of 10 °C (from 22.5 to 12.5 °C) in the presence of 

3.5% NaCl revealed a decrease of AOR and NOR by 44% and 55% (about half 

of the initial rate), respectively, whereas a temperature increase of 10 °C (from 

22.5 to 32.5 °C) resulted in an increase of the AOR and NOR to 136% and 

126%, which was not a doubling of nitritation and nitratation rates.  

A further decrease of the temperature to 6 °C, simulating nitrification 

temperatures during the winter season prevented ammonia oxidation completely 

and reduced the NOR by more than 90 %. A further increase of temperature up 

to 40°C did not affect the rates for both processes and a temperature of 50°C 

resulted in no activity of both bacteria. A full recovery of the AOR and NOR 

was obtained after the ‘‘cold shock’’ by increasing the temperature from 6 to 

22.5°C, however no recovery of AOR or NOR was obtained after the ‘‘heat 

shock’’ when the temperature was reduced from 50°C to 22.5°C. 
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